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Executive Summary

How to use this report to find what you want to know
The SR CHOICE Final Evaluation Report is organized into three sections: executive summary, explanation of the evaluation model used for this report,
overall evaluation of SR CHOICE for the 12 months of Cycle II. The appendix follows these sections and contains detailed supportive data and information
on each of the SR CHOICE Grantees.
The evaluators recommend that the first three sections are indispensable reading in using this report. In the first section, readers will find a brief executive summary of the effort, effect, and performance for Cycle II.
In the second section, readers will find a brief explanation of the Performance Logic Model Evaluation System utilized by SR CHOICE to evaluate and
provide information for continuous improvement of grantees’ services and care provided for Santa Rosa’s children and youth.
In the third section, effort, effect, performance and results across all SR CHOICE funded services are reviewed.
Effort includes the resources and work required, such as information about how grantees spent their money, who the staffs and customers were, what
the strategies for service were, how much service was provided, and how much it cost. The efficiency of services is based on the funds expended per
hour of service provided.
Effect includes the experiences and feedback of children, youth, and their parents in two areas: customer satisfaction and productivity. Staff that serve
the children and youth also conduct individual assessments of the changes made by their youth customers. Children, youth, parents and staff members
report on the changes in the child or youth customer’s skills, knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors caused by the SR CHOICE funded services. The level of
productivity in causing changes signals the effectiveness of services.
Performance summarizes whether the SR CHOICE grantees met the SR CHOICE performance goals for effectiveness and efficiency. This analysis of
performance compares SR CHOICE Grantees by using the priority areas of the SR CHOICE Strategic Plan.
Results include population indicators such as overall health, wellness and education of the children and youth in Santa Rosa. Results come from the
whole Santa Rosa community’s efforts to improve the well-being of children and youth. Looking at results over time assists the residents of Santa Rosa
to see if key indicators are going in a good direction or a bad direction. Results also include intermediate outcomes that are closely tied to the effort and
effect of the grantees and their community partners.
Neither the size nor comprehensive nature of the SR CHOICE Final Evaluation Report need deter anyone from finding the information he/she is most
interested in acquiring. In fact, the report is organized so that the reader can easily access information about the SR CHOICE program, such as the evaluation design, as well as grantee performance, including the amount of services provided and their effectiveness.

Santa Rosa CHOICE Is Funded By Measure O
Executive Summary
The voters of Santa Rosa passed the Measure O Initiative in November 2004 that applies a sales tax increase of a quarter of a cent to fund
specific Police, Fire and Gang Prevention/Intervention programs for 20 years. It is estimated that the annual revenue generated by this tax will be
$7 million, with allocations of 40% to Police, 40% to Fire, and 20% to Gang Prevention/Intervention.
The 20% allocation of the tax revenue enables the City’s Recreation & Parks Department to provide leadership, coordination and resources to the
continuum of youth and family services that work together toward the prevention and reduction of gangs and gang violence in the City of Santa
Rosa. This evaluation report evaluates the effort, effect, and results of the Santa Rosa Recreation and Parks Department’s CHOICE Program.
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Summary of SR CHOICE
(Community Helping Our Indispensable Children Excel)
Initiatives in FY 2008-09
F

Santa Rosa Choice in FY 2008-09 had 17 contracts for services for Community Gang Prevention Presentations, Early
Intervention Services for Youth from high risk neighborhoods, and High Risk Intervention Services for youth and
families impacted by gangs, drugs, and violence. The contracted grants from Measure O funds were given to the
following community based agencies and Santa Rosa Recreation and Parks programs to provide services and care.
The largest contact was done in collaboration with Santa Rosa City Schools to offer after school programs in targeted
neighborhoods.

Table 1

SR CHOICE Funded Program

SR CHOICE
Funds

Match

Total

Percent
Match

Big Brothers, Big Sisters

$29,000

$22,600

$51,600

Community Action Partnership Community Gang Awareness

$11,807

$5,699

$17,506

78%
48%

Community Action Partnership Padres Unidos

$39,597

$43,039

$82,636

109%

CYO Gang Mediation & Intervention Services

$149,881

$46,891

$196,772

31%

Double Punches Boxing Youth Fitness

$25,000

$84,176

$109,176

337%

Hope Works Job Readiness

$48,947

$65,841

$114,788

135%

Martial Arts Youth Institute

$25,000

$15,760

$40,760

63%

Roseland Charter After School Program

$44,666

$13,519

$58,185

30%

Social Advocates for Youth Employment Program

$63,160

$116,513

$179,673

184%

Sunny Hills Services Community Presentations

$21,125

$5,282

$26,407

25%

Sunny Hills Services Youth Development

$54,940

$13,737

$68,677

25%

$188,496

$289,305

$477,801

153%

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks After-School Programs
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Boys Action Team

$24,281

$11,398

$35,679

47%

$138,382

$208,293

$346,675

151%

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Summer Playgrounds

$82,283

$87,006

$169,289

106%

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Teen Council

$20,000

$1,000

$21,000

5%

$19,988
$986,553

$4,747
$1,034,806

$24,735
$2,021,359

24%
105%

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Neighborhood Programs

United Against Sexual Assault (YEP)
All Programs

Note to Reader: The Measure 0 funds for after school programs are granted to Santa Rosa Recreation and
Parks to manage in collaboration with the Santa Rosa City Schools ASES after school funds.

F

This report is on Cycle II of Santa Rosa CHOICE. Cycle I operated for 19 months ( December 1, 2006 to June 30, 2008)
and Cycle II operated for 12 months from July 1, 2008 to August 30, 2009. Together the two cycles funded 2.1 million
in Measure O funds contracted that were matched by $2.7 million for a total of $4.8 million in funds spent toward
the mission of SR CHOICE and the Santa Rosa Mayor’s Gang Prevention Task Force. The first two cycles served 9,838
customers with 1.4 million hours of total care at a cost per hour of $3.45. The first 31 months of Santa Rosa CHOICE
has shown promise of efficiency and effectiveness of services and care. SR Choice has formed partnerships that has
allowed each dollar of Measure 0 funds to be matched by $1.34. This is good leverage of Measure O funding.
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Highlights of SR CHOICE Funded Services for Cycle II
Highlights that evaluators chose as representative of the effort, effect, and performance of SR CHOICE Grantees during the 12 months
of Cycle II are given below. An at a glance summary of effort, effect, and performance for Cycle II of SR CHOICE funding is also provided in the table on page 9. There, readers can quickly locate answers to the SR CHOICE evaluation questions and learn more about
how the 17 grantees, overall, met or exceeded the performance goals.

Effort of SR CHOICE Funded Services
F SR CHOICE funded 12 contracts with Community Based Organizations (CBOs), four (4) contracts to Santa Rosa Recreation
and Parks Neighborhood Services (SRRP-NS) and one (1) collaborative contract between SRRP-NS and Santa Rosa City
Schools. The 17 contracted projects totalled $1.9 million spent in Cycle II to serve Santa Rosa’s children, youth and families.
F SR CHOICE grantees raised more matching funds to serve Santa Rosa’s children, youth families than was provided by SR
CHOICE. This indicates a very good effort to leverage Measure O-SR CHOICE funds. Cycle 1 SR CHOICE funds of $916,790
were matched with $947,084 for a total of $1.9 million in funds. This constitutes a leverage of Measure O funds by 105%
with funds from other funding partners. This means that for every tax payer dollar allocated from Measure O funds that
dollar was matched with $1.05 from other sources.
F Grantees served 4,566 unduplicated children, youth, and parent customers with 540,604 hours of direct service.
F The average cost per hour of service was $1.30 for SR CHOICE funds and $3.45 for total funds (SR CHOICE and matching
funds). The cost per hour is the bottom line or output of effort. It is calculated by dividing the amount of funding spent by
the hours of direct service delivered.

SR CHOICE Grantees Spent Funds and Delivered
Services Contracted for FY 2008-09 Cycle II
Service Delivered

Effort Delivered
First
Half of Year
Funds
Spent

Half

Quarter

3 Quarter

Half
Full

92%

This year grantees did not need all the funds granted to provide 112%
of services contracted.

Quarter

3 Quarter

Full

112%
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Effect of SR CHOICE Funded Services
F Children and youth customers gave SR CHOICE services an
83% satisfaction rating; parents gave the same services
provided to their child an 87% satisfaction rating. Both are
positive satisfaction rates.
F SR CHOICE funded services were effective in producing
positive changes in behaviors and skills in their children and
youth customers in over two-thirds of the targeted changes.
Parents indicated that funded services were effective in
producing three out of four targeted changes because of the
SR CHOICE funded services.

Effect Customer Satisfaction

25-50%

50-75%

Youth 83%
75-100%

0-25%

Low

Parent 87%

High

Note to Reader: Service Productivity involves designing questions that relate to service goals
for individual customers and phrasing them so that the responder considers whether change
occurred because of the services and care funded by Santa Rosa CHOICE.

Chart 1

Youth, Parent, and Staff Youth Asset Development Service Productivity Scores

66%
Youth
68%

76%

Fall 2008
Spring 2009

Parents
82%

66%
Staff
83%

-100%
Worse

-80%

-60%

-40%

-20%

0%
No Change

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%
Better

Effectiveness has improved from the fall to the spring for youth developmental assets service productivity scores.
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Grantee Selected Changes Also Shows Improvement From Last Year
F SR CHOICE funded services were effective in producing positive changes in behaviors and skills in children and youth customers
for three out of four grantee selected targeted changes. Parents, also indicated that funded services were effective in producing three out of four targeted changes in their children because of the SR CHOICE funded services. These targeted changes are
attitudes, behaviors, skills and knowledge that allow children and youth to develop into healthy productive citizens.
Chart 2

Youth, Parent, and Staff Grantee Selected Service Productivity

66%
Youth
69%

77%

Fall 2008
Spring 2009

Parents
82%

64%
Staff
82%

-100%
Worse

-80%

-60%

-40%

-20%

0%
No Change

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%
Better

Effectiveness has also improved from the fall to the spring for grantee selected service productivity scores.
“Measure O saved my life”. California Youth Outreach Customer

“ I got to go rafting and hiking. It was a blast! Thanks Measure
“O”!” Sunny Hills Youth Development Program Customer
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Performance of SR CHOICE Funded Services
Effort

F At the beginning of each funding cycle grantees develop a service plan that indicates the scope of work they will
complete for their grant. For Cycle II, 88% of grantees met or exceeded their contracted service delivery plan for the
specified number of hours of service.

Satisfaction

F For Cycle II, 100% of grantees met or exceeded the SR CHOICE goal for children and youth satisfaction rate and
100% of grantees met the performance goal for parent satisfaction for services and care provided.

Service Productivity
Asset Development

F All the SR CHOICE grantees share similar child and youth developmental asset target changes. In this report, 79%
of grantees met or exceeded their performance goal for growth in targeted child/youth developmental assets as
indicated by their child and youth customers. Ninety -four (94%) percent of the parents surveyed indicated that the
grantee program in which their child was involved met or exceeded their performance goal for targeted changes in
their child’s developmental assets.

Service Productivity
Grantee Selected

F All the SR CHOICE grantees select changes to be targeted that are unique to their program because of their services.
In this report, 86% of grantees met or exceeded their performance goal to stimulate growth in the grantee’s selected, targeted changes as indicated by their child and youth customers. Ninety-four (94%) percent of the parents
surveyed indicated that the grantee program in which their child was involved met or exceeded their performance
goal for grantee specified, targeted changes.

Service Productivity
Index

F For Cycle II, 100% of the grantees met the performance goal for their Service Performance Index (SPI), a score of
greater than 600 points out of 1000. The SPI is modeled after the most widely used measure for overall performance, the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award.
The following table summarizes performance for four performance goals: delivery of the planned
amount of service, customer satisfaction, asset development service productivity score and grantee
selected service productivity score for Cycle II. Eighty -eight (88%) percent of grantees met three or
more performance goals.
Table 2

SR CHOICE Performance Summary for Cycle II
Grantees That Met All Four Performance Goals
Grantees That Met Three Out of Four Performance Goals
Grantees that Met Two Out of Four Performance Goals
Grantees that Met One Out of Four Performance Goals
Grantees that Missed All Four Performance Goals
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Number
13
2
1
1
0

Percent
76%
12%
6%
6%
0%

Executive Summary

At a
Glance:
Effort,
Effect,
Perfor
mance,
and
Results
for
Cycle II

Graphic 1

SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation System
Performance
Accountability
Model

Logic Model
Inputs

Staff

SR CHOICE
Evaluation
Questions
What did SR CHOICE
spend on services?

Who were the staff
providing services?

Answers to SR CHOICE Evaluation Questions
for Cycle II (7/1/08 to 6/30/09)
SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching Funds
Spent

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

Percent of Total
Funds Spent

$916,790

$947,084

$1,863,874

93%

92%

Did not need all
the funds to
meet planned
service

FTE Staff

Years
Experience

Years Schooling

Male

Female

Yes.

62.2

10.2

13.8

51%

49%

4,566

Male
60%

Female
40%

0-3 yrs

4-11 yrs

12-19 yrs

20-59 yrs

60+ yrs

0.2%

39%

26%

35%

0.3%

Latino
Americans

African
Americans

Asian Pacific
Inlanders
Americans

Caucasian
Americans

Other/MultiRacial

49%

5%

4%

13%

28%

Client At-Risk

Client High-Risk

Client-Gang
Supporter

Client-Gang
Member

Hard-Core Gang
Member

64%

14%

9%

6%

7%

Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Customers

Who are our youth
customers?

E
F
F
O
R
T

SR CHOICE
Cycle II Grants
17 - Contracts

Strategies

What service
strategies did we
conduct?

Early Intervention Services for At
Risk Youth in High Risk
Neighborhoods
Nine Contracts for Service
High Risk Intervention for High
Risk Youth
Six Contracts for Service

SR CHOICE
Grants
$986,553

Activities

Contracted
Budget Match
$1,034,806

Outputs

105%

How much did the
services cost to
deliver?

Customer
Satisfaction

E
F
F
E
C
T

Were our youth and
parent customers
satisfied with our
services?

Service
Productivity
Initial
Outcomes

Were our services
effective in producing
change for the better
for our customers?

Service Quality
and Reliability

Were our services
equally effective for
all our customers?

Survey Sample

How many customers
did they survey?

Level of Youth Developmental
Assets
LOW

Number of
Customers
Served
2,483
Number of
Customers
Served
754

Actual Hours of
Service for
Cycle II

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Cycle II

Hours of Service
per Customer

445,653

540,604

121%

118

Actual Cost per
Cost per
Hour SR
Actual Cost per
Customer SR
CHOICE Funds Hour Total Funds CHOICE Funds
$3.45

$201

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds

New Caring
Adults
Connected to
Youth

$408

4.4

83%

Average Satisfaction of Parents of Customer Level
of Participation in
Youth
Care
(0-100% on 4 items)
HIGH
87%

Service Productivity
(% of targeted changes achieved
minus % missed )

Youth Report of Parent Report on Staff Report on
Changes
their Child
Customer

Average Satisfaction of Youth
(0-100% on 4 items)

68%
69%

Asset development changes
Grantee selected changes

Yes, Please
note: Native
Americans are
2% of customers

Percent of Funds Cost per Hour of Two contracts for
2% of funding
Spent
Service
served 1,329
62%
$2.39
clients in gang
Level of
awareness
Percent of Funds Developmental
workshops for
Spent
Assets
$6.78 and hour
36%
$13.36

Planned Hours
of Service for
Cycle II

$1.70

Total Funds
Cycle II
$2,021,359
Percent
Matching Funds

How much services
did we provide?

Met
Performance Goals

82%
82%

83%
81%

Yes

Yes

Yes
Satisfaction
> 70%

Yes Service
Productivity
> 60%

Yes, Quality
Average Service
Percent of
Yes
Performance
Grantees with a Score >1
Average
Index (SPI)
SPI Score Over
SPI > 600
Score
600

Service Quality
Score Asset
Development

Service Quality
Score Grantee
Selected

Change in
Service Quality
Score

1.7

1.8

Increasing

719

100%

Youth Surveys

Parent Surveys

Staff Surveys

RPRA Surveys

Total Surveys

2,227

1,384

2,273

1,458

7,733

Adequate
sample size

Results come from the effort and effect of the whole community of Santa Rosa to raise healthy youth.
Population results are used to determine if key indicators are going in a desirable or undesirable
direction over time. Population results can assist us to focus our efforts to move indicators in a
desirable direction.

R
E
S
U
L
T
S

Trend line going in a desirable direction

Population
Results

How are we doing on
the indicators of
development of
Santa Rosa youth for
a healthy productive
life?

Trend line going in a undesirable direction

2003-08 Academic Performance Index Scores

2002-08 Graduation Rates Based on NCES
Definition

2004-08 School Truancy Rate

2002-08 Percent of Graduates Completing
Requirement to UC/CSU

1997-08 Number of Juvenile Arrests

2002-08 Santa Rosa Schools 4- Year Drop Out Rate

1997-08 Number of Juvenile Violent Crime Arrests
2006-09 Juvenile Weapons Offenses down 29%
2006-09 Juvenile Violent Offenses down 26%

Note: Indictors are not used to point fingers but
use to assist everyone in the community to work
together to produce healthy productive futures
for our youth.
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Summary of Child and Youth Resiliency
Outcomes from 2,273 Individual Staff
Assessments of Their Customers

F The number of new caring adults in child and youths’ lives
because of the SR CHOICE funded programs is 4.4 new caring adults.
F The staff assessment of each child and youths’ participation
level in the SR CHOICE funded program was at a high level.
F The staff assessment of growth in child and youths’ expectation levels improved in 73% of customers.
F The staff assessment of growth in participation levels of
child and youths’ participation in home, school, and the
community improved in 75% of customers.

Summary of Child and Youth Outcomes
from Child and Youth Surveys on Common Asset
Development Questions
Table 3

Santa Rosa CHOICE Spring 09 Asset Development Service Productivity Scores
Youth Questions, 10 and older
Better
Worse
Same
Don't Know
my success at school (job/training) is:
65%
1%
28%
6%
my understanding of who I am and what I can do is:
63%
1%
30%
6%
my ability to communicate is:
64%
0%
31%
5%
my ability to learn new things is:
64%
1%
31%
5%
my ability to connect with adults is:
62%
1%
31%
6%
my ability to work with others is:
64%
0%
32%
4%
my ability to stay safe is:
60%
0%
34%
5%
Child Questions, 5 to 9 years old
Better
Worse
Same
This program makes my school work:
67%
5%
28%
This program helps me get along with adults:
78%
3%
18%
This program helps me learn new things:
79%
4%
17%
This program helps me stay safe:
83%
4%
13%
This program helps me get along with other kids
69%
6%
24%
This program makes me feel good about myself
79%
4%
17%
Total Number of Responses
4329
123
1745
224
Percent by Response Category
67.4%
1.9%
27.2%
3.5%
Asset Development Service Productivity = 68%
(4329-123)/(6421-224)

12 Santa Rosa Choice Final Report for Cycle II

Total
618
618
619
618
616
615
617
Total
351
352
350
349
347
351
6421

Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions
1. SR Choice has successfully concluded the first 31 months that constitute
Cycle I and II. Grantees are demonstrating the ability to deliver contracted
services with high customer satisfaction and indiction of meeting targeted
changes. The majority of grantees have successfully implemented the
monitoring and evaluation system. Collectively, the grantees have met all
of the performance goals set by the Performance Logic Model Evaluation
System. Grantees have shown continuous improvement from Cycle I to
Cycle II. Evaluators are very pleased with the dedication and commitment
of the staff funded by SR CHOICE to document their efforts and the effects
of their funded services and care of their customers.
2. In the 31 months of Cycle I &II of the SR CHOICE Program, grantees show efficiency and effectiveness of services in delivering their contracted services.
Santa Rosa CHOICE High Risk Intervention grantees are building capacity to
work with gang involved youth as evidenced by the growth in their Service
Performance Index over time.
3. A few of the grantees redesigned their programs to make them more
efficient and effective. Grantees are demonstrated “The First Rule of Holes:”
when you find yourself in a hole, stop digging and try something else to
meet your goals and objectives for your funded service. Grantees are learning that it is hard to get high risk parents and youth to come together in
groups for services, and it might work better to go to where these custom
ers are already gathering in groups to provide services.
4. Evaluators commend the SR CHOICE administration for conducting a new
needs assessment and qualifying new providers to meet emerging needs
and to align qualified providers based on performance and needs of Santa
Rosa children and youth. The ability to meet new emerging needs with a
rapid response is commendable.

Recommendations
1. In future SR CHOICE grant cycles, all grantees should make every effort
to complete each of the components of the evaluation including youth
and parent surveys on effectiveness of services along with staff individual
assessments of customers. Some groups can improve their sample size to
obtain a better sample of their customers. Evaluators are recommending
that all groups find a way to use the participant ID report form to report
demographic data on their customers.
2. Santa Rosa Recreation and Parks administrative staff is commended for
using a Request for Qualification process for Cycle II instead of the Request
for Proposal process used in Cycle I.
3. Some High Risk Intervention Services in Cycle II should be delivered in willing Santa Rosa schools that are serving high-risk youth. By collaborating
with Santa Rosa schools, intervention services can focus on high-risk youth
over time and increase their efficiency by not having to recruit youth to
come to group activities.

ICE
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Section Three

Section Two
SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Methodology
How is this report organized?

C

This report is organized according to Graphic 3 on the following page that
explains Santa Rosa (SR) CHOICE’s Performance Logic Model Evaluation
System. In this report, evaluators answer the questions indicated in Graphic
3 and discuss the theory of change behind the Santa Rosa CHOICE effort.
Notably, CCPA published a paper summarizing the Performance Logic Model
in an international journal, Elsevier, a pre-eminent authority in evaluation
and program planning. Three international evaluation experts did a blind
review of the Performance Logic Model before publishing the article.

Performance Logic Model
The SR CHOICE Evaluation System is based on a performance logic model
(PLM). Logic models are a convenient way of describing why certain service
activities ought to change the behaviors of those receiving services. In that
respect, PLMs resemble path diagrams connecting causal variables to effects
variables. They offer an alternative approach to evaluating programs that
does not require random assignment to different groups (Julian, Jones &
Deyo, 1995).
The elements of the PLM are shown in Graphic 14. Performance accountability is divided into three areas: effort, effect, and results. The logic model
variables are listed in the second column they include: inputs, customers,
strategies, activities, outputs, performance measures, and performance
indicators.
The underlying logic of the PLM is that more effort on the part of staff and
customers produces more outputs. More outputs guided by effective strategies produce more change in behaviors and greater satisfaction with services.
As more SR CHOICE customers are served more effectively, a ripple effect on
the larger community will occur, causing long-term population outcomes to
increase for youth in Santa Rosa.

Santa Rosa CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation
System
The SR CHOICE Evaluation System is a synthesis of Mark Friedman’s Results
and Performance Accountability evaluation technique and the Theory of
Change Logic Model evaluation technique. The fusion of the two systems
allows for a functional and ongoing evaluation system well suited for SR
CHOICE funded services. Mark Friedman, Director of the Fiscal Policy Studies
Institute, points out that: “The Results and Performance Accountability and
the logic model methods can be seen as complementary, not contradictory,
approaches to evaluation.”
 Evaluation and Program Planning 28 (2005) 83–94. Available at www.elsevier.com/locate/
evalprogplan
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Accountability for Performance
Mark Friedman explains the principles of a results and performance accountability system as a way to hold programs and agencies accountable for performance. Mark Friedman gives the reason for performance accountability:
“Why bother with results and performance accountability? Trying hard
is not good enough. We need to be able to show results to taxpayers and
voters. Avoid the thousand-pages-of-useless-paper versions of performance
measurement.” The SR CHOICE Evaluation System replaces an endless system
of multiple measures with a few valid measures of performance used by all
grantees.”

Theory of Change Logic Model
The SR CHOICE Evaluation System also incorporates the latest research and
recommendations of researchers and evaluators that call for a “Theory of
Change Logic Model” approach to evaluation designs (J.P. Connell, A.C.
Kubisch, L.B. Schorr, C.H. Weiss). All the SR CHOICE Service Providers have
incorporated the United Way of America recommended logic model system of
evaluation into their SR CHOICE evaluations.

Lisbeth Schorr’s Theory of Change
A description of this “Theory of Change Logic Model” research is contained in
Lisbeth Schorr’s published research entitled Common Purpose -- Strengthening
Families and Neighborhoods to Rebuild America (Schorr 1997). In her book,
Schorr discusses the issues involved in applying experimental research designs to complex, multiple outcome, and community-based projects. Schorr
points out that because experimental designs can only study variables that
are easily quantifiable, complex community-based interventions tend to be
ignored or short-changed.
Schorr calls for a theory-based logic model outcome evaluation. “By combining outcome measures with an understanding of the process that produced
the outcome,” states Schorr, “theory-based evaluations can shed light on
both the extent of impact and how the change occurred.” Lisbeth Schorr
documents numerous examples of research and evaluation studies using new
evaluation methods that allow social scientists to observe more complex and
promising programs. Schorr challenges evaluators to put less emphasis on
elegant and precise statistical manipulation and more emphasis on usable
knowledge. This usable knowledge will serve as critical information for
the SR CHOICE to render thoughtful budget and policy direction, as well as
continuous improvement strategies.
The SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation System is an integration
of the Logic Model and Mark Friedman’s Results and Performance Accountability.

SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model
The Santa Rosa SR CHOICE Evaluation Team worked with SR CHOICE staff and grantees to design and implement this integrated evaluation
system. The components of the SR CHOICE Evaluation System Performance Measures are divided into four categories: Effort, Effect, Performance,
and Results.
Graphic 2 – Evaluation Model

SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation System
Performance
Accountability
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T
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Performance
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SR CHOICE
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Focus Groups and
Interviews
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indicated in
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SR CHOICE
Quarterly Report
(Participant ID
Report Form)
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indicated in
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Strategies

Performance
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Outputs
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E
S
U
L
T
S
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contracted.
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SR CHOICE
Provide 95% of
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Interviews, and Site
planned services.
Visits

Child and Youth
Developmental
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Strategic Plan.
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SR CHOICE
Cost per hour is
Avoidance,
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Quarterly Reports the same or below
Protective,
to deliver?
and Staff Interviews cost contracted.
Resilience, and
Social Attachment
Assets as key
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Surveys of
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betterment of
customers satisfied with our
Children, Youth, satisfaction rate is
service?
and Parents
greater than 70%. children and youth.
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provide?
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for our customers?

Surveys of
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Parents, and Staff

Service
productivity is
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Strengths-based
approach to serving
No performance children, youth, and
their families.
goals are set for
Focused on how
results for each
grantee because customers use their
these results take strengths and assets
to be better off.
the efforts of the
In general, how are the
Data collected by entire Santa Rosa
children and youth doing in
community to
Population Long
other agencies and
Santa Rosa over time? This is
impact.
Term Outcomes
SR CHOICE
the result of everyone in our
Grantees
community working together.

How are SR CHOICE
Result Indicators
customers doing with the
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Outcomes
health and wellness, and
transition to adulthood?

Data collected by
other agencies and
SR CHOICE
Grantees
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Methodology

Methodology of the SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model
The values and concepts described below are embedded beliefs and
behaviors found in high-performing organizations. They are the foundation for integrating key performance and operational requirements
within a results-oriented framework that creates a basis for action
and feedback. The SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation
System is based on the principles and practices of Continuous Quality
Improvement (CQI). CQI is practiced by many public and private
agencies to measure and improve their products and services to their
customers.
Community Crime Prevention Associates (CCPA) is going beyond traditional program evaluation methods to promote high quality services
by non-profit service agencies. This summary of how high quality
services can be provided is intended to inform service agency managers and government overseers of the distinctions between traditional
evaluation methodology and quality improvement.
The chief distinction is that program evaluation is post-hoc and
one-shot. Evaluation reports address what happened. A different
evaluation study must be designed to address each question, often
stated as a hypothesis. Continuous quality improvement is a current,
ongoing activity. Sometimes distinct studies are designed, but there
are other ways to function as a service agency, so that high quality
services are provided. Quality improvement occurs as a regular part of
each day’s work within every service agency. The methods employed
must be accessible to program staff, thus requiring a minimum of
training in their application. CCPA sees its role as an evaluation
company performing program evaluations in the context of service
agency staff utilizing our reports to improve their services. CCPA also
provides technical support to agency staff to assist them in improving
the quality of the services.
CQI defines quality as meeting or exceeding the needs and
expectations of the customer. SR CHOICE considers the child and
their parents as their primary customers whose feedback is important
to the continuous improvement of services.
CQI requires information about customer outcomes; administrative,
staff, cost, and financial performance; competitive or collaborative
comparisons; customer satisfaction; and compliance. Data should
be segmented by, for example, types of service, customer ages, and
strategic priorities to facilitate analysis.
Analysis of the data found in this report refers to extracting larger
meaning from data and information to support decision-making and
service improvement. Analysis entails using data to determine trends,
projections, and cause and effect that might not otherwise be evident.
Analysis supports a variety of purposes, such as planning service delivery, reviewing your overall performance, improving operations, accomplishing change management, and comparing your performance
with that of competitors, with similar organizations, or with “SR
CHOICE practices” benchmarks. A major consideration in performance
improvement and change management involves the selection and use
of performance measures or indicators. The measures or
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indicators selected should SR CHOICE represent the factors that lead to
improved customer outcomes; improved operational, financial performance. A comprehensive set of measures or indicators tied to customer
and organizational performance requirements represents a clear basis
for aligning all processes with the grantee organization’s goals and the
SR CHOICE Strategic Plan. Through the data collection, tracking, and
analysis of SR CHOICE data, our measures or indicators themselves may
be evaluated and changed to better support SR CHOICE goals.
Baldrige Awards for Quality
In 1987 the United States created a quality award program to encourage more companies to develop quality systems. Here are the guiding
principles behind the Baldrige Awards for quality as it applies to your
organization’s youth and human services.
Visionary Leadership - Your organization’s senior leaders (administrative/operational and service provider leaders) should set directions
and create a customer focus, clear and visible values, and high expectations. The directions, values, and expectations should balance the
needs of all your stakeholders.
Customer-Focused Excellence - The delivery of services must be
customer focused. Quality and performance are the key components in
determining customer satisfaction, and all attributes of customer care
delivery factor into the judgment of satisfaction and value.
Organizational and Personal Learning - Achieving the highest levels of organizational performance requires a well-executed
approach to organizational and personal learning. Organizational
learning includes both continuous improvement of existing approaches
and significant change, leading to new goals and approaches. Learning
needs to be embedded in the way your organization operates.
Valuing Staff and Partners - An organization’s success depends
increasingly on the diverse backgrounds, knowledge, skills, creativity,
and motivation of all its staff and partners, including both paid staff
and volunteers, as appropriate.
Building Partnerships-Organizations need to build internal and
external partnerships to better accomplish overall goals.
Agility -Success in today’s ever-changing environment demands
agility—a capacity for rapid improvements in service quality. Agility
encourages improvements in organization, quality, cost, customer
focus, and productivity.
Focus on the Future -In today’s environment, creating a sustainable
organization requires understanding the short- and longer-term factors that affect your organization and marketplace.
Managing for Innovation - Innovation means making meaningful
change to improve an organization’s services, programs, processes, and
operations and to create new value for the organization’s stakeholders. Innovation should lead your organization to new dimensions of
performance innovation.
The Service Performance Index used in this evaluation uses the Baldrige criteria to give each grantee a SPI score of between 0 and 1000.
This SPI score uses 19 variables to build the SPI score.

Evaluation by Fact

Management and Evaluation by Fact
An effective organization depends on the measurement and analysis of performance. Such measurements should derive from service
needs and strategy, and they should provide critical data and information about key processes, outputs, and results. Many types of data
and information are needed for performance management. SR CHOICE working with their grantees and CCPA are collecting numerous
measurements that are used to set performance goals. The following chart explains the types of measurements and instruments used to
provide data and facts to manage, evaluate, and continuously improve SR CHOICE funded services.
Graphic 3

Instrument

Information Collected

Time of Collection

Scope of Work

Contracted scope of work, quarterly progress Contracted plan at time of contract
reports, demographics on customers
approval, four quarterly reports
Financial Report
Contracted budget with four quarterly invoices Contracted budget at time of contract
approval, four quarterly reports
Scope of Work Narrative
Explanation of success in fulfilling the scope Provide with each quarterly report
of work
Child & Youth Customer
All grantees survey child and youth customer Collected twice a year from customers
Satisfaction Survey
with similar satisfaction question.
or at the end of any program cycle.
Parent Customer Satisfaction
Parents are asked four customer satisfaction
Collected twice a year from parents or
Survey
questions about the services their child
at the end of any program cycle.
received.
Child & Youth Asset
All grantees survey child and youth customer Collected twice a year from customers
Development Survey
with similar asset development service
or at the end of any program cycle.
productivity question.
Parent Assessment of Their
Parents assess the growth in their child’s
Collected twice a year from customers
Child’s Asset Development
developmental assets. All grantees measure
or at the end of any program cycle.
Survey
similar assets.
Staff Assessment of Each
Staffs assess the growth in their child
Collected twice a year from customers
Customer’s Child and Youth
customer’s developmental assets. All grantees or at the end of any program cycle.
Asset Development Survey
measure similar assets.
Child & Youth Grantee Selected All grantees survey child and youth customer Collected twice a year from customers
Survey on Targeted Changes
with their own specific selected service
or at the end of any program cycle.
productivity question.
Parent Assessment of Their
Parents assess the growth in their child’s
Collected twice a year from customers
Child’s Grantee Selected Survey grantee selected targeted changes.
or at the end of any program cycle.
on Targeted Changes
Staff Assessment of Each
Staffs assess the growth in their child
Collected twice a year from customers
Customer’s Grantee Selected
customer’s grantee selected targeted changes. or at the end of any program cycle.
Survey on Targeted Changes
Risk Avoidance, Protective and Child and youth assess their assets to a normed Minimum of once a year with the
Resiliency Assessment
instrument that indicates asset levels.
option to do it twice a year.
Focus Group with Grantee Staff Evaluation Coach meets with staff for a focus Focus groups happen in the first or
group to discuss the effort, effect, performance second quarter.
and results of SR CHOICE services.
Staff Continuous Quality
Each staff is asked to indicate their experience Once a year from each staff member.
Improvement Questionnaire
and education, rate the work experience, rate
their organizations effectiveness, rate their
program design components, and rate
programs exemplary practices.
Site Visits and Observations
Evaluation Coaches and Youth Evaluators do Minimum of two site visits with a
site visits, interview customers and staff, and maximum of eight site visits if needed.
complete observation instrument.
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Section Four

SECTION FOUR
SR CHOICE
EVALUATION
REPORT
EFFORT
EFFECT
PERFORMANCE

Effort
Section four contains the SR CHOICE-wide evaluation data.
Effort is the first of three sub-sections, followed by Effect,
and Performance. The next 17 pages provide information
related to Effort and is organized accordingly:
1. To learn about what SR CHOICE grantees spent on
services, go to page 21.
2. To learn about who the SR CHOICE-funded staff
members were, go to page 22.
3. To learn about who the SR CHOICE children
and youth customers were, go to page 26.
4. To learn about service strategies SR CHOICE grantees used, go to page 33.
5. To learn about how much service grantees
provided, go to page 34 .
6. To learn about the cost per hour of service, go
to page 35.
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Effort

Inputs
What was the amount funded for Cycle II?
Table 4 - At A Glance - Funds Granted
SR CHOICE
Cycle II Grants
17 - Contracts

SR CHOICE
Grants
$986,553

Contracted
Budget Match
$1,034,806

Total Funds
Cycle II
$2,021,359

Percent
Matching Funds
105%

Santa Rosa Choice in FY 2008-09 had 17 contracts for services for Community Gang Prevention Presentations, Early Intervention Services
for Youth from high risk neighborhoods, and High Risk Intervention Services for youth and families impacted by gangs, drugs, and violence. The contracted grants from Measure O funds were given to the following community based agencies and Santa Rosa Recreation
and Parks programs to provide services and care. The largest contact was done in collaboration with Santa Rosa City Schools to offer
after school programs in targeted neighborhoods.

SR CHOICE Programs Funded for Cycle II
Table 5
SR CHOICE Funded Program

SR CHOICE
Funds

Match

Total

Percent
Match

Big Brothers, Big Sisters

$29,000

$22,600

$51,600

Community Action Partnership Community Gang Awareness

$11,807

$5,699

$17,506

78%
48%

Community Action Partnership Padres Unidos

$39,597

$43,039

$82,636

109%

CYO Gang Mediation & Intervention Services

$149,881

$46,891

$196,772

31%

Double Punches Boxing Youth Fitness

$25,000

$84,176

$109,176

337%

Hope Works Job Readiness

$48,947

$65,841

$114,788

135%

Martial Arts Youth Institute

$25,000

$15,760

$40,760

63%

Roseland Charter After School Program

$44,666

$13,519

$58,185

30%

Social Advocates for Youth Employment Program

$63,160

$116,513

$179,673

184%

Sunny Hills Services Community Presentations

$21,125

$5,282

$26,407

25%

Sunny Hills Services Youth Development

$54,940

$13,737

$68,677

25%

$188,496

$289,305

$477,801

153%

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks After-School Programs
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Boys Action Team

$24,281

$11,398

$35,679

47%

$138,382

$208,293

$346,675

151%

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Summer Playgrounds

$82,283

$87,006

$169,289

106%

Santa
Rosa
Chart
1 Rec & Parks Teen Council

$20,000

$1,000

$21,000

5%

$19,988
$986,553

$4,747
$1,034,806

$24,735
$2,021,359

24%
105%

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Neighborhood Programs

United Against Sexual Assault (YEP)
All Programs

Note to Reader: The Measure 0 funds for after school programs are granted to Santa Rosa Recreation and
Parks to manage in collaboration with the Santa Rosa City Schools ASES after school funds.

“Meagan is wonderful. It is the best 6th grade after school group I have seen in
my 20 years.” Don Feige – 6th Grade Teacher, Helen Lehman Elementary Santa Rosa
City Schools and Santa Rosa Recreation and Parks After School Program
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Matching Funds Were 105% of Grant Funds
Chart 3

W

hy is this
important? For
every dollar of
Measure O used
in the Santa Rosa
CHOICE Program
grantees have been
able to match the
taxpayers invest
ment with a $1.05,
thus, leveraging
the investment
made by residents
of Santa Rosa.

Total Santa Rosa CHOICE Funding
$1,200,000
$1,000,000
$800,000
$600,000
$400,000
$200,000
$0
SR CHOICE Grants

Contracted Budget
Match

What did SR CHOICE spend on services in Cycle I?
Table 6 - At A Glance - Funds Spent

SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching Funds
Spent

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

Percent of Total
Funds Spent

$916,790

$947,084

$1,863,874

93%

92%

Grantees spent $1.9 million of their total funds for Cycle II. They spent 93% of their SR CHOICE funds and 92% of their matching funds.

One of the things that stick out most for me personally is what my
instructor, Josh Segal 5th Degree, and 6th Degree Master Schreiber said...”To
see so many advanced students at a testing really reflects the loyalty of
those students to their instructors. It is 20% the curriculum, 80% the staff
that make MAYi what it is”. They are so right. This kind of loyalty from the
kids is what keeps us going, and our loyalty to them is what keeps them
coming back, and referring others to join us. Martial Arts Youth Institute
Instructor
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Effort

What did SR CHOICE grantees spend in the
Cycle II?
Table 7
Percent of
SR CHOICE
Matching
Total Funds
SR CHOICE
Percent of
Percent of
Funds Spent Funds Spent
Spent for
Funds Spent Total Funds
Matching
SR CHOICE Funded Program
for Year
for Year
Year
of Year
Spent
Funds Spent
Big Brothers, Big Sisters
$29,000
$24,256
$53,256
100%
103%
107%
Community Action Partnership Community Gang Awareness
$11,807
$5,699
$17,506
100%
100%
100%
Community Action Partnership Padres Unidos
$39,597
$43,039
$82,636
100%
100%
100%
CYO Gang Mediation & Intervention Services
$149,881
$48,044
$197,925
100%
101%
102%
Double Punches Boxing Youth Fitness
$25,000
$78,239
$103,239
100%
95%
93%
Hope Works Job Readiness
$48,947
$64,698
$113,645
100%
99%
98%
Martial Arts Youth Institute
$25,000
$26,500
$51,500
100%
126%
168%
Roseland Charter After School Program
$44,688
$13,519
$58,207
100%
100%
100%
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks After-School Programs
$179,653
$201,545
$381,198
95%
80%
70%
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Boys Action Team
$15,202
$8,577
$23,779
63%
67%
75%
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Neighborhood Programs
$122,479
$212,511
$334,990
89%
97%
102%
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Summer Playgrounds
$57,765
$79,428
$137,193
70%
81%
91%
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Teen Council
$11,836
$750
$12,586
59%
60%
75%
Social Advocates for Youth Employment Program
$59,882
$116,513
$176,395
95%
98%
100%
Sunny Hills Services Community Presentations
$21,125
$5,282
$26,407
100%
100%
100%
Sunny Hills Services Youth Development
$54,940
$13,737
$68,677
100%
100%
100%
United Against Sexual Assault (YEP)
$19,988
$4,747
$24,735
100%
100%
100%
Total CHOICE Grantees
$916,790
$947,084 $1,863,874
93%
92%
92%

Note to Reader: The Measure 0 funds for after school programs are granted to Santa Rosa Recreation and
Parks to manage in collaboration with the Santa Rosa City Schools ASES after school funds.
The early intervention cluster was able to spend 88% of their Cycle II funding. The high risk intervention cluster was able to spend 99% of their
Cycle II funding. The two grantees doing gang awareness presentation were able to spent 100% of their funds.
The following groups did not spent all their grants funds:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Teen Council spent 59% of grant
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Boys Action Team spent 63% of grant
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Summer Playgrounds spent 70% of grant
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Neighborhood Programs spent 89% of grant
Social Advocates for Youth Employment Program spent 95% of grant
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks After-School Programs spent 95% of grant
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Who were the staff providing service?
Table 8 - At A Glance - Staff

FTE Staff

Years
Experience

Years Schooling

Male

Female

55.4

10.2

13.8

51%

49%

Why are Staff so important to the success of SR CHOICE programs?
Evaluators were very impressed with the professionalism, dedication, and
tenacity of SR CHOICE funded staff. SR CHOICE funded staff demonstrated a
passion for improving the lives of children and youth. The staff were dynamic,
demonstrated respect for children and youth, and clearly served as caring and
supportive adults in their lives.
Lisbeth B. Schorr, the Director of the Harvard University Project on Effective
Interventions, points out the importance of talented, flexible, and dedicated
program staff. Schorr also co-chairs the Roundtable on Comprehensive Community Initiatives for Children and Families of the Aspen Institute. With her
research on improving the future of children, families and communities, she is a
recognized leader in major national efforts on behalf of children and youth. Her
latest book - “Common Purposes, Strengthening Families and Neighborhoods
to Rebuild America” - is considered essential reading for people interested in
improving the conditions of families and children in our country.
Schorr conducted research on thousands of programs across the country and
determined seven attributes of highly effective programs. She also reviewed
why certain successful programs flourished. She concluded that all successful
programs require gifted and tenacious individuals to design, implement, and
evaluate programs. The following are excerpts from her latest book on why
program staff are essential for the delivery of quality services.

Importance of Staff

“It is the quality of staff that makes a program” is the common sense expression that many hold to be true. The evaluators share this assumption and
attempted to determine the quality and commitment of the staff through
interviews, questionnaires, observations, and focus groups.

SR CHOICE Funded Staff

This report contains information about the extent to which the staff of
SR CHOICE funded Service Providers applied the principles of youth development. Evaluators met with staff for interviews and focus groups. There were 48
SR CHOICE-funded staff who completed a questionnaire about the importance of various child and youth assets developmental program components, how effectively they had been implemented and answered questions
about the effectiveness of their organizations and collaboratives.
The following chart and table indicate the gender and ethnicity of staff
funded by SR CHOICE who filled out staff quality improvement questionnaires.
Chart 4– SR CHOICE Staff Gender

EFFORT Gender SR CHOICE Funded Staff

Schorr’s Seven Attributes of Highly Effective Programs

1. Successful programs are comprehensive, flexible, responsive, and persevering. ‘No one ever says, this may be what you need, but it’s not part of my job
to help you get it.’ That struck me as the key...to success.
2. Successful programs see children in the context of their families. ‘We
nurture parents so they can nurture their children.’
3. Successful programs deal with families as parts of the neighborhoods and
communities. Successful programs grow deep roots in the community and
respond to the needs identified by the community.
4. Successful programs have a long-term prevention orientation, a clear
mission, and continue to evolve over time. They hold their goals steady but
adapt their strategies to reach their goals.
5. Successful programs are well managed by competent and committed
individuals with clearly identified skills.
6. Staff of successful programs are trained and supported to provide highquality, responsive services. Effective programs are aware that the greater
the discretion given to front-line staff, the greater the need and importance
of excellent training....
7. Successful programs operate in settings that encourage practitioners to
build strong relationships based on mutual trust and respect (Schorr, 1997).
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Female
49%

Male
51%

“I like this group. You’re cool! I don’t feel judged or hated on when I
speak, like I do with my teachers and other adults.” 15 year old girl in a
Healthy Relationship group, 2009 for United Against Sexual Assault.

Effort

Table 9– Ethnicity

Ethnicity of Staff
Ethnicity
Latino American
African American
Asian- Pacific Islander American
Caucasian American
Native American
Multiracial/ Other American

Percent
38%
6%
4%
33%
2%
17%

Table 10– Years Experience Working with Children and
Families

Level of Work Experience of Staff
Years of Experience
Percent
Under 3 Years
14%
3-5 Years
19%
5 to 10 Years
31%
Over 10 Years
36%

Staff members funded are multi-racial with the largest
percentages being Latino and Caucasian Americans.

Staff members funded have an average of 14 years of
schooling and 10 years of experience working with
children and families. Staff with over ten years experience makes up 36% of the staff surveyed.

Chart 5– Education and Schooling of Staff

Educational Experience of Funded Staff

Graduate school+
4%

College graduate
29%

Basic
4%

High school graduate
34%

Some college
29%
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How did staff rate child/youth development strategies?
Staff members were asked to evaluate their strategies based
on 28 child/youth developmental assets. Each SR CHOICE staff
member was given a list of program design components related to
developmental assets. For each item on the list, they were asked to
rate the importance of each design component and how well they
performed in implementing the component.
The table on the next page shows the ranking results, completed by
62 SR CHOICE funded grantee staff members. Respondents agreed
with the following observations of the evaluators:
• The Grantees have successfully engaged youth to participate
in activities.
• Youth are treated with respect by program staff.
• Youth developed new relationships with additional caring
and supporting adults.
• The programs are practicing the theories of child and youth
development assets.
Staff members from 17 SR CHOICE grantees rated the importance
of 28 youth developmental asset goals on a scale from 1-10, with
10 being the most important within their agency. Staff also rated
the degree to which the agency was accomplishing each goal
on a scale from 1-10. The average ratings across staff members
were calculated for each of the 28 goals on both rating scales. The
mean scores were ordered and the orderings compared. The two
orderings correlated 0.94, indicating a high degree of agreement
between importance and level of accomplishment across agencies.
Thus, staff tended to see a match between the degree of emphasis
placed on the 28 goals and the extent to which their agency was
helping clients achieve their goals. This alignment of strategy with
results reflects a high degree of maturity of operation across the
agencies participating in the SR CHOICE program.
The last column in the table indicates the difference between the
importance of the particular goal and its accomplishment.
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Since accomplishment was subtracted from importance, negative
discrepancies reflected more emphasis and less accomplishment.
Only one goal “youth learn to respect the community,” was rated
as clearly less accomplished relative to importance. This goal may
be either more difficult to achieve or take longer to achieve than
other goals. Possibly, training staff on ways to accomplish this
goal more rapidly would be helpful. Three goals, were rated as
higher in accomplishment than importance, signaling either misplaced effort or a lack of appreciation among staff toward their
true importance. In contrast, these three goals may be easier to
achieve, as reflected in the levels of accomplishment that clearly
exceed the levels of importance.
Areas for continuous improvement are indicated in Table 9. These
topics could be considered for discussions at SR CHOICE’s quarterly
meetings of service providers.

“Program Provides Children a Safe
Place” is Ranked Number One
“Program provides participants a safe place” was the statement
ranked number one in accomplishments by the 48 SR CHOICE
funded staff members surveyed. Staff members agreed with the
evaluators’ positive assessment that each grantee kept children
and youth safe during its program. The table on the next page,
shows the rankings of how important and how well each of the
staff members felt their services contributed to accomplishing each
statement. The following areas need improvement and should be
considered for staff development activities:
•
•
•
•

Youth are expected to respect each other and program
staff.
Youth learn how to resolve differences non-violently.
Children are expected to respect the diversity of the
group.
Youth learn to respect the community.

•

EFFORT

Child/Youth Developmental Asset Goals Ranked in Importance and Degree of
Accomplishment by SR CHOICE funded Grantee Staff
Table 11
Youth Developmental Asset Strategies: Importance and Accomplishment
Importance AccomplishRank
ment Rank

Statement That Was Rated

Program provides children a safe place for their participation.
Children are treated with respect by program staff.
Children feel like they belong and are accepted by the program.
Children develop new relationship with additional caring and
supporting adults.
Program has high expectations for participants.
Youth are encouraged to bond with other youth and staff.
Program has clear rules for attendance and behavior.
Youth are expected to respect each other and program staff.
Youth are encouraged to accept the diversity and uniqueness of
each participant.
Program encourages youth to find something they can be good at.
Youth learn how to resolve differences non-violently.
Program has a focus with clearly stated goals and objectives.
Children learn how to listen.
Youth learn how to say what they want.
Children are expected to respect the diversity of the group.
Youth are organized into clubs, teams, and/or groups to carry-out
projects, trips, and events.
Youth learn to set higher expectations for themselves.
Children increase their level of participation at school.
Youth learn how to compromise.
Youth learn to respect the community.
Children learn teamwork and how to work with each other.
Youth increase their level of participation in the community.
Program sees children in context of their families.
Youth increase their level of participation at home.
Program allows participants to participate in some of the decisions
affecting the program.
Youth understand how their mind works to learn new things.
Youth learn how the political and economic systems work.
Youth learn about how the legal system works.

Discrepancy
in Rank

3

1

2

7

2

5

1

3

-2

4

4

0

11

5

6

8

6

2

13

7

6

2

8

-6

6

9

-3

17

10

7

5

11

-6

10

12

-2

15

13

2

16

14

2

9

15

-6

19

16

3

14

17

-3

21

18

3

20

19

1

12

20

-8

22

21

1

18

22

-4

23

23

0

25

24

1

24

25

-1

26

26

0

28

27

1

27

28

-1

Strengths and
Improvement

Over
Accomplishment
Over
Accomplishment
Needs
Improvement
Over
Accomplishment
Needs
Improvement

Needs
Improvement

Needs
Improvement

Note: Larger negative discrepancies identify items deemed more important that are not being accomplished, while larger positive discrepancies
denote items of lower importance being accomplished well.
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Who are our 4,566 customers?
Table 12 - At A Glance - Customers
Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Level of Youth Developmental
Assets

4,566

Male
60%

Female
40%

0-3 yrs

4-11 yrs

12-19 yrs

20-59 yrs

60+ yrs

0.2%

39%

26%

35%

0.3%

Latino
Americans

African
Americans

Asian Pacific
Inlanders
Americans

Caucasian
Americans

Other/MultiRacial

49%

5%

4%

13%

28%

Client At-Risk

Client High-Risk

Client-Gang
Supporter

Client-Gang
Member

Hard-Core Gang
Member

64%

14%

9%

6%

7%

LOW

Note:
Native
Americans
made up 2%
of customers.

SR CHOICE Grantees served 4,566 unduplicated customers with ongoing services in Cycle II. Registered customers were those customers
who are reported in the SR CHOICE Grant Monitoring and Evaluation System Participant I.D. Report Form. The Evaluation Team removed
any duplicates of customers in order to develop a count of unduplicated customers with the exception of Neighborhood Service customers.
The SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation System uses the following factors to report on the child and youth customers served
this year:
•
•
•
•
•

Gender
Ethnicity
Age
Level of Child/Youth Developmental Assets
Type of SR CHOICE Customer - assessment by staff of risk level

The following table and chart show the gender of SR CHOICE customers. Child and Youth customers were 40% female, and 60% male.

Gender of SR CHOICE Customers
Chart 6

Gender of SR CHOICE Customers

Female
40%
Male
60%
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What are the ages of SR CHOICE customers?
The following tables and charts display the age distribution of SR CHOICE customers. Data for ages of customers indicate that:
•
39% of the customers are under 4-11 years old
•
26% of the customers are 12-19 years old,
•
35% are 20 to 59 years old,

Ages of SR CHOICE Customers
The following chart shows the ages of SR CHOICE customers.
Chart 7
Ages of SR CHOICE Customers

20-59 yrs
35%

4-11 yrs
39%

“ I like boxing
because it’s fun...it keeps
me out of trouble, helps
me take my mind off the
things I don’t want in
there”. Double Punches
Customer

12-19 yrs
26%

Evaluators are recommending that the age ranges tracked in quarterly reports be changed for next year to provide
data on five categories of age ranges. For example, it might be interesting to see how many 20 to 25 year olds are
being served.
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Ethnicity of SR CHOICE Customers
Service Providers served youth from a wide range of ethnic backgrounds. The following chart show the ethnic makeup of SR CHOICE customers.
The largest ethnic groups are Latino Americans at 48% of the 4,566 customers served.
Chart 8

Ethnicity of SR CHOICE Customers

Native American
2%
Other/Multi-Racial
28%
Latino Americans
48%

Caucasian Americans
13%
Asian Pacific Inlanders
Americans
4%

“Measure O and California Youth Outreach made me a taxpayer!” California Youth
Outreach Customer
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African Americans
5%
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Type of Youth Customer
The SR CHOICE program has used common definitions for youth
customers that were adopted by the City of Santa Rosa Mayor’s Gang
Prevention Task Force. The following categories are designed to help
describe services delivered to customers. They are not intended as
“labels” or exclusionary definitions. The are not connected to
individual youth but are an estimate to indicate type of youth
customer being served.

Gang Member- Usually between 12 and 18 years of age. Has joined
a gang. Rejects authority figures of family, school, and others within
the community. Is not yet considered a Hard Core Gang Member but
may have spent time locked up in juvenile hall, Division of Juvenile
Justice formerly (CYA). Actively recruits new gang members.

High-Risk Youth- Usually 8 to 18 years of age. Has high rate of school
absences and truancy. May be involved in the juvenile justice system.
Not formally involved in a gang but has had numerous fights and condones violence as a method to resolve conflict and to maintain respect.

Type of Customer Served
The following chart illustrate the distribution of type of customer
served in Cycle II by cluster of grantees. Early intervention grantees
identified 205 youth customers that were gang involved and high
risk intervention grantees identified 1,049 of their customers as gang
involved. Overall 1,254 customers were estimated to be gang supporters to hard-core gang members.

Hard Core Gang Member- Usually 14 to 18 years of age. Has totally
committed to a gang and gang lifestyle and accepts no authority
At Risk Youth- Usually 5 to 18 years of age. Demonstrates early signs of other than the gang. Usually has graduated from local juvenile justice
academic, attendance, and behavior problems but has had no involve- facilities to CYA. Completely rejects any value system other than that
ment in the juvenile justice system. Knows about gangs but has no in- of the gang. Most likely certified as a gang member by law enforcevolvement in them.
ment agencies.

Gang Supporter- Usually between 10 and 18 years of age. “Hangs
out” with gang members but does not formally join a gang. Has little
involvement with the school system and usually abuses/uses alcohol
and drugs. May carry weapons and has accepted intimidation and
violence as the SR CHOICE way to resolve conflict.
Chart 9

General Estimate of Type of SR CHOICE Customer
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Client At-Risk

Client HighRisk

Client-Gang
Supporter

Client-Gang
Member

Hard-Core
Gang Member

Early Intervention Cluster

78%

14%

6%

1%

0%

High Risk Intervention Cluster

7%

12%

20%

24%

37%
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Where SR CHOICE customers live in Santa Rosa?
Zip Codes of SR CHOICE Customers
The following table indicates the zip codes of customers.

Table 13

W

hy is this
important? SR
CHOICE and
other community
stakeholders are
concerned about
the overall wellbeing and healthy
development of
Santa Rosa youth.
Zip code data
is one indicator
of whether SR
CHOICE is serving
those youth most
likely to need SR
CHOICE support
and assistance in
realizing healthy
development ,
such as children
growing up in
poverty.

Zip Code

Zip Code of Customers
94928
94931
94952
95401
95402
95403
95404
95405
95406
95407
95409
95425
95476
95492
95809
Other
Total

Number Percent
16
0.3%
5
0.1%
5
0.1%
810
17.4%
26
0.6%
1,085
23.3%
433
9.3%
65
1.4%
3
0.1%
801
17.2%
195
4.2%
3
0.1%
3
0.1%
17
0.4%
1
0.0%
1,088
25.0%
4,556

Table 14

Region of Santa Rosa-Customers Live
City-Northwest
City-East Side
City-Southwest
North of City
East of City
Outside Area
Elsewhere/Unknown
Total

Number Percent
810
21.1%
527
14.1%
1,159
17.5%
744
34.4%
195
1.7%
58
2.1%
1,073
9.0%
4,566

Labels zip code regions:
(95401) ‘City-Northwest’,
(95402,95404,95405,95406) ‘City-East Side’,
(95407) ‘City-Southwest’,
(95403,95492) ‘North of City, and (95409) ‘East of City’
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Who referred SR CHOICE
customers to high risk
intervention grantees?
Table 14a

Referral Source
Number Percent
Police
4
0.4%
Court/Probation
245
23.2%
School
215
20.4%
Parents
118
11.2%
Friend
146
13.8%
Self
261
24.7%
MGPTF
23
2.2%
Other CBO
43
4.1%
Total
1,055 100.0%

The largest percentage came from courts/probation, schools and
self referrals. Note: CBO stands for Community Based Organization.

“The presenters were very knowledgeable about the topic and kept a
good pace with the crowd.” Sunny Hills
Community Presentations

Effort

SR CHOICE Child & Youth Customers’
Level of Developmental Assets
Youth Self-Assessment of Risk Avoidance, Protective, and Resiliency Assets (RPRA)

The evaluation system used the Risk Avoidance, Protective, and Resiliency Asset Assessment (RPRA) Instrument to conduct a self-assessment of
these assets for 1,458 children and youth. Data from the self-assessment by youth is reported in Appendix. The RPRA instrument used in this
evaluation has been developed for the SR CHOICE Evaluation and tested by the evaluators on 157,809 youth in Santa Clara and San Mateo Counties and 92,121 youth in Oakland. The RPRA has been accepted by over 185 community-based organizations and public agencies as a method of
measuring the assets of the youth they serve. The short form of the instrument has an alpha reliability of .86 and has norms of high, medium, and
low levels of assets. Low assets are an indication of high-risk youth, medium assets indicate at-risk youth, and high assets indicate youth with
little risk of difficulties at home, school, and in the community.

W

The following chart and table indicate youth asset summary scores for all SR CHOICE Grantees who surveyed their children and youth.
Table 15
SR CHOICE RPRA Youth
Self Assessment
Developmental Assets
Risk Avoidance
Protective Assets
Resiliency Assets
Total RPRA
Social Attachment

FY 08-09
80.5%
81.9%
78.6%
80.3%
78.9%

Table 16

hy is
this important?
Understanding
what percentMedium Level of RPRA Assets
The total RPRA score is 80.3% which is in the low level for all grantees. age of children
and youth
The total RPRA score percentages are normed as follows: 87.5% or
customers have
higher is High Assets and 81.25% or below is Low Assets, which
low, medium,
indicates youth at highest risk of anti-social behavior. Youth across
and high assets
all SR CHOICE agencies averaged medium assets and are considered
gives stakeholdat risk for anti-social behavior and other behaviors that can interfere
with their health, wellness, and future success. As a group, SR CHOICE ers insight into
grantees have served youth with a medium level of assets. High risk whether SR
CHOICE is servintervention clusters had low assets overall for their customers.
ing the highest
need youth.
The following table shows RPRA Levels for each of participating SR
Stakeholders
CHOICE grantees. Parent education groups do not use this survey.
should continue
to monitor level
of youth assets
and discuss
fluctuations in
Risk
Social
Total Assets Avoidance
Protective
Resiliency
Attachment
the proportions.

Grantees Measuring RPRA

Level of
Assets

Big Brothers, Big Sisters

MEDIUM

82%

94%

79%

78%

70%

LOW

74%

66%

80%

74%

80%

Double Punches Boxing Youth Fitness

MEDIUM

86%

86%

88%

84%

87%

Hope Works Job Readiness

MEDIUM

84%

85%

90%

79%

85%

Martial Arts Youth Institute
Roseland Charter After School Program

HIGH
MEDIUM

90%
82%

92%
82%

88%
83%

90%
79%

81%
79%

LOW
LOW

58%
74%

55%
73%

62%
80%

55%
67%

73%
78%

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks After-School Programs

MEDIUM

87%

89%

86%

86%

77%

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Neighborhood Programs

MEDIUM

85%

87%

84%

85%

78%

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Teen Council

MEDIUM

87%

91%

88%

83%

82%

United Against Sexual Assault (YEP)

LOW

75%

80%

72%

74%

78%

All Programs

LOW

80%

81%

82%

79%

79%

MEDIUM

85%

86%

85%

84%

79%

LOW

70%

67%

75%

67%

78%

CYO Gang Mediation & Intervention Services

Social Advocates for Youth Employment Program
Sunny Hills Services Youth Development

Early Intervention Cluster
High Risk Intervention Cluster

Note to Reader: The Measure 0 funds for after school programs are granted to Santa Rosa Recreation and
Parks to manage in collaboration with the Santa Rosa City Schools ASES after school funds.
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Why Measure Child and Youth Developmental Assets?

W

hy is this important? The RPRA data are
also available by type
of asset: risk avoidance,
protective, and resiliency. RPRA data by type
of asset should inform
program approach. For
example, if protective
assets are particularly
low or decline over time,
providers should explore
what modalities they
are using to use youth’s
strengths to build youth
ability to be empathetic,
care, communicate,
problem solve, resolve
conflicts, set goals, and
other variables in this
area.

The RPRA (Risk Avoidance, Protective Assets, and Resiliency Assets)
questionnaire assesses the extent of a youth’s developmental assets
with a summary score and three subscale scores. This questionnaire
also includes a measure of social attachment. The purpose of the
RPRA is to indicate whether grantees are helping low asset youth
in Santa Rosa to develop more assets for leading a better adult life.
The purpose of assessing social attachment is to identify potentially
violent youth before they harm others in their school or after-school
programs. Students identified are shared with grantees. This year’s
assessment identified 17 students with very low social attachment
scores.
The summary score includes all of the questions for the three subscales. This total score is reported to indicate the level of a youth’s
developmental assets near the beginning of the program. It is expected that their developmental assets will increase as a result of
participating in the program. However, such changes in assets are
better determined by examining the service productivity of each
grantee’s services.

Risk Avoidance Assets
The eight Risk Avoidance questions cover whether the youth was exposed to or involved in risky activities, such as drugs, drinking, smoking, gangs, unsafe neighborhood or school, and whether the youth
considers the consequences of his/her actions before acting to avoid
the pitfalls and risks the youth encounters.
Search Institute. Minneapolis, MN. The 40 developmental assets for
adolescents. (n.d.) posted at http://www.communitycollaboration.net/
id42.htm.

Summary
of RPRA Measures
The following table summarizes the types of variables the RPRA measures to determine the RPRA total

Protective Assets
The 11 Protective Asset questions reflect positive behaviors the youth
has made into habits. Examples of such behaviors are showing respect for other people, feeling good about the choices one makes,
knowing what to do to achieve goals or handle work/school assignments, and maintaining one’s cool in difficult situations.

Resiliency Assets
The 13 Resiliency Asset questions cover the youth’s involvement in
home, school, and community. Positive answers to these questions
demonstrate more involvement of a positive nature. Some examples
are feeling valued at school, being respected at home, and being
connected to a caring adult in the community who is not a family
member.

Social Attachment Assets
Social attachment refers to the nature and strength of relationships
that people have with each other. It includes the more intimate relationships with family and friends, as well as people’s associations
with individuals and organizations in the wider community. More
generally, it refers to the way in which people bond, interact with,
and feel about other people, organizations and institutions, such as
clubs, business organizations, political parties, and various government organizations. At social attachment’s opposite extreme lie notions of social detachment, social isolation and social exclusion. The
RPRA includes six questions about social attachment/detachment.
They cover emotional state and peer relations. A lower score indicates less attachment, as indicated by a depressed state, no friendships, and being victimized by other youth.
Berger-Shmitt, R. and Noll, H. 2000, Conceptual Frameworks and Structure
of a European System of Social Indicators, EU Reporting Working Paper No.
9, Centre for Social Research and Methodology, Mannheim

score.
Table 17
Risk Avoidance Assets

Protective Assets

Level of Safety

Social competence: flexibility, empathy, caring
communications

Violence avoidance

Problem solving skills

Drug risk avoidance
Gang and anti-social peer avoidance
Level of attachment to pro-social
institutions and adults
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Self-control: refusal skills, conflict resolution,
and impulse control
Life goal setting: sense of autonomy, purpose,
and future

Resiliency Assets
Caring, structuring, and supportive adults in
family, school and community
High expectation in family, school, and
community
Level of participation in family, school, and
community

“I like coming to boxing because I could stay
in shape and because I
get help with my homework since I can’t get
help at home”. Double
Punches Customer

Effort

What service strategies did we conduct?
Table 18 - At A Glance - Strategies

Early Intervention Services for At
Risk Youth in High Risk
Neighborhoods
Nine Contracts for Service

Number of
Customers
Served
2,483

High Risk Intervention for High
Risk Youth
Six Contracts for Service

Number of
Customers
Served
754

Percent of Funds Cost per Hour of Two contracts for
2% of funding
Spent
Service
served 1,329
62%
$2.39
clients in gang
Level of
awareness
Percent of Funds Developmental
workshops for
Spent
Assets
$6.78 and hour
36%
$13.36

The following graph shows how funds were spent and how many hours of service were delivered in Cycle II. Because early intervention programs
are less expensive per hour of service delivered, they have more hours of services for the dollars invested.

Chart 10

EFFORT

Strategies by Hours of Service and Funds Spent
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Community Gang
Awareness
Presentations

Early Intervention
Services

High Risk
Intervention
Services

Percent of Hours of Service

1%

92%

7%

Percent of Funding Spent

2%

62%

36%

“Before going on the rafting trip with Bob, I never knew
that somebody could have so
much fun in the wild.” Sunny
Hills Youth Development
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How much service did we provide?
Table 19 - At A Glance - Hours of Service Provided
Planned Hours
of Service for
Cycle II

Actual Hours of
Service for
Cycle II

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Cycle II

Hours of Service
per Customer

445,653

540,604

121%

118

SR CHOICE’s grantee’s delivered 540,604 hours of service. They collectively delivered 121% of their planned services. Each unduplicated
customer averaged 118 hours of service for the 12 months of Cycle II.

Amount of Service for Each Grantee
Table 20

Note to Reader:
The Measure 0
funds for after
school programs
are granted
to Santa Rosa
Recreation and
Parks to manage
in collaboration
with the Santa
Rosa City Schools
ASES after school
funds.

Percent of
Planned
Actual
Contracted
Hours of
Hours of
Hours of
Services
Service per
Service for
Service for
Delivered
Customer for
SR CHOICE Funded Program
Year
Year
for Year
Year
Big Brothers, Big Sisters
1,872
2,289
122%
57
Community Action Partnership Community Gang Awareness
629
761
121%
2
Community Action Partnership Padres Unidos
2,643
3,941
149%
39
CYO Gang Mediation & Intervention Services
6,958
21,854
314%
74
Double Punches Boxing Youth Fitness
9,740
16,290
167%
121
Hope Works Job Readiness
5,484
6,192
113%
119
Martial Arts Youth Institute
36,714
53,609
146%
321
Roseland Charter After School Program
14,724
36,476
248%
196
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks After-School Programs
238,965
266,525
112%
838
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Boys Action Team
3,722
2,969
80%
33
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Neighborhood Programs
64,848
68,318
105%
120
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Summer Playgrounds
35,800
34,263
96%
36
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Teen Council
4,244
3,675
87%
147
Social Advocates for Youth Employment Program
10,787
11,299
105%
66
Sunny Hills Services Community Presentations
2,640
5,716
217%
6
Sunny Hills Services Youth Development
4,480
4,978
111%
60
United Against Sexual Assault (YEP)
1,403
1,449
103%
29
All Programs
445,653
540,604
121%
118

SR CHOICE’s grantees amount of service per unduplicated customer ranged from 2 hours to 838 hours of service. Cycle II grantees have
delivered 121% of planned services for the 12 month Cycle II. The largest number of hours of service was delivered by the collaboration
between the Santa Rosa Recreation and Parks Neighborhood Services and the Santa Rosa City Schools.
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How much did the service cost per hour to deliver?
										
New Caring
Actual Cost per
Cost per
Hour SR
Actual Cost per
Customer SR
CHOICE Funds Hour Total Funds CHOICE Funds
$1.70

$3.45

$201

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds

Adults
Connected to
Youth

$408

4.4

Table 21-At A Glance Cost

SR CHOICE’s cost per hour was $1.70 for SR CHOICE funds and $3.45 for total funds (SR CHOICE and match funds). For Cycle II each customer received an average of $408 dollars
in service that connected the youth to an average of 4.4 new caring adults.

Cost
per Hour for Each Grantee
The following table indicates cost per hour and cost per customer for each grantee. Cost per hour is determined by dividing the amount of hours of service into the funds
allocated and matched to provide the service. Cost per hour will differ widely among programs, for example from a recreational program to a counseling program. Cost per
hour is less expensive when services are provided in groups as opposed to services delivered one on one. An examples of cost per hour is that of Santa Rosa High/Elementary
City School District, which is $7.04 per hour to educate our youth based on School year 2005-06 financial data. This year the City of San José SR CHOICE funded intervention
services are costing $13.36 an hour. This year the early intervention services for SR Choice are costing an average of $2.39 an hour.
Table 22

Actual Cost
per Hour SR
Actual Cost
CHOICE
per Hour Total
Funds for
Funds for
SR CHOICE Funded Program
Year
Year
Big Brothers, Big Sisters
$12.67
$23.27
Community Action Partnership Community Gang Awareness
$15.52
$23.00
Community Action Partnership Padres Unidos
$10.05
$20.97
CYO Gang Mediation & Intervention Services
$6.86
$9.06
Double Punches Boxing Youth Fitness
$1.53
$6.34
Hope Works Job Readiness
$7.90
$18.35
Martial Arts Youth Institute
$0.47
$0.96
Roseland Charter After School Program
$1.23
$1.60
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks After-School Programs
$0.67
$1.43
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Boys Action Team
$5.12
$8.01
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Neighborhood Programs
$1.79
$4.90
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Summer Playgrounds
$1.69
$4.00
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Teen Council
$3.22
$3.42
Social Advocates for Youth Employment Program
$5.30
$15.61
Sunny Hills Services Community Presentations
$3.70
$4.62
Sunny Hills Services Youth Development
$11.04
$13.80
United Against Sexual Assault (YEP)
$13.79
$17.07
All Programs
$1.70
$3.45

Cost per
Customer SR
CHOICE
Funds for
Year
$725
$32
$388
$506
$185
$941
$150
$240
$565
$167
$214
$61
$473
$350
$22
$662
$400
$201

Cost per
Customer
Total Funds
for Year
$1,331
$47
$810
$669
$765
$2,185
$308
$313
$1,199
$261
$587
$144
$503
$1,032
$28
$827
$495
$408

SR CHOICE’s cost per hour ranged from $0.96 for Martial Arts Institute to $23.27 for Big Brothers and Sisters program. Overall the SR CHOICE providers
collectively are showing promise of efficiency of services.

W

hy is this important? Cost per hour of service is the bottom line variable for effort. The cost per hour is a measure of efficiency. Overall, SR
CHOICE Grantees are demonstrating efficiency. Efficiency without measuring effectiveness is only half of the equation in delivering cost effective
services. Comparing like services helps the residents of Santa Rosa understand whether they are getting cost effective services. The next section on
effect is based on data reported by children and youth customers, their parents or guardians, and a staff-reported assessment of each child and youth
customer. The performance section includes a review of efficiency and effectiveness together. One cannot just measure efficiency without taking into
account how effective the services were at producing value for the customer.
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Effect
Effect is the sub-section that includes answers to the question, “Is
anyone better off because of the effort of SR CHOICE grantees?” This
sub-section provides information about the effectiveness of grantees’
services and is organized as follows:
1. To learn whether SR CHOICE youth and
parent customers were satisfied
with SR CHOICE-funded services, go to page
37.
2. To learn whether SR CHOICE services were
effective in producing a change for the better for SR CHOICE customers, go to page 39.
3. To learn whether SR CHOICE services were
equally effective for all SR CHOICE customers, go to page 44.
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Were our youth and parent customers satisfied with our
services?
Table 23 - At A Glance - Customer Satisfaction

Average Satisfaction of Youth
(0-100% on 4 items)
83%

Average Satisfaction of Parents of Customer Level
of Participation in
Youth
Care
(0-100% on 4 items)
HIGH
87%

Youth and Parent customers were satisfied with services as reflected by the satisfaction scores of 83% and 87%, respectively. These figures are significantly over the target goal
of 70%. The SR CHOICE Evaluation System determined whether youth and parent customers were satisfied with SR CHOICE services. Customer satisfaction is the first variable
in measuring the effect of SR CHOICE-funded services. The SR CHOICE Evaluation System measures this important factor by asking youth five or older and their parents the
same four standard customer satisfaction questions. For children under five years old parents or guardians were surveyed. Level of participation in the program as assessed
by staff for each customers was high.

Youth were asked to rate the following:
•
•
•
•

I think the program and activity I participated in was (Rated: Poor to Great)
I feel I benefited from this program : ( Not at all , Some , A lot)
I thought the people who run the program were: (Very Helpful, Somewhat Helpful, Not Helpful)
Would you tell a friend or schoolmate to come to this program if they needed it? ( Yes, Maybe, No)

Parents were asked to rate the following:
•
•
•
•

I think the program and activity my child participated in was: ( Rated: Poor to Great)
How much did your child benefit from his program and its activities? ( Not at all, Some , A lot)
How much did the people who ran the program care about your child? ( Not at all, Some , A lot)
Would you recommend this program to another family if they needed it? ( Yes, Maybe, No)

83% of Children and Youth Customers and 87% of their Parents were Satisfied with the Funded Services.
Evaluators developed a customer satisfaction summary score for each of the 17 SR CHOICE Grantees. The summary score ranges from 100% (everyone was satisfied) to 0%
(no one was satisfied). The summary score collapses the scores for each of the four questions listed above. The customer satisfaction score from the spring 2009 sampling
for the children and youth who completed the survey was 83%. Surveys collected during the same time from the parents of these children and youth indicated a satisfaction
score of 87%. Both ratings indicate a relatively high level of satisfaction by youth and parent customers. The SR CHOICE goal for the satisfaction score is 70%. Together, the
SR CHOICE Grantees exceeded this customer satisfaction goal in a sampling of the 2,227 children and youth and 1,384 parents customers over the 12 months of Cycle II.
Chart 11

W

Children, Youth, and Parent Satisfaction

hy is this important?

Parents

Youth

70%

Percent

75%

80%

85%

Youth

Parents

83%

87%

90%

The youth and parent satisfaction
rate reflects whether customers were
content with services, as based on
four measures. Stakeholders and
providers alike need to understand
whether customers were satisfied
so they can begin determining if
services were effective. Generally,
satisfied customers are more likely to
experience and undergo the desired
change.
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W

hy is
this important?
Satisfaction rates
by grantee and
cluster area help
stakeholders
understand how
goals set by each
grantee are being
furthered. As
mentioned earlier,
customer satisfaction is a forerunner to program
effectiveness.

Customer Satisfaction is an Important Measure
of Effect.
Evaluators used the research of David Osborne and Ted Gaebler on good government as a framework in designing the SR CHOICE Evaluation
System. Osborne and Gaebler are the authors of the national SR CHOICE seller entitled “Reinventing Government: How the Entrepreneurial Spirit
is Transforming the Public Sector.”

Re-defining Service Recipients as Customers

The Evaluators were pleasantly surprised that there was no resistance to the concept of customer driven services in Santa Rosa. Osborne and
Gaebler in their book “Reinventing Government” asked the question: “Why is it that most American governments are customer-blind? The
answer is simple; most public agencies do not get their funds from service recipients directly. Businesses in competitive environments learn
to pay enormous attention to their customers. Public agencies get their monies from legislators, city councils, and elected boards. And most
of their customers are captive: short of moving they have few alternatives to the services their government provides.” (Osborne and Gaebler,
1993)

Grantee Customer Satisfaction
Table 24

Youth
Satisfaction
Rate

SR CHOICE Funded Program

Note to Reader: The
Measure 0 funds for
after school programs
are granted to Santa
Rosa Recreation and
Parks to manage in
collaboration with
the Santa Rosa City
Schools ASES after
school funds.

Parent
Satisfaction
Rate

Customer
Level of
Participation
in Services

Big Brothers, Big Sisters

95%

96%

Very High

Community Action Partnership Community Gang Awareness

NR

94%

NR

Community Action Partnership Padres Unidos

NR

92%

Average

CYO Gang Mediation & Intervention Services

71%

91%

Very High

Double Punches Boxing Youth Fitness

90%

94%

High

Hope Works Job Readiness

100%

NR

High

Martial Arts Youth Institute

94%

98%

High

Roseland Charter After School Program

72%

81%

High

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks After-School Programs

80%

90%

High

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Boys Action Team

89%

85%

High

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Neighborhood Programs

85%

86%

High

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Summer Playgrounds

88%

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Teen Council

85%

81%

Very High

Social Advocates for Youth Employment Program

94%

92%

Very High

Sunny Hills Services Community Presentations

NR

88%

NR

Sunny Hills Services Youth Development

76%

81%

Very High

United Against Sexual Assault (YEP)

73%

71%

Very High

High

All Programs

83%

87%

High

Early Intervention Cluster

83%

89%

High

High Risk Intervention Cluster

83%

86%

High

All
SR CHOICE
grantees
grantee
collectively
exceeded the goal of child/youth and parent satisfaction rate of 70%.
NAthe
= Missing
Survey
Dataexcept
NRone
= Not
Required
to Survey
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Understanding Service Productivity
In addition to satisfaction with services, SR CHOICE agencies
are assessed on how much change they produce in their youth
customers. Green (2003) applied the term “service productivity” to this type of assessment of the effects of services. He
followed the distinction recommended by Heaton (1977):
“emphasize measuring the effectiveness of services versus
their efficiency when discussing productivity. This distinction
seems particularly apt, because services are provided to cause
changes in people or their property” (Hill, 1976). Unlike when
goods are produced, inventoried, and valued based on the
effort expended to create them, services have no value unless
they cause targeted changes in customers.
The assessment of service productivity involves designing
questions that relate to service goals for individual customers
and phrasing them so that the responder considers whether
change occurred due to the services. The amount of productivity for services is calculated by averaging the responses.
The choices offered must allow the responder to indicate that
services made them worse off or caused no change, as well
as indicating that there was improvement. Consequently,
service productivity ranges from 100% to minus 100%, with
zero meaning no change overall. A score of 100% means the
responder improved on all items or targeted changes; a score
of minus 100% means the responder got worse on all items.
Two types of service productivity are assessed for SR CHOICE
agencies–asset development service productivity and
grantee-specified service productivity. Each type is explained
in the following two sections. By calculating the average
amount of change for each type, rather than the sum of all
changes that occurred, the number of questions asked can
be as few as three but preferably six or more, up to about
10. As an example of how service productivity is determined,
suppose one of the goals of service is to improve the school
performance of each youth customer. One question that could
be asked is “Because of this program of services, my grades in
school are (Better, worse, same, don’t know).” If 30 youth say
better, 5 youth say worse, 12 youth say same, and 3 respond
don’t know, the service productivity for this single question
would be (30-5)/(30+5+12+3) or 50%. By asking about
five questions, the service productivity for one program of
services can be accurately determined as the average service
productivity across all five items. Our CCPA Evaluation Team
is keeping a record of the many different questions service
agencies have posed. When new agencies start designing
questions that relate to their service goals, they can look up
what was asked before to quickly focus on how to create their
own questions.
Knowing the service productivity of a particular program is
very useful information. Comparing the service productivity
score with the range of 100% to minus 100% provides a clear

message as to whether services are working, not working, or doing
more harm than good. Our experience with tracking the service
productivity led us to set 60% as the goal for most agencies. Of
particular significance is the trend over time in service productivity.
If a service is not causing at least 60% of targeted changes to occur
for their customers, perhaps they are improving at a rate likely to
yield 60% service productivity in the future. Since the assessment
of service productivity focuses on what change services are causing,
service agencies can use this information to document their accomplishments and to improve the effects of their services over time.
Clearly, service productivity does not tell us the overall amount
of change occurring in youth for a particular period of time. Prior
analyses of service productivity data indicated that the effects
caused by services can be more than the overall amount of change
(Green, 2005). When this occurs, other factors besides services
must have offset the effects of the services for the youth customers. Of course, for some youth, it goes the other way; overall
change can be positive even though service-induced change was
minimal or negative. Our evaluation process focuses on service
productivity, because service agencies are not able to “guarantee”
overall change for the better. Too many factors influence overall
change achieved by their youth customers to make service agencies
responsible for youth getting better overall. If more resources
were available for the evaluation process, our CCPA team could
easily collect information about overall change on one or a few
indicators (dimensions). While having such information may be of
use the City Council members, it is not as helpful to program staff
who seek ways to maximize the effects of their particular services.
Reaching an agreement on which indicators to pursue must occur,
too. Otherwise, diverse viewpoints feel cheated about not knowing
what overall change took place relative to the indicator they were
most interested in tracking.
Green, R. S. (2003). Assessing the productivity of human service
programs. Evaluation and Program Planning, 26(1), 21-27.
Green, R. S. (2005). Assessment of Service Productivity in Applied
Settings: Comparisons with Pre- and Post-status Assessments of
Client Outcome. Evaluation and Program Planning, 28(2), 139-150.
Heaton, H. (1977). Productivity in service organizations: Organizing
for people. New York: McGraw-Hill.
Hill, P. (1976). On goods and services. Review of Income and
Wealth, 315-338.
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Were our services effective in producing change for
the better for our customers?
Table 25 - At A Glance - Service Productivity

Service Productivity

(% of
changes
Table
25-targeted
At A Glance
- Serviceachieved
Productivity Youth Report of Parent Report on Staff Report on
minus % missed )

Asset development changes
Grantee selected changes

Changes

their Child

Customer

68%
69%

82%
82%

83%
81%

Collectively the grantees exceeded their performance goal for asset development and grantee selected
service productivity.

SR CHOICE Grantees Are Producing
New Positive Behaviors and Skills.
SR CHOICE Grantees evaluate effectiveness by measuring whether or not customers are better off
because of the SR CHOICE funded services. SR CHOICE asks the child and youth customers, their parents, and staff of SR CHOICE funded services if the child and youth customers’ behavior and skills have
improved because of the SR CHOICE funded services. For this report, SR CHOICE collected 7,733 surveys
to make this determination.
All SR CHOICE funded agencies report on changes occurring because of funded services in the developmental asset-related targets in customers, which include the following:
•
Success in school
•
Understanding of themselves and what they do well
•
Communication skills
•
Ability to learn new things
•
Ability to connect with adults
•
Ability to work with others
•
Ability to stay safe
These new behaviors and skills are grouped into a single score called Developmental Asset Service
Productivity. SR CHOICE’s Service Productivity goal is a score of 60% or higher. SR CHOICE Grantees
collectively have surpassed this goal. SR CHOICE uses the concept of service productivity to measure
the effectiveness of SR CHOICE services. In general, service productivity is a measure that describes
the change that happens to a customer due to SR CHOICE-funded services. A service is effective if the
customer is better off due to his/her participation in the program. The Service Productivity score is
the percent of target changes accomplished minus the percent of targeted changes missed. The score
ranges from -100% to +100%. Grantees receive a score of 0% if a desired change stayed the same in
their customer due to their services. The targeted changes in developmental asset service productivity
are based on national research related to SR CHOICE practices in child and youth development.

			

S

SR CHOICE Grantees exceeded the
Youth and Child
Asset Development Service
Productivity Goal
of 60%.

Child/Youth - 68%
Parent - 82%
Staff - 83%

EFFECT

ervice Productivity is the number of positive targeted changes achieved minus the number of targeted changes missed. For
example this year 69% of the targeted changes for the better were achieved and 1% of the targeted changes were worse for a service
productivity score of 69%-1% = 68%. No credit is given for the 31.0% of the youth who stayed the same if because of the program they
changed for the better.
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Collectively the CHOICE grantees met the
targeted goal of 60% service productivity
Service productivity scores can range from a score of -100% for all worse scores to 0% for staying the same and making
no change, to 100% if all the youth indicated that they changed for the better because of the SR CHOICE funded program
services and care. Youth reported a service productivity score of 68%, their parents indicated that their child service productivity score for asset development was 82% and individual staff assessments of each child customer showed a 83%
service productivity score. Productivity scores show improvement between the fall of 2008 and the spring of 2009.
Chart 12

Youth, Parent, and Staff Youth Asset Development Service Productivity Scores

66%
Youth
68%

76%

Fall 2008
Spring 2009

Parents
82%

66%
Staff
83%

-100%
Worse

-80%

-60%

-40%

-20%

0%
No Change

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%
Better
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Grantee -Specified Service Productivity
In addition to developmental asset productivity, SR CHOICE grantees are required to measure productivity related to program-specific skills and behaviors. To do this, each of the SR CHOICE Grantees developed agency-specific questions that were tailored to their various programs to measure targeted
changes in specific new skills and behaviors because of the SR CHOICE funded services. As a result, 15 different questionnaires were constructed to
measure the service productivity of the unique services provided by grantees. Questionnaires were translated into seven different languages. The types
of new behaviors and skills captured in the agency specified service productivity score can be summarized into these groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art behaviors and skills
Business and work behaviors and skills
Community involvement and cultural appreciation behaviors and skills
Health and wellness behaviors and skills
Leadership behaviors and skills
Personal development behaviors and skills
Relationship behaviors and skills
School and academic behaviors and skills
Violence prevention and avoidance behaviors and skills
Parental behaviors and skills

The youth-rated, grantee specified service productivity was 68%; the parent-rated productivity score was 82%; and the staff-rated productivity score
was 82%. Youth, parents, and staff report on the same set of outcome measures. This data indicates that SR CHOICE customers have undergone positive
changes in grantee selected targeted areas.

SR CHOICE Grantees
met the Grantee
Specified Service
Productivity Goal of
60%. 			
Child/Youth - 69%
Parent - 82%
Staff - 81%

Chart 13

Youth, Parent, and Staff Grantee Selected Service Productivity

66%
Youth
69%

77%

Fall 2008
Spring 2009

Parents
82%

64%
Staff
82%

-100%
Worse

-80%

-60%

-40%

W

-20%

0%
No Change

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%
Better

hy is this important? Grantee selected service productivity is the second core measure of effectiveness in the SR CHOICE
evaluation system. Understanding whether youth gained program-specific skills related to goal setting, violence prevention, or
leadership, for example, is important to determining a program’s effectiveness. Reporting the results by respondent will also help the
stakeholder understand whether there is support that these changes did, in fact, occur.
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Grantees Connected Child and Youth Customers
to 4.4 New Caring and Supportive Adults.
SR CHOICE-funded staff assessed 2,273 child/youth customers and determined that because of their program their child/youth customer
was connected to an additional 4.4 new caring and supportive adults.

W

hy is this
important?
Resiliency
research indicates
the following
three variables
are important for
youth to find at
home , school,
and the community:
Caring Adults,
High Expectations, and
Meaningful
Participation.
A resilient youth
will need to find
these somewhere
in his or her life,
either at home,
school, or the
community or any
combination of
the three.

Assessment by Staff Indicate Growth in Expecta
tion and Participation
Staff assessment of customers’ growth in expectations showed that 73% or almost three fourths of the youth customers showed an
increase in their expectations for home, school, and the community.
Similarly staff assessments of customers showed a growth in participation in home, school, and community increased among 75% or
three fourths of the customers assessed.
Both of the staff assessments of youth for expectations and participation in home, school, and the community are higher than the first
assessments done at Cycle I. Evaluators were pleased with the grantees use of additional strategies to encourage youth to set higher
expectations and participation levels in their lives.

Child and Youth Customer Participation Level
in Services Was High.
Additionally, the staff assessed the customers’ participation level in SR CHOICE-funded services. The staff ranked the youth’s participation
level according to the following scale: 5 = Very High, 4 =High, 3 = Average, 2 = Low, and 1 =Very Low. The staff assessment of the level
of customer participation in SR CHOICE services was high with a score of 4.2 up from Cycle 1 level of 3.9. Research clearly shows that the
participation level of customers is a clear predictor of the success of the program in meeting the goals for positive change in their customers.

“If it wasn’t for Measure O programming I do not know where I would be”
California Youth Outreach Customer
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How do we measure service quality?
EFFECT
Service quality is a very difficult concept to measure. Robert Pirsig (SR CHOICE known for “Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance”) states: “Quality doesn’t have to be defined, you understand it without a definition.” Dr. Rex Green of the SR CHOICE
Evaluation Team challenges Mr. Pirsig by using the SR CHOICE
Evaluation System to define quality for this report as a measure
of producing targeted changes in youth consistently.
Dr. Green’s measure is one of many ways quality can be defined.
Even though quality is a very subjective concept to assess, by
utilizing the service productivity data collected, we can measure
whether the services were equally effective for all customers
surveyed. If there is a wide range of effectiveness in serving
customers, the service quality score will be lower. If a grantee
delivers consistently effective services to all their customers,
then their service quality score will be higher. A quality program should be designed to produce the desired changes in all
customers. Therefore, dividing average service productivity, or
the level of targeted changes achieved, by the variability in service productivity across youth served, will reveal whether high
service productivity occurred for nearly all youth. Since service

productivity varies from 100% to minus 100%, service quality can
vary from a large negative number to a large positive number.
Quality exceeding 1.0 is desirable. High levels of quality exceed 3.0.
Service quality greater than 10 may indicate that nearly all youth got
better on every targeted change noted in the survey. At that point,
we recommend that the service agency revise their survey questions
and ask about targeted changes that require greater effort to produce on the part of staff, in order to start a new round of service
quality improvement. Also important is whether levels of service
quality are increasing or decreasing. Decreasing quality warrants a
closer look at agency operations. Discussions of decreasing quality
can be initiated by brainstorming possible reasons for the decline.
Further investigation of possible reasons might be pursued with
root cause analysis or charting how service activities cause changes
in youth. Performance goals may need to be revised in order to
improve service quality in the future.

Were our services equally effective for all of our
customers?
Service quality is a measure of the consistency of the service provided. Higher service quality scores means that the services consistently
deliver target changes or benefits for children and youth customers. A service quality score of 1 or above is desirable and a score of over
3 is high.
Table 26 - At A Glance - Service Quality

All Programs
Early Intervention Cluster
High Risk Intervention Cluster

Agency
Specified
Service
Quality Fall
08
1.7
1.7
2.0

Asset
Development
Service
Quality Spring
09
1.8
2.3
5.0

Change in
Service
Quality
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing

Overall the SR CHOICE grantees had service quality was between desirable and high. Programs showed an increase in service quality
from the fall of 2008 to the spring of 2009. High risk intervention cluster grantees increase to a high level of service quality. This is very
promising for quality of the intervention services with high risk and gang involved youth.
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Desirable Service Quality Levels Were Obtained by all of
SR CHOICE Grantees with 27% of Grantees with High Service
Quality
Chart 14

W

Range of Service Quality Scores for Grantees

Over 3
27%

Below 1
0%

Between 1-2
46%

hy is this
important? Service
quality is important
to understanding
whether providers were able to
consistently produce
desired changes in
their customers. The
service quality scores
are also valuable in
understanding how
the SR CHOICE-wide
effort fared.

Between 2-3
27%

A service quality score for Grantee Selected Target Changes of 1 or above is desirable and was achieved by all of the grantees. A service quality score of over 3 is high service
quality and this was achieved by 27% of the grantees.
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How do we assess reliability?
In the most general sense, “reliability refers to the degree to which
survey answers are free from errors of measurement” (American
Psychological Association 1985). The reliability of the scales designed by each Service Provider was determined by calculating the
internal consistency of the items. Cronbach’s alpha was calculated
for the re-scored item responses (e.g., 1,0,-1 in the case of service
productivity).

should exceed .90. If decisions will be made about groups of
youth, such as whether males or females benefited more from the
program, the level of reliability should exceed .75. If multivariate
analyses of these data are pursued to clarify patterns of service
effectiveness, the level of reliability should exceed 0.60. Levels
above 0.60 were considered good. Evaluators plan to assist the
grantees whose reliability of questions were low.
(Note: Four grantees had no reliability scores because they did
not survey grantee specified questions.)

Reliability ranges from 0 or no consistency to 1, complete agreement among the agency specified items, i.e., the youth answer
the items so as to create a perfect ordering of items and youth.
Grantees’ reliability scores are found in Appendix A. The reliDesired levels of reliability are determined by the purpose behind ability and validity of SR CHOICE instruments is discussed in the
using the scores. If decisions need to be made about placing a par- appendix.
ticular youth in one program versus another, the level of reliability

Desirable reliability levels were achieved by 67%
of the grantees
Reliability of Grantee Selected Questions

W

hy is this
important?
Program-specific questions are developed by
providers to determine
direct service productivity.
Reliability is important
since it alerts stakeholders
whether these developed
questions are free from
errors of measurement.
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Low Reliability
33%

Good Reliability
67%

Chart 15
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Reliability Rate for Santa Rosa CHOICE Grantees Questions
The following groups had good and low reliability scores for their grantee selected questions. Evaluators will work with the these
groups with low reliability scores to determine possible reasons and work to improve for surveys collected in the fall of 2009.
Table 27

Grantrees with Good Reliability Scores
CYO Gang Mediation & Intervention Services
Sunny Hills Services Youth Development
United Against Sexual Assault (YEP)
Double Punches Boxing Youth Fitness
Big Brothers, Big Sisters
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Summer Playgrounds
Roseland Charter After School Program
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks After-School Programs
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Teen Council
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Boys Action Team

Reliability
0.89
0.89
0.85
0.79
0.78
0.78
0.77
0.74
0.67
0.65

Grantrees with zloe Reliability Scores
Community Action Partnership Padres Unidos
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Neighborhood Programs
Martial Arts Youth Institute
Social Advocates for Youth Employment Program
Hope Works Job Readiness

Reliability
0.56
0.56
0.48
0.00
0.00

Brien has been with Double Punches
for 4 years. When asked why he has
stuck around for so long he says, “Because I like the workout, it allows me to
let out my frustrations and focus better
in school”. Double Punches Customer

Note to Reader: The Measure 0 funds for after school programs are granted to Santa Rosa Recreation and
Parks to manage in collaboration with the Santa Rosa City Schools ASES after school funds.
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The section on performance describes how each SR CHOICE Grantee did in meeting the
performance goals set by SR CHOICE. Performance uses the SR CHOICE strategic areas to
review the 17 grantees.
Note to Reader: Performance is measuring the specific scope of work negotiated in the Santa Rosa CHOICE
contract. The performance goals met refer only to the SR CHOICE funded project and do not reflect on the performance of the grantee in other areas of their operation.

1. Performance Santa Rosa Choice Grantees go to page 48.
2. Service Performance Index, go to page 49.
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Indicators
of Performance
Using the strategic priority areas of the SR CHOICE Strategic Plan, CCPA evaluated the performance of each of the 17 SR CHOICE grantees. Grantees were placed in one of four strategic priority areas to form clusters of programs with similar goals. Many of the grantees
offer services across all or several of the strategic areas, but Grantees agreed to be compared with groups where the majority of their
services are provided. The following categories were chosen as summary indicators of performance.
Percent of contracted services delivered should be over 95% for the contract period. SR CHOICE grantees measure the amount of
service delivered by reporting the number of hours of direct service provided to customers across the various activities.
Cost per hour of service for SR CHOICE funds is calculated by dividing the amount of SR CHOICE funds expended by the number
of hours of direct service delivered. Cost per hour of service for total funds is calculated by dividing the amount of SR CHOICE funds
and matching funds by the number of hours of direct service delivered. No performance goal is set for cost per hour but readers can
compare the cost per hour of services among similar grantees contracted to provide similar services to determine if the cost per hour
is reasonable.
Youth customer satisfaction is determined by child and youth responses to four
questions about satisfaction with the services they received. The four questions
are summarized into a score which ranges from 0% (low) to 100% (very high). SR
CHOICE has set a performance goal of 70% for this measure. Note to reader: grantees
that serve children under five years old use parent satisfaction scores. SR CHOICE has
set a performance goal of 70% for customer satisfaction.

SR CHOICE Performance Goal 		
Targets Summary:
•

Percent of contracted service
delivered: 95% is goal.

•

Customer satisfaction rate: 70% is goal.

Service Productivity is a measure which is used to determine the effectiveness of
SR CHOICE-funded services. This measure is a summary score and reflects whether
• For Both Service Productivity Rates:
customers gained new skills or positive behaviors as a result of receiving services.
60% is goal.
The score is a percent that can be positive (customer is better off) or negative
(customer is worse off) and is calculated by taking the percent of targeted changes
achieved minus the percent missed. Grantees do not get credit for customers who
indicate that they did not experience any change in attitudes, behaviors, skills or
knowledge. For most grantees there are two types of service productivity - one that measures child and youth developmental assets
(asked by all grantees) and the other that measures program-specific changes, as determined by the grantee.
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Performance Summary
The following tables show which grantees met or exceed the four summary performance goals . Collectively the grantees met all four performance goals.
Table 28

SR CHOICE Service Provider/Grantees

Percent of
Contracted
Services
Delivered
for Year

Efficiency
Actual Cost
per Hour SR
CHOICE
Funds for
Year

Actual Cost
per Hour
Total Funds
for Year

Youth or
Parent
Satisfaction
Rate

Effectiveness
Youth-rated
Asset
Developmen
t Service
Productivity

Youth-rated
Grantee
Selected
Service
Productivity

Big Brothers, Big Sisters

122%

$12.67

$23.27

95%

77%

72%

Community Action Partnership Community Gang Awareness

121%

$15.52

$23.00

94%

NR

96%

Community Action Partnership Padres Unidos

149%

$10.05

$20.97

92%

NR

91%

CYO Gang Mediation & Intervention Services

314%

$6.86

$9.06

71%

66%

65%

Double Punches Boxing Youth Fitness

167%

$1.53

$6.34

90%

73%

82%

Hope Works Job Readiness

113%

$7.90

$18.35

100%

94%

98%

Martial Arts Youth Institute

146%

$0.47

$0.96

94%

86%

83%

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks After-School Programs

112%

$1.23

$1.60

80%

68%

65%

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Neighborhood Programs

105%

$1.79

$4.90

85%

70%

70%

96%

$1.69

$4.00

88%

64%

67%

Social Advocates for Youth Employment Program

105%

$5.30

$15.61

94%

97%

98%

Sunny Hills Services Community Presentations

217%

$3.70

$4.62

88%

NR

72%

Sunny Hills Services Youth Development
111%
$11.01
$13.80
Santa Rosa CHOICE Grantees That Missed One or More Performance Goals

76%

65%

75%

Roseland Charter After School Program

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Summer Playgrounds

248%

$1.23

$1.60

72%

50%

50%

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Boys Action Team

80%

$3.70

$4.62

89%

67%

70%

Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Teen Council

87%

$3.22

$3.42

85%

58%

57%

United Against Sexual Assault (YEP)

103%

$13.79

$17.07

73%

52%

69%

All Programs

121%

$1.70

$3.45

83%

68%

69%

Gang Awareness Presentiations

198%

$5.08

$6.78

89%

NR

84%

Early Intervention Cluster

118%

$1.05

$2.39

83%

66%

66%

High Risk Intervention Cluster

137%

$7.51

$13.36

83%

77%

81%

Note: Effectiveness scores that are underlined are from parent customers. NR means no survey required.
Table 29

SR CHOICE Performance Summary for Cycle II
Grantees That Met All Four Performance Goals
Grantees That Met Three Out of Four Performance Goals
Grantees that Met Two Out of Four Performance Goals
Grantees that Met One Out of Four Performance Goals
Grantees that Missed All Four Performance Goals

Number
13
2
1
1
0

Fifteen of the seventeen grantees (88%) met three or more of the four summary performance goals.
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Percent
76%
12%
6%
6%
0%

Note to Reader: The Measure
0 funds for after school programs are granted to Santa
Rosa Recreation and Parks to
manage in collaboration with
the Santa Rosa City Schools
ASES after school funds.

Performance

Service Performance
Index By
SR CHOICE Grantees
When a wide variety of information is assembled about the
performance of human service organizations, many people ask if a
way can be developed to combine such information into one overall
indicator. The Performance Logic Model directs that data about
effort and effects be presented for all agencies and each agency
separately. This SR CHOICE evaluation produced information about
nine categories of performance, six relating to effort and three relating to effects. Across the nine categories 31 distinct measures are
covered. Another 25 measures are processed and reported in the
annual report. Since it is impossible to mentally combine this information to gain an overall impression of how well the SR CHOICE
grantees performed, let alone compare two or more grantees, our
evaluation team developed the Service Performance Index (SPI) to
mathematically integrate the performance data.

organizations annually, although if no organization meets the high
standards of performance excellence, NIST can elect to make no
awards. The NIST website, www.nist.gov, is the official source of
the performance criteria and other information about the national
award program.

Because the purpose of adopting the Baldrige performance criteria was to guide the selection of indicators of overall performance,
we followed the rating system developed for Baldrige examiners
to report how well an organization is performing. This system divides organizational performance into three categories: approach,
deployment, and results. Approach includes how an organization is
designed to operate effectively; deployment involves what the organization does to implement the design, and results refer to what
is achieved. We reviewed the measures collected for our report and
Whenever someone asks “What does the SPI mean”, the answer can assigned them to one of these three categories (see Table 1 below).
be found in the model selected to guide the construction of such a For example, the first measure is based on ratings by the evaluation
score. The model selected for the SPI is the most widely used one to team of the likelihood that the program design and its underlying
measure overall performance of for-profit and not-for-profit organi- philosophy adopted by the service agency would improve the develzations. The performance criteria and rating system associated with opmental assets of their youth customers. The following table lists
the Malcolm Baldrige national quality award guided the construc- the measures and summarizes how each measure was scored before
tion of the SPI. The Criteria are designed to help organizations use combining all measures into one aggregate index of performance,
an integrated approach to improving performance by promoting:
the SPI. Points were calculated on the same scale as for the Baldrige
performance criteria, 0 to 1000; however, we modified the point to•
Delivery of ever-improving value to all customers and stake- tals slightly for each of the three areas, making approach worth 250
holders, such as the children, youth, parents, and community points, deployment worth 250 points, and results worth 500 points.
residents of Santa Rosa.
•
Improvement of overall effectiveness and productive
capabilities of any organization, such as the SR CHOICE service
providers.
•
Organizational and personal learning.
The U.S. Department of Commerce is responsible for the national
award program, and the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) manages the program. The American Society for
Quality (ASQ) assists in administering the program under contract
to NIST. Most states operate a state award program modeled
after the national program. In California, the California Council
for Excellence administers the state program. The state award
program includes a team review of the application and a visit to the
organization, if enough points are earned to qualify for the bronze
level. Unlike the national award program, three levels of awards
are made each year based on three cutoff scores. Applying for an
award from the state program is a way to become more competitive
for the national award. National awards are made to around five
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Performance
Graphic 5- How the Service Performance Index is Calculated
Area

Approach

Deployment

Results

Indicator

Possible
Points

Definition
Original scale was 1-100, adjusted to 0-1, with 50=0, to
eliminate unused range (increase spread); final score
multiplied by 2 to increase its weight

Evaluation team ratings of program strategy and
design—will the strategy produce more assets for youth

125

Staff ratings of 28 performance characteristics
contrasting importance of accomplishing with actual
achievement—how well does intent align with
perceived accomplishment

62.5

Sum of differences between importance and
achievement across 28 items, adjusted for the number of
staff reporting; scale reversed and shrunk to 0-1

Staff ratings of 9 agency exemplary practices—how
capable of doing well is this service team

62.5

Original scale was 1-5, adjusted to 0-1, averaged across
all staff reporting for each agency

Cost per customer—lower means more can be served

27.8

Number of registered customers divided by SR CHOICE
grant funds spent, then magnified to 0-1 range

Coverage of types of surveys needed from
agency—complete reporting yields more useful
information

27.8

Percent of types of surveys collected relative to needed

Level of need of youth over 10 years of age (omitted if
none served)—highest priority is serving those in need

27.8

RPRA total scores with range reversed, then the range
reduced before adjusting to 0-1 where 1 reflects low
assets and high need, 0 maximum assets

Percent of effects scores collected—complete reporting
yields more useful information

27.8

Count of effects scores obtained divided by total number
of scores agency should have provided

Surveys collected compared to SR CHOICE grant
funds spent—were resources used to collect important
information

27.8

Total surveys recorded divided by SR CHOICE grant
funds spent, then magnified to 0-1 range

Expending of grant funds being on schedule—did
spending match or exceed needs as indicated in
proposal

27.8

Percent of SR CHOICE funds expended during fiscal
year that were awarded

Representativeness of sample of youth surveys
collected relative to youth served—how well do these
results tell the complete story of how youth fared

27.8

Percent of youth served that were surveyed, adjusted
upward as more youth were surveyed, since the larger
agencies can survey a smaller percent of their youth
customers; scores exceeding 1 capped at 1

Ten staff ratings of the quality of their work
experiences—do staff feel comfortable in their
workplace

27.8

Averaged responses across all staff reporting; 0 meant
not occurring, 1 meant occurring

Staff ratings of 10 organizational management best
practices—do managers lead effectively

27.8

Averaged responses across all staff reporting; 0 meant
not occurring, 1 meant occurring

Cost per hour of service—getting more services for the
money

166.67

Actual hours of service divided by amount of total funds
spent, then magnified to 0-1 range; score multiplied by 5
to give this indicator 1/3 weight to the effects indicators

Satisfaction of youth—do youth like what happens

55.55

Average level of satisfaction, or zero if insufficient
number of surveys supplied

Satisfaction of parents—do the parents like what
happens to their children

55.55

Average level of satisfaction, or zero if insufficient
number of surveys supplied

Asset development productivity reported by youth—did
the services produce more youth assets

55.55

Average for all youth reporting, or zero if insufficient
number of surveys supplied

Agency-specific productivity reported by youth—did the
services accomplish selected goals for the youth

55.55

Average for all youth reporting, or zero if insufficient
number of surveys supplied

Service quality reported by youth for asset
development—was the approach taken equally
effective for all customers in increasing youth assets

55.55

Quality calculated as average productivity divided by
variability across youth; score range then shrunk to 0-1
and any extreme scores capped

Service quality reported by youth for agency-specified
questions—was the approach taken equally effective
for all customers in meeting specified goals

55.55

Quality calculated as average productivity divided by
variability across youth; score range then shrunk to 0-1
and any extreme scores capped

Total

1,000

Note: The ratings for approach are the opinions of the SR CHOICE Evaluation Team grantee mentors, Peter Ellis and Heather Wilson.
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Performance

How is the SPI Indicator
Calculated?
Each indicator was converted to a 0-1 scale, unless its range already
was 0-1, by shifting the lowest value to zero with a constant, then
multiplying by the reciprocal of the largest score. Eight of the indicators required some additional adjustment to place the distribution of
scores in the 0-1 range, so that the differences among service organizations would be noticeable. After the original range of scores was
converted to 0-1, the distribution was examined for skewness and
spread. Spread was increased by truncating the range and revising
the scores to more nearly cover the entire 0-1 range. Skewness was
removed by capping the range about where the frequency of scores
became zero, and adjusting extreme scores up or down to fit in the
reduced range. These adjustments must be performed when processing new data; the actual adjustments depend on the distributional
properties of each indicator. Increasing the spread in this manner
is a linear adjustment and does not alter the correlations among
the indicators; reducing skewness is a nonlinear adjustment that
resembles a logarithmic transformation, in that it pulls in extreme
scores. Such transformations often increase the correlation between
pairs of variables.
In order to strengthen the validity of the SPI, minimum sample
sizes were applied to the indicators involving data collected from
stakeholders. If insufficient data were available to calculate an
indicator, then zero points were awarded. The following minimums
were selected: 5 or more of each type of survey to count as a type;
10 surveys of parents if 25 or more youth customers served and 20
surveys of youth if 25 or more youth customers (including young
parents as customers) served to earn a corresponding productivity,
satisfaction, or quality indicator score. Clearly, groups can improve
their performance index scores dramatically by getting adequate
samples of their customers’ opinions.

Summarizing, service organizations score
higher on the SPI when they do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Choose a service model that is more likely to increase the
developmental assets of their youth customers;
Train staff to achieve goals closely related to things the
management considers important, rather than trivial;
Strive to operate services following some exemplary organizational practices;
Strive to serve more customers with the SR CHOICE funding
received;
Gather representative sample of each type survey: youth
opinions, parent opinions, staff opinions, and the youth’s
developmental assets assessment (RPRA) in the fall;
Serve youth with lower developmental assets;
Collect and submit more than 15 parent surveys and 20
youth surveys so that all of the effects scores will be computed;
Spend 100% of their SR CHOICE funding allocation;
Gather enough youth surveys to adequately represent their
customers’ views on how much services helped them;
Promote rewarding work experiences for staff;
Manage service operations knowledgeably;
Manage the delivery of service activities so the cost per hour
of service does not shoot upward;
Deliver services that the youth and parent customers perceive
as helpful;
Deliver helpful services to every customer, not just those who
are easy to serve.

Note to Reader: Service Performance Index (SPI) is measuring the specific scope of work negotiated in the Santa Rosa
CHOICE contract. The SPI score only refers to the SR CHOICE funded project and does not reflect on the performance of the
grantee in other areas of their operation.
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Service Performance Index (SPI)
The SR CHOICE grantees/service providers were divided into two strategies: early intervention services and high risk intervention services. This is the fourth time the groups
have used the performance logic model to evaluate their programs. Some groups found that what they proposed to do was more difficult than they thought, especially in the
high risk interventions where it was difficult to get gang-involved parents and families to participate. Evaluators are pleased with the start of SR CHOICE and expect SPI scores
for some of the groups to improve in the future. This year all the grantees met the performance goal of an SPI score above 600.

Early Intervention Cluster
Table 30

Santa Rosa Choice Grantees
Martial Arts Youth Institute
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks After-School Programs
Double Punches Boxing Youth Fitness
Roseland Charter After School Program
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Summer Playgrounds
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Teen Council
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Boys Action Team
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Neighborhood Programs
Big Brothers, Big Sisters

Approach
170
207
234
199
193
193
193
180
194

Deployment
194
197
199
221
227
185
220
189
159

Table 31

Approach
171
201
224
191
203
175

Deployment
214
185
199
175
203
204

All the SR CHOICE Grantees Met the SPI Performance
Goal of 600 or Better.
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SPI Score
837
784
774
763
763
730
709
698
642

Note to Reader: The Measure 0 funds for after school
programs are granted to Santa Rosa Recreation and
Parks to manage in collaboration with the Santa
Rosa City Schools ASES after school funds.

High Risk Intervention Cluster

Santa Rosa Choice Grantees
Social Advocates for Youth Employment Program
Community Action Partnership Padres Unidos
CYO Gang Mediation & Intervention Services
Hope Works Job Readiness
United Against Sexual Assault (YEP)
Sunny Hills Services Youth Development

Results
474
381
340
343
344
351
296
330
289

SPI
Difference
from
Cluster
Average
92
39
29
18
18
-15
-36
-47
-103

Results
355
339
263
300
227
253

SPI Score
740
724
686
667
633
633

SPI
Difference
from
Cluster
Average
60
44
6
-13
-47
-47

Performance

Service Performance Index (SPI) Comparison
The SR CHOICE grantees/service providers were divided into two strategies: early intervention services and high risk intervention services. The
following table shows SPI scores for the first six months, for the 12 month reporting and the 19 month reporting of effort, effect, and results of
the SR Choice Grantees in Cycle II funding.

Early Intervention Cluster
Table 32

SR CHOICE Service Provider - Early Intervention
Big Brothers, Big Sisters
CAP-Project SAFE
Double Punches Boxing
Girl Scouts of Konocti Council
Martial Arts Youth Institute
N.S.-Soccer Program
Roseland Charter After School Program
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks After-School Programs
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Boys Action Team
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Neighborhood Programs
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Summer Playgrounds
Santa Rosa Rec & Parks Teen Council
Average SPI Score for Early Intervention

SPI Score SPI Score
Six Months 12 Months

SPI Score
19
Months

728
658
650
798
589

762
717
610
823
521

726
743
667
802
669

523

751

764

768

731
751

753
733

673

708

732

SPI Score
31
Months
642
774
837
763
784
709
698
763
730
745

Collectively the Early Intervention Grantees improved their SPI scores over time. This shows a promising continuous improvement of their
services and care to Santa Rosa’s children and youth.

High Risk Intervention Cluster
Table 33

SR CHOICE Service Provider - High Risk Intervention
California Parenting Institute-Dads Matter
California Parenting Institute-Mothers & Son
CAP-Hope Works
CAP-Padres Unidos
CAP-Youth Build
CYO Gang Mediation & Intervention Services
SAY Functional Family Therapy
SAY Youth Employment Program
Southwest Community Health Center
The Drug Abuse Alternatives Center
United Against Sexual Assault (YEP)
Average SPI Score for High-Risk Intervention

SPI Score
Six
Months
232
273
707
633
690

SPI Score
12 Months
467
282
587
426
602

SPI Score
19
Months
490
509
427
642
726

SPI Score
31
Months
667
724
686

624
787
504
397

606
835
624
435

549
762
607
327

539

541

560

835
633
680

Collectively the High Risk Intervention Grantees did not meet their SPI performance goal of 600. Collectively the High Risk Intervention
Grantees showed promising continuous improvement of their services and care to Santa Rosa’s children and youth.
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Service Performance Index has Improved Over Time
Chart 16

SPI Over Time for SR CHOICE Grantees
800
750
700
650

Average SPI Score for Early
Intervention
Average SPI Score for High Risk
Intervention

600
550
500
450
400
6 Months

12 Months

19 Months

31 Months

SPI scores for early intervention and high risk intervention has improved over time. The biggest improvement is in the high risk intervention services
that for the first time collectively as a group met the performance goal of 600 SPI score.
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RESULTS

Results
Results include population indicators such as juvenile crime and education of children and youth
in Santa Rosa. Results over time are because of all the efforts of all the residents of Santa Rosa to
ensure a healthy and productive future for our children.

To understand how population results are used in a Logic Model
please go to page 58.
To understand the indicators picked by the Santa Rosa Mayor’s Gang
Prevention Task Force go to page 59.
To understand the trend lines for population indicators review pages
60 to 65.
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Importance of Population Results to the Performance Logic Model
The Santa Rosa CHOICE Evaluation System uses a logic model or theory of change approach to evaluation. This system uses overall
population results as an indicator for measuring the community’s general well-being. CHOICE and other MGPTF programs influence
these population results along with the efforts of other community partners and agencies. Social and economic factors, of course,
influence population results as well. These population results are not used to evaluate individual CHOICE programs, but rather, to help
focus community resources on improving these conditions for our children and youth. The following terms used in the CHOICE Evaluation
System to define population results rely on the work of Mark Friedman, a nationally recognized expert in performance measurement and
accountability.
Population Results (or outcomes or goals) are conditions of well-being for children, adults, families or communities, stated in plain
English (or plain Spanish or plain Korean, etc.). Results are data that voters and taxpayers can understand. They are not about programs or
agencies or government jargon. Results include “healthy children, children being ready for school, children succeeding in school, children
staying out of trouble, strong families, and safe communities.”
Indicators / Benchmarks are measures which help quantify the achievement of a result. They answer the question, “How would we
recognize these results in measurable terms if we fell over them?” So, for example, the rate of low-birth weight babies helps quantify
whether we are getting healthy births or not. Second grade reading scores help quantify whether children are succeeding in school today,
and whether they were ready for school two years ago. Juvenile crime rates, graduation rates, drop out rates, college readiness rates,
and growth in API scores are all good population indicators where data is kept over time to allow us to see trends to determine if we as a
community are making progress over time and if indicators turn in the desirable or undesirable direction.
Relying on the indicators recommended by Lisbeth Schorr allows us to reverse the “rotten outcomes” of school failure and juvenile crime.
As the MGPTF Strategic Plan is aligned with all the efforts being made in Santa Rosa and Sonoma County to better measure Santa Rosa’s
progress toward ensuring the health and wellness of our youth.

Population Results Summary
The Santa Rosa MGPTF Strategic Work Plan and CHOICE’s Performance Logic Model Evaluation set as outcome indicators a number of
population results to be tracked over time to determine how we, as a community, are doing. These results are derived from the effort,
effect, and performance of the whole community of Santa Rosa in raising healthy children who will have the opportunity to succeed in
their lives.
Graphic 4

Note: Population
Results in general are
going in a desirable
direction over time.
Graduation rates, and
school drop out rates
are going in an undesirable direction.

Population results are used to determine if key indicators are going in a desirable or undesirable
direction over time. Population results can assist us to focus our efforts to move indicators in a
desirable direction.
Trend line going in a desirable direction
2003-08 Academic Performance Index Scores

Trend line going in a undesirable direction
2002-08 Graduation Rates Based on NCES
Definition

2004-08 School Truancy Rate

2002-08 Percent of Graduates Completing
Requirement to UC/CSU

1997-08 Number of Juvenile Arrests

2002-08 Santa Rosa Schools 4- Year Drop Out Rate

1997-08 Number of Juvenile Violent Crime Arrests
2006-09 Juvenile Weapons Offenses down 29%
2006-09 Juvenile Violent Offenses down 26%
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Note: Indictors are not used to point fingers but
use to assist everyone in the community to work
together to produce healthy productive futures
for our youth.

RESULTS

Indicators of Community Success
Graphic 5

The Santa Rosa MGPTF picked these indicators to measure their success.

Goal
Cut Gang Violence in Half in Five Years

Summary of Indicators Trendline Direction
Reduce Violent Youth Offenses

Improve Academic Performance

Reduce Self-Reported Gang Involvement in
California Healthy Kids Survey

Increase School Attendance

Trend line is going in a desirable direction.

Only two years of data available, to soon to determine trend.
Number of youth identifying self as gang member down from 425
in 2005 to 358 in 2007. Still over 80% of youth indicating that they
joined the gang at 13 years old or younger.

Reduce Recidivism of Gang- Involved Youth

A review of API over time indicates that the API scores for Santa Rosa
Schools are trending in a desirable direction.

School truancy rate data only available for four years. The four year
trend is in a desirable direction. School Drop Out data is available
and the trend in going in an undesirable direction.

Improved High School Graduation Rates

High school graduation rates are going in an undesirable direction.

No data available for this indicator. Santa Rosa MGPTF should
review this indicators to determine if data is available.
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Reduce Violent Youth Offenses
Trend line is going in a desirable direction. The following report characterizes juvenile arrests made the by Santa Rosa Police
Department (SRPD) in 2008 for juvenile violent offices (homicide, misd. manslaughter, robbery, assault, misd. assault-battery, and kidnapping). The trend line for juvenile violent offenses in going in a desirable direction with a 4-year decrease
in juvenile violent crimes of 26%. Similarly juvenile weapons offenses are also in a desirable trend with a 4-year decrease of
29% and a small decline of 2% over ten years.
The source of arrest data in this report is the California Department of Justice, Criminal
Justice Statistics Center.
Chart 17
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Chart 18

Juvenile Weapons Offenses
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Juvenile arrest for weapons offenses shows a 29% decrease from 1997 to 2006. A full copy of this report: Santa Rosa
Police Department - 2006 Juvenile Arrests and 10 year trends (1997- 2006) is available on the Santa Rosa City website.
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Reduce Self-Reported Gang Involvement in
California Healthy Kids Survey
Only two years of trend data is available. This limited data makes it to soon to determine trend. Number of youth identifying self as gang
member down from 425 in 2005 to 358 in 2007. Still over 80% of youth indicating during each survey indicated that they joined a gang at
13 years old or younger.

California Health Kids Survey
Santa Rosa Secondary Schools 2007 Data Summary
The California Healthy Kids Survey (CHKS) is one of several tools used to identify gang prevention and intervention services for at-risk youth
in our community. This is the second CHKS survey that included specific questions related to gang involvement of youth in grades 7, 9, 11,
and Alternative Education classes. This year 5,409 (82%) of the eligible 6,565 students participated in the survey. While this is the second
survey conducted, it is too soon to begin identifying trends. The following are some important highlights from the survey. Even though
there were 5,409 participants, not all students responded to every survey question.
•

Of the respondents, 90% report never having been involved in a gang. But, our youth continue to join gangs at an alarmingly young
age. Of 3,834 respondents, 358 (9%) identified themselves as having been gang members, with the majority (86%) joining at age 13
or younger.

•

Self-identified gang affiliated students were twice as likely as non gang-involved students to be truant more than once per week.

•

Among self-identified gang affiliated students, more than half (63%) believe that the adults who are close to them condone their
gang involvement.

•

Drugs and alcohol use with self-identified gang affiliated students continues to be higher than for non gang-involved youth. Binge
drinking 3 or more days in the past 30 days among gang-involved youth was 2 to 8 times more frequent than for non gang-involved
students.

•

The majority of students feel safe going to and from school in their neighborhoods. A higher percentage of self-identified gang affiliated students have been targets of violence to and from school compared to non gang-involved students.

•

Youth report joining gangs for a variety of reasons with the top four being to have fun, for protection, because a friend or family
member is a gang member, or for respect.

•

Self-identified gang affiliated students were significantly more likely to have possessed a gun or other weapon at school in the past 12
months compared to non gang-involved students.

•

Self-identified gang affiliated students are more likely to perceive themselves as failing in school than non gang-involved students.

•

76% of non gang-involved students feel safe or very safe in their neighborhoods compared to 47% of self-identified gang affiliated
students.

•

Self-identified gang affiliated youth said that they would like more organized sports, arts programs including music and dance,
computer programs, volunteer opportunities, tutoring and mentoring assistance, youth clubs, job training, counseling, and alcohol
and drug treatment programs for students their age.

Santa Rosa: SR Result Data:CHK:CHKS summary 2008.doc
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Improve Academic Performance Index (API)
A review of API over time indicates that the API scores for Santa Rosa Schools are trending in a desirable direction. Evaluators review API
scores from the following school districts:
Bellevue District
Bennett Valley Unified
Mark West School District
Piner-Olivet School District
Rincon Valley Unified
Roseland School District
Santa Rosa City Schools
Sonoma County Office of Education
Wright School District
Evaluators produced a weight summary score based on the school districts overall API and the number of schools in the district and compared over the six years that school district API score was posted on the State Department of Education’s DataQuest website. The following
trend line is going in a desirable direction over the past six years.
Chart 19
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Increase School Attendance
School attendance data is only available for four years. The trend is desirable with truancy rate declining. School Drop Out data is available
and the trend in going in an undesirable direction. The following two charts indicate the trend for attendance, suspensions, and four year
drop out rates. Santa Rosa’s drop out rate is one of the few in the state that went down with this being the first year that dropout counts are
derived from student-level data. In comparison the State of California’s Four Year drop out rate went up to 24%. Santa Rosa had 356 drop
outs and Sonoma County Office of Education had 264 drop outs from school between 9th and 12th grade. Evaluators were unable to get the
number of these Sonoma County Office of Education drop outs that were Santa Rosa youth.
Chart 20

Santa Rosa Schools 4-Year Drop Out Rate
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The State Department’s website provides data on truancy and suspensions rates for four years. The following table shows a decline in the
truancy rate for the last three school years. This is desirable. Spensions continue to rise over the last four years. This data has only been
reported for the last four years. Determining trends usually needs more data points .
Chart 21
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RESULTS

Improved High School Graduation Rates
High school graduation rates are going in an slightly undesirable direction.

Chart 22

High School Graduation Rates Based on Enrollment
in 12th Grade
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Chart 23

Graudation Rates Based on NCES Definition
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Santa Rosa City
Schools
Linear (Santa Rosa
City Schools)

Graduation Rate Formula is
based on the NCES definition:
Number of Graduates (Year 4)
divided by
Number of Graduates (Year 4)
+ Gr. 9 Dropouts (Year 1) +
Gr. 10 Dropouts (Year 2) + Gr.
11 Dropouts (Year 3) + Gr. 12
Dropouts (Year 4)

RESULTS

12th Grade Graduates Completing All Course Requirements for UC/CSU Entrance
The number of 12th grade graduates that completed all the course requirements for entrance into UC/CSU trend line is moving in a undesirable direction as indicated below. A nine percent drop was experience over the last year reported.
Chart 24
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Big Brothers, Big Sisters of Northern California
Hermanos Mayores, Hermansa Mayores
Agency Description:

Big Brothers Big Sisters of the North Bay is changing how children grow up in the North Bay by offering professionally supported mentoring relationships between a caring adult
and a child in need. Our matches meet weekly and engage in fun activities together, and in the process become trusted friends offering children the chance to learn and grow
and providing new experiences and opportunities. BBBS staff offer regular, on-going support to the match, providing guidance, referrals, crisis intervention, mediation, and
encouragement to the mentor, the youth, and the family. We currently serve 1,500 youth ages 6-17 in Marin, Napa, Solano and Sonoma Counties. Of the families we serve, 80%
are single-family households and 95% are low-income households.
Through Choice O funds, we implement the Hermanos Mayores, Hermansa Mayores program, which connects caring mentors with Latino/Latina youth and children living in
Spanish speaking families in Santa Rosa. The bilingual and bicultural staff of the program work to prevent and reduce barriers to accessibility and participation from language/
cultural differences and financial limitations, while preventing youth violence and gang involvement

Strengths:
BBBS of the North Bay should be commended for filling a need to have more mentors available for Latino children in Santa Rosa. The program although new, has tried several
avenues of recruitment including collaboration with other agencies and even though numbers were low at the beginning of the cycle, recruitment has increased. Mentors come
from all facets of life and give “littles” an opportunity to connect with a caring adult in the community. BBBS hosts optional events for their matches to attend and makes phone
calls and provide resources for the mentors (“bigs”).

Needs of Improvement:
When the program year began BBBS had a difficult time finding staff to run the program, thus creating miscommunication. BBBS staff missed one vital meeting thus not
learning important information about the evaluation process, although this ultimately effected the agency, the staff should be commended for going the extra mile to collect
and meet the needs of the evaluation team. BBBS may also want to work on lowering the cost of service per hour, implementing in school programs or direct service programs
with the youth, may help lower costs.

Success Stories
When I think of “success stories,” the first that comes to mind is that of Big Sister Alex and her 8-year-old Little Brother David. Alex and David have been matched since October
2008 or about 9 months. Not long after they were matched, Mom and her 4 children were evicted from their home. Now homeless, three of the children were sent to live with
relatives while David and Mom stayed with various neighbors. Since then, they have been reunited, currently living at the Catholic Charities homeless shelter in Santa Rosa. Mom
was also pregnant during this period and in poor health, and needed to be hospitalized due to pre-mature contractions. She has since given birth to a boy. Alex was there for
David through all these changes and turmoil, getting together with him weekly to provide him with some distraction as well as emotional support, which certainly helps explain
his extraordinary resilience despite very stressful circumstances.
Big Brother Tyler and 11-year-old Little Brother Anthony will be celebrating their first year anniversary on July 31st, which they will do with a road trip to Disneyland in August.
Anthony’s father and also his uncle are incarcerated because of gang-related activities. Anthony lives with his elderly and disabled grandmother who is his legal guardian.
His mother is not involved in his life whatsoever. Tyler is a student in the police academy, preparing himself for a career in law enforcement. In addition to weekly outings for
recreation, Tyler has been very much involved in Anthony’s education, helping him with homework and special projects and attending school open houses and meetings with his
teacher and grandmother. He also encourages Anthony to read through visits to the local library and bookstores. Tyler clearly serves as a positive male role model for Anthony,
presenting him with an alternative to the gang culture that he has grown up with in his family and which still persists in his neighborhood.
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At A Glance - Effort, Effect, and Performance
SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation System
Performance
Accountability
Model

Logic Model

Answers to SR CHOICE Evaluation Questions
Big Brothers Big Sisters

What did SR CHOICE
grant for services?

SR CHOICE
Funds
$29,000

Match
$22,600

Total
$51,600

Percent Match
78%

Inputs Spent

What did SR CHOICE
spend on services?

SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching
Funds Spent

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

Percent of Total
Funds Spent

$29,000

$24,256

$53,256

100%

103%

FTE Staff
1.3

Years
Experience
22.5

Years
Schooling
17.0

Male
50%

Female
50%

Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Male

Female

Level of Youth Developmental
Assets

40

50%

50%

Medium

0-3 yrs
0%

4-11 yrs
45%

12-19 yrs
28%

20-59 yrs
28%

African
Americans
0%

Asian Pacific
Islander
Americans
3%

Caucasian
Americans
28%

Customers

Who were the staff
providing services?

Who are our youth
customers?

Strategies

What service
strategies did we
conduct?

Activities

How much services
did we provide?

Outputs

How much did the
services cost to
deliver?

Latino
Americans
53%

Customer
Satisfaction

Service
Productivity
Initial
Outcomes

Service Quality
and Reliability

Were our youth and
parent customers
satisfied with our
services?

Were our services
effective in producing
change for the better
for our customers?

Were our services
equally effective for
all our customers?

How many customers
did they survey?
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Other/MultiRacial
15%

Client HighRisk

Client-Gang
Supporter

Client-Gang
Member

Hard-Core
Gang Member

80%

20%

0%

0%

0%

Early Intervention Services for At Risk Youth in High Risk Neighborhoods

Actual Hours
Planned Hours of Service for
of Service for
Cycle 2 for
Cycle 2 for Year
Year
1,872
2,289

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Year
122%

Cost per
Actual Cost per Actual Cost per Customer SR
Hour SR
Hour Total
CHOICE
CHOICE Funds
Funds
Funds
$23.27

Hours of
Service per
Customer
57

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds

Average # of
New Caring
Adults
Connected to
Youth

$1,331

1.6

$725

Average Satisfaction of Youth
(0-100% on 4 items)

Average Satisfaction of Parents
(0-100% on 4 items)

Customer Level
of Participation
in Services

95%

96%

Very High

Service Productivity
(% of targeted changes achieved
minus % missed )

Youth Report
of Changes

Asset development changes

77%

70%

75%

Grantee selected changes

72%

52%

61%

Service Quality Score
Asset Development
Fall 08
Spring 09
3.7

Survey Sample

60+ yrs
0%

Client At-Risk

$12.67

E
F
F
E
C
T

Met Performance Goals

Inputs Grants

Staff

E
F
F
O
R
T

SR CHOICE
Evaluation
Questions

Youth Surveys
25

2.1
Parent
Surveys
31

Parent Report on Staff Report on
Changes
Customer

Change in
Service Quality Reliability Level
Decreasing
Staff Surveys
31

Good
RPRA Surveys
27

SPI Score
642
Total Surveys
114

Yes

Yes

Native American
are 3% of
customers

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Satisfaction
> 70%

Yes Service
Productivity
> 60% Missed
Parent Goal

Yes, Quality
Score >1
Yes
Average
SPI > 600
Need to increase
sample size

Initial Outcomes and Results

Youth customers were asked questions for youth developmental assets and questions related to targeted skills, knowledge, attitudes and behaviors (determined by grantee). For
each of these variables a quantitative score was given. The score is the percent of targeted changes achieved minus the percent of targeted changes missed. The score could range
from -100% (worse) to 0% (same) to +100% (for better). Indicated below is the percentage of youth surveyed that indicated they changed for the better because of the services
provided by the grantee. Each question began with: “Because of this program…”

Big Brothers Big Sisters of North Bay Hermanos
����������������������������������
Mayores, Hermanos Mayores
(Youth Survey)
9% My success at school (job/training) is better:
73% My understanding of who I an and what I can do is better:
64% My ability to communicate is better:
100% My ability to lean new things is better:
82% My ability to connect with adults is better:
55% My ability to work with others is better:
64% My ability to stay safe is better:
64% I understand the dangers of gang violence better:
55% I can solve problems without violence better:
73% My self-confidence is better:
36% My ability to get along with peer is better:
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Community Action Partnership
Community Gang Awareness Presentations
Padres Unidos
Agency Description
Community Action Partnership of Sonoma County is a dynamic multi-program human services organization dedicated to partnering with low-income populations to improve
lives through both innovative direct service, and advocacy. Incorporated in 1967, this 501(c)(3) agency has become one of the largest service organizations in northern California.
Community Action partnership was described by the Press Democrat columnist and noted historian, Gaye Le Baron as “arguably the most productive human services agency on
the North Coast.”
There are over 1,100 Community Action Agencies that make up a nation-wide network of anti-poverty agencies. Community Action as a movement maintains a promise to each
of the communities in which they operate, which is; Community Action changes people’s lives, embodies the spirit of hope, improves communities, and makes America a better
place to live. We care about the entire community, and we are dedicated to helping people help themselves and each other. Community Action Partnership of Sonoma County
was designated by the county Board of Supervisors as the official anti-poverty agency for the county of Sonoma.
Our goal in Sonoma County is to stand up for those struggling in the grips of poverty, provide much-needed intervention services, as well as being a voice those whose needs go
unheard. We accomplish this through the implementation of culturally relevant and other best practices in programming and through community collaboration and partnerships.

Strengths
Community Action Partnership’s (CAP) Padres Unidos class should be commended for its popularity and longevity in the community especially among the Hispanic population.
Parents often take the class several times due to the relationships that they build with other parents and the staff members. Community Action Partnership uses a strong and
comprehensive curriculum for Padres Unidos. On-site childcare and homework help for school age children helps parents be able to commit to the program. The staff is interchangeable, diverse, caring and can fill in for each other without program interruption. Staff members are seeing more couples and single fathers participate in the program,
which is exciting.

Needs of Improvement:
Padres Unidos is a fabulous program when parents are actively enrolled in the program, however it is recommended that Community Action Partnership develop
a more comprehensive follow up plan for clients once they complete the program. The ability to follow up on referrals made in the program would help overall
program outcomes. It is also recommended that CAP develop a plan to provide more staff development opportunities.
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SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation System

Performance
Accountability
Model

Logic Model

Answers to SR CHOICE Evaluation Questions
Community Action Partnership
Padres Unidos

What did SR CHOICE
grant for services?

SR CHOICE
Funds
$39,597

Match
$43,039

Total
$82,636

Percent Match
109%

Inputs Spent

What did SR CHOICE
spend on services?

SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching
Funds Spent

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

Percent of Total
Funds Spent

$39,597

$43,039

$82,636

100%

100%

FTE Staff
1.3

Years
Experience
14.3

Years
Schooling
15.3

Male
33%

Female
67%

Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Male

Female

102

39%

61%

0-3 yrs
0%

4-11 yrs
0%

12-19 yrs
0%

20-59 yrs
97%

60+ yrs
3%

Latino
Americans
100%

African
Americans
0%

Asian Pacific
Islander
Americans
0%

Caucasian
Americans
0%

Customers

Who were the staff
providing services?

Who are our youth
customers?

Strategies

What service
strategies did we
conduct?

Activities

How much services
did we provide?

Outputs

How much did the
services cost to
deliver?

Client HighRisk

Client-Gang
Supporter

Client-Gang
Member

Hard-Core
Gang Member

15%

25%

35%

20%

5%

High Risk Intervention for High Risk Youth

Actual Hours
Planned Hours of Service for
of Service for
Cycle 2 for
Cycle 2 for Year
Year
2,643
149

Customer
Satisfaction

Service
Productivity
Initial
Outcomes

Were our youth and
parent customers
satisfied with our
services?

Were our services
effective in producing
change for the better
for our customers?

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Year
149%

Cost per
Actual Cost per Actual Cost per Customer SR
Hour SR
Hour Total
CHOICE
CHOICE Funds
Funds
Funds
$20.97

Average Satisfaction of Youth
(0-100% on 4 items)

Service Productivity
(% of targeted changes achieved
minus % missed )

Were our services
equally effective for
all our customers?

4.2
Survey Sample

How many customers
did they survey?

Youth Surveys

5.0

92%

Average

Parent Report on Staff Report on
Changes
Customer

Parent
Surveys
51

91%
Change in
Service Quality Reliability Level
Increasing
Staff Surveys
84

Yes

$810

Asset development changes

Service Quality Score
Asset Development
Fall 08
Spring 09

Yes

Yes

Customer Level
of Participation
in Services

Grantee selected changes
Service Quality
and Reliability

Hours of
Service per
Customer
39

Average Satisfaction of Parents
(0-100% on 4 items)

Youth Report
of Changes

Yes

Yes

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds

$388

Yes

Other/MultiRacial
0%

Client At-Risk

$10.05

E
F
F
E
C
T

Met Performance Goals

Inputs Grants

Staff

E
F
F
O
R
T

SR CHOICE
Evaluation
Questions

Low
RPRA Surveys

Yes
Satisfaction
> 70%

Yes Service
Productivity
> 60%

98%

SPI Score
724
Total Surveys
135

Yes, Quality
Score >1
Yes
Average
SPI > 600

Yes
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SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation System

Performance
Accountability
Model

Logic Model

Answers to SR CHOICE Evaluation Questions
Community Action Partnership
Community Gang Presentations

What did SR CHOICE
grant for services?

SR CHOICE
Funds
$11,807

Match
$5,699

Total
$17,506

Percent Match
48%

Inputs Spent

What did SR CHOICE
spend on services?

SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching
Funds Spent

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

Percent of Total
Funds Spent

$11,807

$5,699

$17,506

100%

100%

FTE Staff
0.5

Years
Experience
14.3

Years
Schooling
15.3

Male
33%

Female
67%

Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Male

Female

370

34%

66%

0-3 yrs
0%

4-11 yrs
45%

12-19 yrs
28%

20-59 yrs
28%

60+ yrs
0%

Latino
Americans
58%
Client
At-Risk

African
Americans
0%
Client
High-

Asian Pacific
Islander
Americans
0%
Client-Gang

Caucasian
Americans
6%
Client-Gang

Other/MultiRacial
35%
Hard-Core

Customers

Who were the staff
providing services?

Who are our youth
customers?

Strategies

What service
strategies did we
conduct?

Activities

How much services
did we provide?

Outputs

How much did the
services cost to
deliver?

Community Gang Awareness Presentations

Actual Hours
Planned Hours of Service for
of Service for
Cycle 2 for
Cycle 2 for Year
Year
629
761

Customer
Satisfaction

Were our youth and
parent customers
satisfied with our
services?

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Year
121%

Cost per
Actual Cost per Actual Cost per Customer SR
Hour SR
Hour Total
CHOICE
CHOICE Funds
Funds
Funds
$15.52

E
F
F
E
C
T

Met Performance Goals

Inputs Grants

Staff

E
F
F
O
R
T

SR CHOICE
Evaluation
Questions

$23.00

Average Satisfaction of Youth
(0-100% on 4 items)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Hours of
Service per
Customer
2

Yes

Average # of
New Caring
Adults
Connected to
Youth

Yes

Customer Level
of Participation
in Services

Yes
Satisfaction
> 70%

Parent Report on Staff Report on
Changes
Customer

Yes Service
Productivity
> 60%

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds

$32

$47

Average Satisfaction of Parents
(0-100% on 4 items)
94%

Service
Productivity
Initial
Outcomes

Survey Sample

Were our services
effective in producing
change for the better
for our customers?

How many customers
did they survey?
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Service Productivity
(% of targeted changes achieved
minus % missed )

Youth Report
of Changes

Asset development changes
Grantee selected changes
Youth Surveys

Parent
Surveys
97

96%
Staff Surveys

RPRA Surveys

Total Surveys

Yes

Success Stories
Family Two: Parents dealing with sexual abuse of 12 year-old daughter.
Cohort 18
Initially, one of the co-facilitators and the program coordinator met with a couple of parents because they had concerns about 12 year old hanging out with an “adult
person”. First, they shared with us that they believed that their daughter left school with this “adult person”, without any permission. Our advice was to speak to the
assistant principal to find out if this really happened, if it had happened.
During this meeting, we interviewed the 12-year- old daughter, as well. When asked about what her parents were saying, she denied any sort of thing happening.
While we were interviewing the girl, we mentioned that she needed to be truthful because, if any of this had happened, this “adult person” could be in trouble and
most of all, it was inappropriate for this “adult person” to be hanging out with a minor, without her parent’s permission and above all, it was against the law. She
denied it and all of a sudden, she started crying.
We also asked questions about any activity on My Space Internet site, since the parents also mentioned this matter. After a while, she was able to provide us with
a password. We checked her account (one of many) and the page that we were seeing looked not harmful. After that, we went back with the parents to finish our
meeting. The goal of this meeting was for her parents to follow up with the school, in regards of her daughter leaving school campus with an unauthorized person.
Later on, these parents came back and were interviewed by the other co-facilitator and after few answers; this co-facilitator found out that the 12 year-old was being
sexually abused by the “adult person”, a 24 year-old “adult person”. The older woman had taken the daughter out of school, written inappropriate messages on her My
Space account and challenged the parents to stop her from seeing the young girl.
After paying attention to all of this, this co-facilitator immediately contacted a Santa Rosa Police Sex Crimes Detective and they started an investigation. In a short
time and with substantiated evidence, the involved “adult person” was arrested and charged with several sex crimes. Currently, this “adult person” still is incarcerated.
We still communicate with the parents, as they attended our booster sessions on “Gang Awareness”, “How the Probation Department works” and “How to work with the
police collaboratively”.
Both parents are happy to know that their clear, constant and direct communication with Padres Unidos staff resulted in the arrest of this 24-year-old “adult person”.
They say that it was devastating to know the truth but at the end, they positively know they did the right thing.

Initial Outcomes and Results

Youth customers were asked questions for youth developmental assets and questions related to targeted skills, knowledge, attitudes and behaviors (determined by
grantee). For each of these variables a quantitative score was given. The score is the percent of targeted changes achieved minus the percent of targeted changes
missed. The score could range from -100% (worse) to 0% (same) to +100% (for better). Indicated below is the percentage of youth surveyed that indicated they
changed for the better because of the services provided by the grantee. Each question began with: “Because of this program…”

Community Action Partnership – Padres Unidos
(Parent Survey)

97% My ability to support my child in school is better:
97% My ability to communicate with my child is better:
83% My ability to help my child learn new things is better:
89% My child and I know how to stay safe from violence, abuse, and other harm is better:
89% My ability to set guidelines and rules and practice active supervision with my child is better:
96% My ability to show love and affection to my child is better:
83% My confidence in handling behavior problems in my child is better:
Gang Awareness Training for Parents Evaluation – Community Action Partnership
(Parent Survey)
92% My ability to identify signs of gangs is better:
89% My ability to talk with my child about gangs is better:
88% My ability to find resources for my child is better:
88% My ability to help my child get out and stay out of gangs is better:
89% My knowledge of how to keep my child out of gangs is better:
77% My confidence in being able to control gang behavior in my child and his friends is better:
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California Youth Outreach
Gang Mediation and Intervention Services
Agency Description
California Youth Outreach is a non-profit organization that provides Gang Intervention Services to youth and young adults that are gang involved and that are on the fringes of
becoming involved in gang activity on a regular basis. CYO’s Street Outreach program targets those that are normally not approachable by those in mainstream society due to
their active participation and influence in gangs. Some of them are those that have influence on the streets that can impact others to push gang activity and violence in the
community. These youth and young adults are serviced in neighborhoods that are traditionally known for generations of gangs in Santa Rosa and throughout the rural areas of
Sonoma County, in the Juvenile Hall Facility, in various schools in Santa Rosa, and at the Local Conservation Corps with youth on Sonoma County Probation and those on CDCR
Youth Parole.
CYO brings a strategy to the City of Santa Rosa to help direct youth away from the gang lifestyle and present to them alternatives they feel are beneficial to their lives as well as
service their needs which they have trouble doing for themselves outside from the support of the gang. The key to the strategy is to build relationships with the gang-involved
individuals. Once they are shown that there are positive, responsible, and caring adults that can give them direction outside of the gang life, services to them can be delivered.
These services range from recreational and social activities that can help them learn how to act and behave in a traditional social circle outside of their neighborhood, to support
groups to incarcerated youth that are looking to phase out of the gang life while they are locked up and after they are released to the community, to one-on-one services to
build capacity in youth so they can learn how to receive and access services to fulfill their personal needs that they had trouble doing on their own. CYO also helps build capacity
in collaborating agencies by providing Gang Awareness Training to other professionals that work with gang-involved youth to help update them on the latest strategies and
techniques to service the youth.

Strengths:
CYO has made a significant impact on the community within the year that they have been funded through CHOICE/MEASURE O. Their collaboration with the school, faith-based
groups and police department is to be commended. The staff members are caring and go out of their way, to not only, counsel the young people, but to meet and support their
families. Staff also advocate for the youth at schools, in court and at places of employment. CYO may want to consider sharing with other agencies how they build relationship
and mentorship’s as this is a huge strength. The curriculum that CYO uses is effective and speaks honestly to the youth about the risks and consequences of gang life.

Needs of Improvement:
Although CYO has embedded themselves in the community, fund development is a need to allow CYO to establish a centralize office or location as well as their remote offices
with schools and churches. Funds would allow a female staff to be hired as a way of recruiting more young women into the program. Ultimately more staff at CYO would enable
more youth to be reached on the street level.

Success Stories and Quotes
Able was expelled from his high school for gang violence and involvement; he was referred to California Youth Outreach (CYO) by another measure o funded program. CYO found
Able entering a continuation school with rival gang members, at this point Able was disassociating from his gang involved friends, he was recognized by rival members and was
now going to school concerned for his safety, CYO was able to help find a safe school and give the care and support services to help Able raise his GPA from a 1.7 to 3.6. Able is
actively involved in CYO programming and is talking about college. He says, “If it wasn’t for Measure O programming he doesn’t know where he would be”
Tony went to youth authority and Corcoran State Prison at the age of 16; upon release he contacted California Youth Outreach (CYO) for assistance in CYO’s re-entry services. With
his record it was impossible to find employment through the help of measure O’s California Youth Outreach Program Tony is now employed and enrolled in a high school diploma
program.
Kevin says, “Measure O saved my life”.
Jose says, “Measure O and California Youth Outreach made me a taxpayer!”
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SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation System
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Model

Logic Model

Answers to SR CHOICE Evaluation Questions
California Youth Outreach
Gang Intervention and Mediation

What did SR CHOICE
grant for services?

SR CHOICE
Funds
$149,881

Match
$46,891

Total
$196,772

Percent Match
31%

Inputs Spent

What did SR CHOICE
spend on services?

SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching
Funds Spent

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

Percent of Total
Funds Spent

$149,881

$48,044

$197,925

100%

101%

FTE Staff
3.0

Years
Experience
12.0

Years
Schooling
14.0

Male
100%

Female
0%

Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Male

Female

Level of Youth Developmental
Assets

296

82%

18%

Low

0-3 yrs
0%

4-11 yrs
1%

12-19 yrs
93%

20-59 yrs
6%

Latino
Americans
70%

African
Americans
5%

Asian Pacific
Islander
Americans
4%

Caucasian
Americans
17%

Customers

Who were the staff
providing services?

Who are our youth
customers?

Strategies

What service
strategies did we
conduct?

Activities

How much services
did we provide?

Outputs

How much did the
services cost to
deliver?

Customer
Satisfaction

Were our youth and
parent customers
satisfied with our
services?

Service
Productivity
Initial
Outcomes

Service Quality
and Reliability

Were our services
effective in producing
change for the better
for our customers?

Were our services
equally effective for
all our customers?

Client-Gang
Supporter

Client-Gang
Member

Hard-Core
Gang Member

5%

5%

5%

15%

70%

High Risk Intervention for High Risk Youth

Actual Hours
Planned Hours of Service for
of Service for
Cycle 2 for
Cycle 2 for Year
Year
6,958
21,854

How many customers
did they survey?

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Year
314%

Cost per
Actual Cost per Actual Cost per Customer SR
Hour SR
Hour Total
CHOICE
CHOICE Funds
Funds
Funds
$9.06

Hours of
Service per
Customer
74

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds
$669

5.1

Average Satisfaction of Youth
(0-100% on 4 items)

Average Satisfaction of Parents
(0-100% on 4 items)

Customer Level
of Participation
in Services

71%

91%

Very High

Service Productivity
(% of targeted changes achieved
minus % missed )

Youth Report
of Changes

Asset development changes

66%

95%

100%

Grantee selected changes

65%

96%

100%

Service Quality Score
Asset Development
Fall 08
Spring 09

Youth Surveys
122

1.7
Parent
Surveys
86

Parent Report on Staff Report on
Changes
Customer

Change in
Service Quality Reliability Level
Decreasing
Staff Surveys
124

Good
RPRA Surveys
181

Yes

Yes

Yes

Average # of
New Caring
Adults
Connected to
Youth

$506

Yes

Other/MultiRacial
1%

Client HighRisk

1.8
Survey Sample

60+ yrs
0%

Client At-Risk

$6.86

E
F
F
E
C
T

Met Performance Goals

Inputs Grants

Staff

E
F
F
O
R
T

SR CHOICE
Evaluation
Questions

SPI Score
686
Total Surveys
513

Yes

Yes

Yes
Satisfaction
> 70%

Yes Service
Productivity
> 60%

Yes, Quality
Score >1
Yes
Average
SPI > 600

Good
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Initial Outcomes and Results

Youth customers were asked questions for youth developmental assets and questions related to targeted skills, knowledge, attitudes and behaviors (determined by grantee). For
each of these variables a quantitative score was given. The score is the percent of targeted changes achieved minus the percent of targeted changes missed. The score could range
from -100% (worse) to 0% (same) to +100% (for better). Indicated below is the percentage of youth surveyed that indicated they changed for the better because of the services
provided by the grantee. Each question began with: “Because of this program…”
California Youth Outreach Gang Mediation and Intervention Services
(Youth Survey)
61% My success at school (job/training) is better:
68% My understanding of who I an and what I can do is better:
68% My ability to communicate is better:
65% My ability to lean new things is better:
65% My ability to connect with adults is better:
63% My ability to work with others is better:
58% My ability to stay safe is better:
68% My ability to think clearly is better:
65% My ability to ask for help is better:
60% I avoid dangerous situations better:
54% I produce more:
55% I participate in positive activities more:
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Double Punches Boxing
Youth Fitness
Agency Description:
Double Punches Boxing mission is to provide an outlet for young people who tend to avoid team sports and have shown little self-confidence and academic success. These are
youth who because of little parental supervision, limited positive role models, failure in school and lack of a positive self-image are drawn to gang affiliation. Double Punches
Boxing Club uses a boxing program, combined with academic tutoring, to help youth develop a sense of self-worth, experience greater success in school and develop physical
fitness skills. The program stresses fundamentals, discipline and skills rather than brute force and toughness.
The Club combines physical and academic activity while motivating and rewarding academic success. The current club has a boxing ring, punching bags, weight equipment AND
a study area with computers. If a young person is doing reasonably well in school-C’s or better in all subjects-they can be eligible for a discount. For those that are not doing well
in school, tutorial services are provided. Such tutorial services cover academic subject matter as well as homework assistance. These tutors also serve as mentors to our youth.
Double Punches Boxing goals are to reduce the dropout rate, the level of gang involvement and to increase academic success as indicated by increased grade point averages and
graduation from high school. An overriding concern is to increase the self-image and sense of self-worth of youth in the area and ensure that by the time the youth reaches 18,
he has had academic success, developed measurable physical fitness skills and has begun to show positive behavior within the community.

Strengths:
Although Double Punches is a boxing program they should be commended for looking at youth holistically. Participants are taught that discipline is needed in all facets of their
lives including academics. Tutors are provided to help youth establish good study habits as well as catch up on academics when needed. Double Punches advocates friendly
competition and engages the participants’ entire family. The staff members are amazing and have worked with Double Punches and at-risk youth for years. Double Punches
should be applauded for attracting a wide, diverse client population including and insurgence of young women. Staff hold their participants to a set of high expectations and
youth respect the staff.

Needs of Improvement:
Double Punches has partnered with the Salvation Army and has a professional space and ring for the program, however youth from around the city would love to see Double
Punches available at other sites around the city. It is also recommended that if possible Double Punches set aside a small scholarship program for youth that are unable to pay
the monthly dues. Collaboration with medical professionals would also be an added resource for their clients as staff have reported that it is sometimes difficult for youth to
access a doctor and get a physical which is require to participate in the program.

Success Quotes
Brien has been with Double Punches for 4 years. When asked why he has stuck around for so long he says, “Because I like the workout, it allows me to let out my frustrations and
focus better in school”.
Danny says about Double Punches” I like boxing because it’s fun...it keeps me out of trouble, helps me take my mind off the things I don’t want in there”.
Jenny says about Double Punches, “I like coming to boxing because I could stay in shape and because I get help with my homework since I can’t get help at home”.
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At A Glance - Effort, Effect, and Performance
SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation System
Performance
Accountability
Model

Logic Model

Answers to SR CHOICE Evaluation Questions
Double Punches Boxing
Youth Fitness

Inputs Grants

What did SR CHOICE
grant for services?

SR CHOICE
Funds
$25,000

Match
$84,176

Inputs Spent

What did SR CHOICE
spend on services?

SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching
Funds Spent

$25,000

$78,239

FTE Staff
2.5

Staff

E
F
F
O
R
T

SR CHOICE
Evaluation
Questions

Customers

Who were the staff
providing services?

Who are our youth
customers?

Strategies

What service
strategies did we
conduct?

Activities

How much services
did we provide?

Outputs

How much did the
services cost to
deliver?

Total
$109,176

Percent Match
337%

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

Percent of Total
Funds Spent

$103,239

100%

95%

Years
Experience
14.7

Years
Schooling
13.3

Male
70%

Female
30%

Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Male

Female

Level of Youth Developmental
Assets

135

85%

15%

Medium

0-3 yrs
0%

4-11 yrs
14%

12-19 yrs
69%

20-59 yrs
17%

African
Americans
2%

Asian Pacific
Islander
Americans
2%

Caucasian
Americans
13%

Latino
Americans
78%

E
F
F
E
C
T

Service
Productivity
Initial
Outcomes

Service Quality
and Reliability

Were our youth and
parent customers
satisfied with our
services?

Were our services
effective in producing
change for the better
for our customers?

Were our services
equally effective for
all our customers?

How many customers
did they survey?
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Other/MultiRacial
4%

Client HighRisk

Client-Gang
Supporter

Client-Gang
Member

Hard-Core
Gang Member

40%

30%

25%

5%

0%

Early Intervention Services for At Risk Youth in High Risk Neighborhoods

Actual Hours
Planned Hours of Service for
of Service for
Cycle 2 for
Cycle 2 for Year
Year
9,740
16,290

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Year
167%

Cost per
Actual Cost per Actual Cost per Customer SR
Hour SR
Hour Total
CHOICE
CHOICE Funds
Funds
Funds
$6.34

Hours of
Service per
Customer
121

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds

Average # of
New Caring
Adults
Connected to
Youth

$765

8.2

$185

Average Satisfaction of Youth
(0-100% on 4 items)

Average Satisfaction of Parents
(0-100% on 4 items)

Customer Level
of Participation
in Services

90%

94%

High

Service Productivity
(% of targeted changes achieved
minus % missed )

Youth Report
of Changes

Asset development changes

73%

80%

92%

Grantee selected changes

82%

93%

94%

Service Quality Score
Asset Development
Fall 08
Spring 09
2.5

Survey Sample

60+ yrs
0%

Client At-Risk

$1.53

Customer
Satisfaction

Met Performance Goals

Youth Surveys
81

2.8
Parent
Surveys
46

Parent Report on Staff Report on
Changes
Customer

Change in
Service Quality Reliability Level
Increasing
Staff Surveys
87

Good
RPRA Surveys
81

SPI Score
774
Total Surveys
295

Yes

Yes

Native American
are 2% of
customers

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Satisfaction
> 70%

Yes Service
Productivity
> 60%

Yes, Quality
Score >1
Yes
Average
SPI > 600
Good Sample
Size

Initial Outcomes and Results

Youth customers were asked questions for youth developmental assets and questions related to targeted skills, knowledge, attitudes and behaviors
(determined by grantee). For each of these variables a quantitative score was given. The score is the percent of targeted changes achieved minus the
percent of targeted changes missed. The score could range from -100% (worse) to 0% (same) to +100% (for better). Indicated below is the percentage
of youth surveyed that indicated they changed for the better because of the services provided by the grantee. Each question began with: “Because of this
program…”

Double Punches
(Youth Survey)
50% My success at school (job/training) is better:
71% My understanding of who I an and what I can do is better:
65% My ability to communicate is better:
75% My ability to lean new things is better:
72% My ability to connect with adults is better:
71% My ability to work with others is better:
71% My ability to stay safe is better:
92% My boxing skills are better:
67% My ability to avoid the gang lifestyle is better:
79% My ability to make healthy choices for my life is better:
72% My ability to stay out of trouble is better:
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Hope Works
Job Readiness
Agency Description
Hope Works is a faith-based job and career development program-serving Individuals with barriers to employment due to gang or criminal involvement. The
core of the program is a three-week course that equips participants for the job search process and provides them with new ways of thinking about themselves
and about employment. Participants are challenged to view work as an exchange of value rather than a necessary evil; and that in that exchange seeing that
there are benefits for employer and employee alike.
In addition, volunteer mentors are available for Hope Works participants to develop strong relationships for support and personal development. Tutoring to
enable participants to complete their high school education or GED is also available. A Learning Center equipped with computers provides participants with
online access to skills assessments, job postings, and Email accounts; and online learning provide participants with vital tools in the job development process.
Staff and volunteers work one-to-one with Participants to provide short-term and ongoing support for continued personal success. And Bible studies and
support in spiritual growth are offered for those who wish to participate.

Strengths:
Hope Works should be commended for working with “hard-core” gang members in the community. Many of their clients have been involved with

the legal system and have many barriers to employment. Hope Works continues to be a leader in collaboration with the juvenile and adult penal system and
provides programs on site for detainees. Not only does Hope Works provide clients with much needed job skills but with a fundamental idea that work equals
value. The curriculum is excellent and balances job skills development with self -esteem and self-perception builders. Some of the staff members have similar
backgrounds as the clients and know the difficulties first hand that clients are experiencing, this in turn helps develop an authentic staff/client relationship.

Needs of Improvement:
Hope Works is a new organization and they continue to strive to develop their scope and services. It is recommended that the organization take time and energy
to work with the staff and board of directors extensively to create a strategic plan. The strategic planning in turn will help establish much needed direction as
the organization has mentioned a lack of history has been both frustrating and a source of opportunity. Hope Works hired a job developer to fill the need of
connecting more clients with jobs as well as building more relationships with employers. It is recommended that the job developer or other staff members work
on formulating a follow-up process with clients after they complete the program.

Success Stories
Edgardo is a heavily involved Norteno affiliate who spent the last 5 1/2 years in California Department of Corrections (CDC) for a serious violent offense, heard
about Hope Works through the P.A.C.T. meetings (Parole and Community Team) I present to twice a month. With no job experience to build a resume, a violent
felony on his record, and a deteriorated job market, Edgardo’s hope of finding employment looked grim. After enrolling in our June sessions he worked hard,
attending every class, and even showing up early to set up tables, chairs, and refreshments for the entire class, along with another Hope Works participant. The
significant thing about that was the other Hope Works participant is a heavily involved Sureno affiliate with a long family history in the Sureno gang culture.
Together, they both worked along side each other without the slightest hint of trouble. I am proud to say that we placed them both at the same job after
graduation and they have since expressed their desire to exit the gang life and live meaningful, productive, and crime free lives.
That is what Hope Works is about. Facilitating friendships between rival gang members through community service and employment, while fostering hope, a
desire to change and to fully participate in the greater community.
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At A Glance - Effort, Effect, and Performance
SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation System
Performance
Accountability
Model

Logic Model

Answers to SR CHOICE Evaluation Questions
Hope Works
Job Readiness

What did SR CHOICE
grant for services?

SR CHOICE
Funds
$48,947

Match
$65,841

Total
$114,788

Percent Match
135%

Inputs Spent

What did SR CHOICE
spend on services?

SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching
Funds Spent

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

Percent of Total
Funds Spent

$48,947

$64,698

$113,645

100%

99%

FTE Staff
1.5

Years
Experience
4.5

Years
Schooling
15.0

Male
100%

Female
0%

Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Male

Female

Level of Youth Developmental
Assets

52

100%

0%

Medium

0-3 yrs
0%

4-11 yrs
2%

12-19 yrs
14%

20-59 yrs
85%

African
Americans
10%

Asian Pacific
Islander
Americans
0%

Caucasian
Americans
29%

Customers

Who were the staff
providing services?

Who are our youth
customers?

Strategies

What service
strategies did we
conduct?

Activities

How much services
did we provide?

Outputs

How much did the
services cost to
deliver?

Latino
Americans
60%

Customer
Satisfaction

Service
Productivity
Initial
Outcomes

Service Quality
and Reliability

Were our youth and
parent customers
satisfied with our
services?

Were our services
effective in producing
change for the better
for our customers?

Were our services
equally effective for
all our customers?

How many customers
did they survey?

Other/MultiRacial
0%

Client HighRisk

Client-Gang
Supporter

Client-Gang
Member

Hard-Core
Gang Member

0%

0%

0%

30%

70%

High Risk Intervention for High Risk Youth

Actual Hours
Planned Hours of Service for
of Service for
Cycle 2 for
Cycle 2 for Year
Year
5,484
6,192

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Year
113%

Cost per
Actual Cost per Actual Cost per Customer SR
Hour SR
Hour Total
CHOICE
CHOICE Funds
Funds
Funds
$18.35

$941

Hours of
Service per
Customer
119

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds

Average # of
New Caring
Adults
Connected to
Youth

$2,185

2.5

Average Satisfaction of Parents
(0-100% on 4 items)

Customer Level
of Participation
in Services

100%

Not Required

High

Service Productivity
(% of targeted changes achieved
minus % missed )

Youth Report
of Changes

Asset development changes

94%

84%

Grantee selected changes

98%

93%

Service Quality Score
Asset Development
Fall 08
Spring 09

Youth Surveys
43

13.6
Parent
Surveys

Parent Report on Staff Report on
Changes
Customer

Change in
Service Quality Reliability Level
Decreasing
Staff Surveys
43

Low
RPRA Surveys
43

Yes

Yes

Native American
are 1% of
customers

Yes

Average Satisfaction of Youth
(0-100% on 4 items)

17.7
Survey Sample

60+ yrs
0%

Client At-Risk

$7.90

E
F
F
E
C
T

Met Performance Goals

Inputs Grants

Staff

E
F
F
O
R
T

SR CHOICE
Evaluation
Questions

SPI Score
667
Total Surveys
129

Yes

Yes

Yes
Satisfaction
> 70%

Yes Service
Productivity
> 60%

Yes, Quality
Score >1
Yes
Average
SPI > 600
Good Sample
Size
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Initial Outcomes and Results

Youth customers were asked questions for youth developmental assets and questions related to targeted skills, knowledge, attitudes and behaviors (determined
by grantee). For each of these variables a quantitative score was given. The score is the percent of targeted changes achieved minus the percent of targeted
changes missed. The score could range from -100% (worse) to 0% (same) to +100% (for better). Indicated below is the percentage of youth surveyed that
indicated they changed for the better because of the services provided by the grantee. Each question began with: “Because of this program…”

Hope Works Job Readiness and Training Placement
(Young Adult Survey)
96% My success at school (job/training) is better:
100% My understanding of who I an and what I can do is better:
100% My ability to communicate is better:
96% My ability to lean new things is better:
87% My ability to connect with adults is better:
87% My ability to work with others is better:
83% My ability to stay safe is better:
91% My ability to obtain employment is better:
100% My ability to communicate my value to employers is better:
100% My ability to overcome barriers to employment is better:
96% I understand an employer’s perspective better:
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Martial Arts Youth Institute
Agency Description
The Martial Arts Youth Institute (MAYi) teaches Life Skills, Leadership and Job Readiness Training to “at risk” youth through the medium of martial arts. MAYi works with youth
from 4 to 17 through an outreach program. We take the training to the kids within their neighborhoods. Sites are strategically placed throughout Santa Rosa. We work the body
and mind together to empower today’s youth with the tools they need to make positive life choices when facing challenges. MAYi offers them the ability to say no to gangs,
drugs, and the streets. This is all accomplished in a proactive and highly structured environment. The Life Skills we teach are: Positive Attitude, Respect, Selfesteem, Confidence, Self-control, Persistence, Focus, Honor, Integrity and Goals.
The youth are guided how to use this Life Skills in class, school, home and in the community. Each child is expected to adhere to: Respect for self and others, Maintain their school
work (GPA 2.5) or better, no gang colors, no drugs, 5 hrs. a month age appropriate community service that is documented. MAYI instructors are mentors, positive adult role
models, extended members of our youth’s families. The program is low to no-cost and averages at $5.00 per month per child. For every hour an Instructor is paid, an hour of their
time is donated.

Strengths:
MAYi has established themselves in the community by collaborating with neighborhood programs, schools and other businesses. It is very obvious when speaking to the staff
that they care deeply about their participants and often go above and beyond to make sure they are safe in and outside their program, Parents are actively engaged and praise
MAYi for their excellent program and the love and support the staff provide their children. MAYi should be commended for seeking out additional funding streams and taking a
good hard look at what they need as an organization to grow. Award ceremonies and testing are well received by the youth and contribute to the youth’s overall sense of self.

Needs of Improvement:
While doing some self –reflecting, MAYi realized that they needed to build infrastructure. MAYi has received a grant to work on these areas of improvement and it is
recommended that MAYi continue to evaluate their effectiveness and work on a strategic plan with internal and external staff. It is also recommended that MAYi continue to
assess each program site and assess which sites are working and which sites are not keeping in mind that although growth is a great thing, they do not want to over extend
themselves. Measure 0 should consider using some of the unspent funds to increase the grant to MAYi to allow them to serve more youth with their very cost effective program.

Success Stories

“Mr. Segals Black Belts were overwhelmingly impressed with the success of the MAYi program and how the staff has been able to build such strong bonds with the families. Not
only were the kids very well instructed, but also you could see their loyalty to Miss Guasco and Mr. Miller. The Black Belts are going to continue to volunteer their time for future
events and graduations, MAYi has 6 youth that will be earning their Black Belt by the end of this year and they all come from South park, Wow, that is impressive!”
There is a young boy, age 6, at our South Park site. He has been with us for a little over 3 months now. When he started he was hitting, chasing, throwing wild child tantrums and
just being very unruly. He live with his grandpa. Both mom and dad are serving time for drugs, mom for a DUI in which his little sister was killed. I noticed the other day that he
had calmed down...subtle changes. He was playing with other kids, saying goodbye to us after classes, holding still in line up, trying really hard in class, hands to himself, big yes
ma, small things. I asked grandpa if he had notice anything and he told me yes with a content-proud smile on his face, the whole time shaking his head in acknowledgement.
This way a victory.
One of the things that stick out most for me personally is what my instructor, Josh Segal 5th Degree, and 6th Degree Master Schreiber said...”To see so many advanced students
at a testing really reflects the loyalty of those students to their instructors. It is 20% the curriculum, 80% the staff that make MAYi what it is”. They are so right. This kind of loyalty
from the kids is what keeps us going, and our loyalty to them is what keeps them coming back, and referring others to join us.
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At A Glance - Effort, Effect, and Performance
SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation System
Performance
Accountability
Model

Logic Model

Answers to SR CHOICE Evaluation Questions
Martial Arts Youth Institute

What did SR CHOICE
grant for services?

SR CHOICE
Funds
$25,000

Match
$15,760

Total
$40,760

Percent Match
63%

Inputs Spent

What did SR CHOICE
spend on services?

SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching
Funds Spent

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

Percent of Total
Funds Spent

$25,000

$26,500

$51,500

100%

126%

FTE Staff
7.5

Years
Experience
13.5

Years
Schooling
12.5

Male
50%

Female
50%

Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Male

Female

Level of Youth Developmental
Assets

167

53%

47%

Medium

0-3 yrs
1%

4-11 yrs
77%

12-19 yrs
23%

20-59 yrs
0%

African
Americans
5%

Asian Pacific
Islander
Americans
3%

Caucasian
Americans
17%

Customers

Who were the staff
providing services?

Who are our youth
customers?

Strategies

What service
strategies did we
conduct?

Activities

How much services
did we provide?

Outputs

How much did the
services cost to
deliver?

Latino
Americans
61%

Customer
Satisfaction

Service
Productivity
Initial
Outcomes

Service Quality
and Reliability

Were our youth and
parent customers
satisfied with our
services?

Were our services
effective in producing
change for the better
for our customers?

Were our services
equally effective for
all our customers?

How many customers
did they survey?
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Other/MultiRacial
10%

Client HighRisk

Client-Gang
Supporter

Client-Gang
Member

Hard-Core
Gang Member

30%

50%

20%

0%

0%

Early Intervention Services for At Risk Youth in High Risk Neighborhoods

Actual Hours
Planned Hours of Service for
of Service for
Cycle 2 for
Cycle 2 for Year
Year
36,714
53,609

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Year
146%

Cost per
Actual Cost per Actual Cost per Customer SR
Hour SR
Hour Total
CHOICE
CHOICE Funds
Funds
Funds
$0.96

Hours of
Service per
Customer
321

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds

Average # of
New Caring
Adults
Connected to
Youth

$308

3.1

$150

Average Satisfaction of Youth
(0-100% on 4 items)

Average Satisfaction of Parents
(0-100% on 4 items)

Customer Level
of Participation
in Services

94%

98%

High

Service Productivity
(% of targeted changes achieved
minus % missed )

Youth Report
of Changes

Asset development changes

86%

92%

70%

Grantee selected changes

83%

95%

81%

Service Quality Score
Asset Development
Fall 08
Spring 09
3.8

Survey Sample

60+ yrs
0%

Client At-Risk

$0.47

E
F
F
E
C
T

Met Performance Goals

Inputs Grants

Staff

E
F
F
O
R
T

SR CHOICE
Evaluation
Questions

Youth Surveys
113

3.8
Parent
Surveys
96

Parent Report on Staff Report on
Changes
Customer

Change in
Service Quality Reliability Level
Level
Staff Surveys
91

Low
RPRA Surveys
47

SPI Score
837
Total Surveys
347

Yes

Yes

Native American
are 4.2% of
customers

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Satisfaction
> 70%

Yes Service
Productivity
> 60%

Yes, Quality
Score >1
Yes
Average
SPI > 600
Need to increase
sample size

Initial Outcomes and Results

Youth customers were asked questions for youth developmental assets and questions related to targeted skills, knowledge, attitudes and behaviors (determined by grantee). For
each of these variables a quantitative score was given. The score is the percent of targeted changes achieved minus the percent of targeted changes missed. The score could range
from -100% (worse) to 0% (same) to +100% (for better). Indicated below is the percentage of youth surveyed that indicated they changed for the better because of the services
provided by the grantee. Each question began with: “Because of this program…”

Martial Arts Youth Institute (MAYI) – Outreach and Training
(Child Survey)
81% This program makes my schoolwork easier:
94% This program helps me get along with adults better:
94% This program helps me learn new things yes:
94% This program helps me stay safe yes:
93% This program helps me get along with other kids better:
97% This program makes me feel good about myself yes:
71% This program makes me lead other youth better:
90% This program helps me set goals for myself better:
97% This program helps me make good choices more:
90% This program helps me behave myself more:
90% This program helps me handle tough problems better:
94% This program gives me confidence in myself more:

(Youth Survey)
65% My success at school (job/training) is better:
87% My understanding of who I an and what I can do is better:
74% My ability to communicate is better:
83% My ability to lean new things is better:
48% My ability to connect with adults is better:
87% My ability to work with others is better:
91% My ability to stay safe is better:
83% My ability to say no to drugs and gangs is better:
82% My ability to set goals is better:
74% My ability not to give up in difficult times is better:
65% My ability to resolve conflict is better:
65% My ability to be a leader is better:
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Roseland University Prep
After School Program
Agency Description
Roseland University Prep is a small college preparatory high school located in the heart of the Roseland Community. The mission of Roseland University Prep is to offer students a
small learning community with the promise to help support high school graduation and preparation for college. The after-school program supports that mission, which is driven
from four basic categories: Academic Excellence, Individualized Learning, Shared Commitment, and a Small Learning Environment

Strengths:
The Roseland University Prep after-school program is a new program that is gaining popularity among students that are academically at risk as well as those that are seeing
success. Currently over half of the population of the school attends the after-school program, this noteworthy for such a new program. Roseland University Prep After
School Program should be commended for their success in collaborating with the teachers and administration so closely as well as the local teen center, Chops. There is close
communication with teachers about each students strengths and needs for improvement. The After-school program staff is young, energetic and should be applauded former
students as bi-lingual staff members.

Needs of Improvement:
Roseland University Prep After-school program, as with any program that grows too quickly is experiencing a shortfall in staff and resources. It is recommended that the
program directors explore ways to decrease the staff to student ratio. Implementing a volunteer program or fundraising for another staff position may assist with this need. Staff
also long for more training opportunities and would like to have a formalized professional development plan. In order for the program to grow and sustain itself it may want to
consider focusing on adding staff development opportunities in their long-term goals.

Success Stories

An 11th grade student was asked why he attended the after school program everyday and he stated “the adults here really care if you do well in school...the program is about
more that just getting good grades”.
At the end of the school year students were asked how the after school program could be improved for next year. The students worked in groups and presented their ideas. On
every poster there was a comment or word talking about how the program felt like a family and how that should totally still be part of the program...always!
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Answers to SR CHOICE Evaluation Questions
Roseland Charter Afterschool Program

What did SR CHOICE
grant for services?

SR CHOICE
Funds
$44,666

Match
$13,519

Total
$58,185

Percent Match
30%

Inputs Spent

What did SR CHOICE
spend on services?

SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching
Funds Spent

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

Percent of Total
Funds Spent

$44,688

$13,519

$58,207

100%

100%

FTE Staff
4.6

Years
Experience
8.0

Years
Schooling
14.3

Male
25%

Female
75%

Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Male

Female

Level of Youth Developmental
Assets

186

55%

45%

Medium

0-3 yrs
0%

4-11 yrs
0%

12-19 yrs
100%

20-59 yrs
0%

Latino
Americans
92%

African
Americans
1%

Asian Pacific
Islander
Americans
1%

Caucasian
Americans
4%

Customers

Who were the staff
providing services?

Who are our youth
customers?

Strategies

What service
strategies did we
conduct?

Activities

How much services
did we provide?

Outputs

How much did the
services cost to
deliver?

Customer
Satisfaction

Service
Productivity
Initial
Outcomes

Service Quality
and Reliability

Were our youth and
parent customers
satisfied with our
services?

Were our services
effective in producing
change for the better
for our customers?

Were our services
equally effective for
all our customers?

Client-Gang
Supporter

Client-Gang
Member

Hard-Core
Gang Member

30%

40%

20%

10%

0%

Early Intervention Services for At Risk Youth in High Risk Neighborhoods

Actual Hours
Planned Hours of Service for
of Service for
Cycle 2 for
Cycle 2 for Year
Year
14,724
36,476

How many customers
did they survey?

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Year
248%

Cost per
Actual Cost per Actual Cost per Customer SR
Hour SR
Hour Total
CHOICE
CHOICE Funds
Funds
Funds
$1.60

Hours of
Service per
Customer
196

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds

Average # of
New Caring
Adults
Connected to
Youth

$313

12.0

$240

Average Satisfaction of Youth
(0-100% on 4 items)

Average Satisfaction of Parents
(0-100% on 4 items)

Customer Level
of Participation
in Services

72%

81%

High

Service Productivity
(% of targeted changes achieved
minus % missed )

Youth Report
of Changes

Asset development changes

50%

70%

87%

Grantee selected changes

50%

66%

87%

Service Quality Score
Asset Development
Fall 08
Spring 09

Youth Surveys
315

1.2
Parent
Surveys
131

Parent Report on Staff Report on
Changes
Customer

Change in
Service Quality Reliability Level
Level
Staff Surveys
175

Good
RPRA Surveys
313

Yes

Yes

Yes

Other/MultiRacial
3%

Client HighRisk

1.2
Survey Sample

60+ yrs
0%

Client At-Risk

$1.23

E
F
F
E
C
T

Met Performance Goals

Inputs Grants

Staff

E
F
F
O
R
T

SR CHOICE
Evaluation
Questions

SPI Score
763
Total Surveys
934

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Satisfaction
> 70%

No, Youth
Service
Productivity
<60%

Yes, Quality
Score >1
Yes
Average
SPI > 600
Good Sample
Size
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Initial Outcomes and Results

Youth customers were asked questions for youth developmental assets and questions related to targeted skills, knowledge, attitudes and behaviors (determined by
grantee). For each of these variables a quantitative score was given. The score is the percent of targeted changes achieved minus the percent of targeted changes
missed. The score could range from -100% (worse) to 0% (same) to +100% (for better). Indicated below is the percentage of youth surveyed that indicated they
changed for the better because of the services provided by the grantee. Each question began with: “Because of this program…”
Roseland Charter University Prep After School Program
(Youth Survey)
62% My success at school (job/training) is better:
47% My understanding of who I an and what I can do is better:
46% My ability to communicate is better:
48% My ability to lean new things is better:
49% My ability to connect with adults is better:
48% My ability to work with others is better:
68% My ability to stay safe is better:
60% My ability to ask for help is better:
65% My grades are better:
24% I am involved in my community more:
49% My desire to pursuer higher education is more:
59% I am motivated to do my homework more:
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Social Advocates for Youth Employment Program
Youth Employment Program
Agency Description:
SAY provides gang-affiliated youth with the skills, training, and opportunities they can use to become successful members of the workforce in their communities.
The SAY Youth Employment Center has developed activities to assist youth with job readiness training and job placement., including: resume writing, job search
techniques, writing cover letters, interview skills and proper interview and work attire, labor laws, and assistance with completing job applications. At the end of
the program, each youth is given a letter of recommendation and a certificate of completion.

Strengths:

Social Advocates for Youth, Youth Employment Program tackles employment barriers with some of the more at risk youth in the city of Santa Rosa. The lead staff
member has an incredible rapport with the young people that are served through this program and the community at large. The collaboration with the schools
and employers is to be commended. Social Advocates for Youth looks at young people in a holistic manner and provides employment and higher education skills
to young people as well as avenues for a healthy mind and body. SAY has created a strong intramural sport league and young people that are not part of a high
school team or have aged out of the system have the ability to play sports in a constructive and positive environment, SAY also takes young people at of their
typical environment and takes youth on field trips to local colleges and camping. These field trips allow the young people to see other opportunities that may be
available. Overall SAY’s Youth Employment Program is one of the leading youth development program in Santa Rosa

Needs of Improvement:

The Youth Employment Program although very strong, is limited due to lack of funding. Currently the staff for this program has to juggle many roles. It is
recommended that SAY hire or use volunteers throughout the community to fill the staff gap. It is also recommended that SAY provide professional development
opportunities for current staff including an opportunity to learn Spanish and be able to serve the bi-lingual population better. SAY has been creative with finding
ways to provide services to young people despite the downturn economy and may want to explore how to continue to provide services to young people when
entry jobs are unavailable in the community.

Success Stories

The names have been changed.
Jose, 17, and a father of a baby boy less than one year old. Through his work with SAY’s YEC, he has enrolled in the Junior College, and is studying mechanics and
fire fighting coursework. He is also volunteering at the Bennet Valley Fire House. He was able to complete his GED through tutoring at SAY. He is also receiving
counseling with the mother of his child at SAY.
Then there is Javier, 17. His Dad was in and out of prison when he was a baby. Then his Dad died when Javier was three years old. Javier started out his early
teenage years trying to walk in his Dad’s footsteps. He got in trouble with the law and at school. He was kicked out of so many schools that he ended up attending
5 different high schools. He had a DUI car crash that helped to bottom him out and to realize that he needed to change his life’s direction.
Javier made some very important decisions for himself with the support of his mother. He is now sober. He chooses to be involved in sports instead of hanging
out with kids and drinking all day long. He chooses to go to school every day, and to get there on time and he is taking care of business there. In fact, Javier has
perfect attendance at school and earned straight A’s last grading period while earning twice the number of credits that the average high school student earns
in a given semester. Javier has been involved with SAY’s softball team and also plays for his school’s basketball team. Javier is also involved in SAY’s gang tattoo
removal program, and is well on his way to erasing the last visible reminder of his past lifestyle of making poor choices.
The positive choices Javier has made for himself have brought him recent acclaim. He was awarded the Student of the Year Award for Ridgeway High School, and
the Student of the Month award for Santa Rosa City High School. According to the school district staff, Javier is a reliable member of their school cafeteria staff.
They trust him to run the cafeteria and supervision the four other students that work in the cafeteria.
In essence, Javier’s story is the story of a young person who has successfully changed his fate. SAY cannot take credit for what Javier has done for himself. Yet, we
are grateful that Social Advocates for Youth is able to offer programs like the gang tattoo removal program and the recreation sports league for struggling youth
who are ready to change their fate.
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Answers to SR CHOICE Evaluation Questions
Social Advocates for Youth
Employment Program

What did SR CHOICE
grant for services?

SR CHOICE
Funds
$63,160

Match
$116,513

Total
$179,673

Percent Match
184%

Inputs Spent

What did SR CHOICE
spend on services?

SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching
Funds Spent

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

Percent of Total
Funds Spent

$59,882

$116,513

$176,395

95%

98%

FTE Staff
3.0

Years
Experience
8.0

Years
Schooling
12.0

Male
0%

Female
100%

Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Male

Female

Level of Youth Developmental
Assets

171

64%

36%

Low

0-3 yrs
0%

4-11 yrs
0%

12-19 yrs
71%

20-59 yrs
29%

African
Americans
5%

Asian Pacific
Islander
Americans
4%

Caucasian
Americans
11%

Customers

Who were the staff
providing services?

Who are our youth
customers?

Strategies

What service
strategies did we
conduct?

Activities

How much services
did we provide?

Outputs

How much did the
services cost to
deliver?

Latino
Americans
57%

Customer
Satisfaction

Service
Productivity
Initial
Outcomes

Service Quality
and Reliability

Were our youth and
parent customers
satisfied with our
services?

Were our services
effective in producing
change for the better
for our customers?

Were our services
equally effective for
all our customers?

How many customers
did they survey?
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Other/MultiRacial
4%

Client HighRisk

Client-Gang
Supporter

Client-Gang
Member

Hard-Core
Gang Member

0%

0%

5%

25%

70%

High Risk Intervention for High Risk Youth

Actual Hours
Planned Hours of Service for
of Service for
Cycle 2 for
Year
Cycle 2 for Year
10,787
11,299

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Year
105%

Cost per
Actual Cost per Actual Cost per Customer SR
Hour SR
Hour Total
CHOICE
CHOICE Funds
Funds
Funds
$15.61

Hours of
Service per
Customer
66

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds

Average # of
New Caring
Adults
Connected to
Youth

$1,032

4.4

$350

Average Satisfaction of Parents
(0-100% on 4 items)

Customer Level
of Participation
in Services

94%

92%

Very High

Service Productivity
(% of targeted changes achieved
minus % missed )

Youth Report
of Changes

Asset development changes

97%

97%

100%

Grantee selected changes

98%

97%

100%

Service Quality Score
Asset Development
Fall 08
Spring 09

Youth Surveys
120

9.9
Parent
Surveys
90

Parent Report on Staff Report on
Changes
Customer

Change in
Service Quality Reliability Level
Decreasing
Staff Surveys
120

Low
RPRA Surveys
116

Yes

Yes

Native American
are 19% of
customers

Yes

Average Satisfaction of Youth
(0-100% on 4 items)

12.5
Survey Sample

60+ yrs
0%

Client At-Risk

$5.30

E
F
F
E
C
T

Met Performance Goals

Inputs Grants

Staff

E
F
F
O
R
T

SR CHOICE
Evaluation
Questions

SPI Score
763
Total Surveys
446

Yes

Yes

Yes
Satisfaction
> 70%

Yes Service
Productivity
> 60%

Yes, Quality
Score >1
Yes
Average
SPI > 600
Need to increase
sample size

Initial Outcomes and Results

Youth customers were asked questions for youth developmental assets and questions related to targeted skills, knowledge, attitudes and behaviors (determined by grantee). For
each of these variables a quantitative score was given. The score is the percent of targeted changes achieved minus the percent of targeted changes missed. The score could range
from -100% (worse) to 0% (same) to +100% (for better). Indicated below is the percentage of youth surveyed that indicated they changed for the better because of the services
provided by the grantee. Each question began with: “Because of this program…”
Social Advocates for Youth Employment Program
(Youth Survey)
100% My success at school (job/training) is better:
93% My understanding of who I an and what I can do is better:
89% My ability to communicate is better:
90% My ability to lean new things is better:
89% My ability to connect with adults is better:
90% My ability to work with others is better:
90% My ability to stay safe is better:
90% My hope for my future is better:
95% My understanding of how to get a job is better:
95% My desire to pursue a higher education is better:
97% My involvement in criminal activities decreased:
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Sunny Hills Services
Agency Description

What was originally founded in 1895 as the Presbyterian Orphanage & Farm in Marin County, California, Sunny Hills is now a regional child welfare and mental health
organization dedicated to protecting, serving, nurturing and healing at-risk children and adolescents. Today, Sunny Hills operates 15 distinct programs throughout the greater
San Francisco Bay Area. This year, Sunny Hills will serve more than 1,000 young people through an array of programs focused on the educational, mental health, housing and
developmental needs of vulnerable youth. The mission of Sunny Hills Services is to transform young lives by giving hope and by teaching skills that enable our clients to face their
challenges, develop their strengths and lead productive and satisfying lives. Sunny Hills offers a range of community-based support to youth and families who are experiencing
challenges in their lives. We have kinship programs that provide support to relative caregivers and the children in their care. We also offer youth development programs that
support at-risk teens through the critical transition from adolescence to adulthood. Importantly, our programs not only engage the youth but also their parents, relatives,
teachers and other community members so that the youth receive consistent support to help them reach their potential.

Community Presentations
Strengths:
Sunny Hills’ new community presentation program is gaining popularity within the community and should be applauded for giving parents, youth advocates, law enforcement
and business community members a forum to discuss gang awareness strategies in the community. Feedback from past participants has been positive and presentation topics
are born out of customers’ needs and wants. The presenter is well educated and has experience working with the community in a variety of facets.

Needs of Improvement:
It is recommended that Sunny Hills develop a plan to expand the amount of staff that is working on the community presentations. Establishing a volunteer program or
collaboration among businesses may be a good solution the staffing issue. Since the community presentation program is so new it is suggested that Sunny Hills develop some
internal evaluation procedures for the program so the program can grow and morph with each presentation series. Marketing and organization for the presentations could also
be improved.

Success Stories and Quotes
“ Not enough time for such rich information.”
“The presenters were very knowledgeable about the topic and kept a good pace with the crowd.”
“ He (staff presenter) has a way of making things very simple, yet informative.”
“Keep up the good work. Our community needs guys like you.”
After one presentation a woman walked up to me and said that she was so thankful to have heard the presentation on Gang Awareness, at Wright Elementary School.
She had not seen her son in the light of a person with needs before the presentation, only as an embarrassment to the family. She wanted to come to the presentation because
she wanted to see that she was not alone in her embarrassment, and was leaving with the perspective that her son needed assistance.
There was a former gang prison member from Lake County in one of the presentations. He came in very skeptical of what was going to be offered. He thought it was
going to be an exercise in gang identification, but when he heard how many options and tools were being offered, as well as a strength based perspective, he left wanting to
volunteer in his own community.
A young man in the Juvenile Hall looking at 25+ years for attempted murder with a gang enhancement asked to speak to staff after a presentation. He said that he was listening
to what was being said and asked what his options were to stay out of the gangs when he was transferred to prison? He didn’t want to live the lifestyle anymore. As he began to
cry, he talked about his victim, mother, brothers and sisters. He knew that he had given his life up as a “pawn.”
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Answers to SR CHOICE Evaluation Questions
Sunny Hills Community Presentations

What did SR CHOICE
grant for services?

SR CHOICE
Funds
$21,125

Match
$5,282

Total
$26,407

Percent Match
25%

Inputs Spent

What did SR CHOICE
spend on services?

SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching
Funds Spent

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

Percent of Total
Funds Spent

$21,125

$5,282

$26,407

100%

100%

FTE Staff
0.5

Years
Experience
15.0

Years
Schooling
21.0

Male
100%

Female
0%

Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Male

Female

959

73%

27%

0-3 yrs
0%

4-11 yrs
0%

12-19 yrs
71%

20-59 yrs
29%

60+ yrs
0%

Latino
Americans
Client0%
At-Risk

African
Americans
0%
Client
High-

Asian Pacific
Islander
Americans
0%
Client-Gang

Caucasian
Americans
0%
Client-Gang

Other/MultiRacial
100%
Hard-Core

Customers

Who were the staff
providing services?

Who are our youth
customers?

Strategies

What service
strategies did we
conduct?

Activities

How much services
did we provide?

Outputs

How much did the
services cost to
deliver?

Gang Awareness and Prevention Community Presentations

Actual Hours
Planned Hours of Service for
of Service for
Cycle 2 for
Cycle 2 for Year
Year
2,640
5,716

Customer
Satisfaction

Were our youth and
parent customers
satisfied with our
services?

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Year
217%

Cost per
Actual Cost per Actual Cost per Customer SR
Hour SR
Hour Total
CHOICE
CHOICE Funds
Funds
Funds
$3.70

E
F
F
E
C
T

Met Performance Goals

Inputs Grants

Staff

E
F
F
O
R
T

SR CHOICE
Evaluation
Questions

$4.62

$22

Hours of
Service per
Customer
6

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds

Yes

Yes

Did not indicate
ethnicity

Yes

Yes

Yes

$28
Yes
Satisfaction
> 70%

Average Satisfaction of Parents
(0-100% on 4 items)
88%

Service
Productivity
Initial
Outcomes

Were our services
effective in producing
change for the better
for our customers?

Service Productivity
(% of targeted changes achieved
minus % missed )

Youth Report
of Changes

Asset development changes
Grantee selected changes

Survey Sample

How many customers
did they survey?

Parent Report on Staff Report on
Changes
Customer

Youth Surveys

Parent
Surveys
108

Yes Service
Productivity
> 60%

72%
Staff Surveys

RPRA Surveys

Total Surveys

Need to increase
sample size
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Initial Outcomes and Results

Youth customers were asked questions for youth developmental assets and questions related to targeted skills, knowledge, attitudes and behaviors (determined by grantee). For
each of these variables a quantitative score was given. The score is the percent of targeted changes achieved minus the percent of targeted changes missed. The score could range
from -100% (worse) to 0% (same) to +100% (for better). Indicated below is the percentage of youth surveyed that indicated they changed for the better because of the services
provided by the grantee. Each question began with: “Because of this program…”
Gang Awareness Training for Parent Evaluation – Sunny Hills Engagement
85% My understanding of the nature of gang lifestyle is better:
72% My understanding of the most common reasons why gangs exist is better:
65% My ability to detect gang presence by learning to identify paraphernalia and behaviors associated with gangs is better:
81% My understanding of the different levels of involvement in gangs is better:
67% My understanding of current strategies and resources available to work with gangs in our city and county is:
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Sunny Hills Services Youth Development
Strengths:
The youth program run through Sunny Hills Services is a new innovative program. Sunny Hills is to be commended for working with gang affiliated young people who are in
need of intervention and prevention services. Unlike other prevention programs in the community, Sunny Hills prides themselves on the fact that clients come to the program
voluntarily. Sunny Hills’ staff members are to be applauded for developing a meaningful rapport with their clients and helping their clients develop plans to tackle all of the
barriers to employment. The lead staff member of Sunny Hills is highly educated in the field of education and is able to relate to his clients well, due similar backgrounds.

Needs of Improvement:
Currently the Sunny Hills Youth Program is highly dependent on one individual. In order for the program to grow it is recommended that Sunny Hills develop a plan to integrate
volunteers or mentors to increase and diversity staff. It is also recommended that Sunny Hills continue to work on establishing collaboration among community-based
organizations, faith-based organizations and community mentors as part of their overall strategic planning.

Success Stories and Quotes
Youth Development

“Before going on the rafting trip with Bob, I never knew that somebody could have so much fun in the wild.”
“I never knew that there were so many stars in the sky until I went camping with you guys (CE&YD)!”
“I had never been in the wild before, but I liked the rivers that you could see the fish swimming in, and you could see the bottom of the river.”
“ I got to go rafting and hiking. It was a blast! Thanks Measure “O”!”
“I can’t wait to go back to the snow again. It was so much fun!”
“Alcatraz was a trip. And I saw so many people that spoke so many different languages.”
“I got to go to my first professional football game and it was crazy!”
One young man was referred to the Gang Intervention Program, and was not too happy about it. The probation officer had said that he had been in a lot of trouble and was not
likely to stop soon. During the groups he would mischievously question all that was discussed. By the third meeting, he was told, by staff, that he was being considered as a
participant for a rafting trip. He asked “why?” Staff said that it was because he had a lot of strengths and had been asking a lot of great questions in the group. He replied with
a “Maybe.” He later said that he could not go because he didn’t wan tot leave his one-year-old son. The trip was in July of 2008. He eventually agreed to go. On the trip, he was
amazed and mesmerized by the vastness of the night stars. When one chaperone began to point out various constellations, he became even more enthralled with the stars, to
the point where he sat for most of the night watching them. The next day he noticed a large crowd of people at another campsite having fun and laughing. He told staff that he
wished that he could relax and have fun with friends like the other campers were. After the trip, he said that he had the best trip ever and wanted to go again as soon as possible.
In October of 2008 Sunny Hills organized a hiking trip in the Sierra Nevada’s. The young man went, and again was amazed by the crystal clear waters and the evergreen trees that
were in abundance along with the autumn foliage. He stated that he had never felt as relaxed as he had on the trips that were provided by Sunny Hills. Again, he mentioned that
he had no idea that there was such a world out beyond the world that he knew.
In collaboration with another Community Based Organization, we were able to get the young man a job that also helped him to work towards his high school
diploma. He has seemed very interested in being a better role model to his son. He has been attending the school/job since August of 2008. He has been able to stay out of the
way from gang influences and re-offending. He is now off of probation, and working diligently toward the man/father that he knows that he can be.
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Answers to SR CHOICE Evaluation Questions
Sunny Hills Youth Development

What did SR CHOICE
grant for services?

SR CHOICE
Funds
$54,940

Match
$13,737

Total
$68,677

Percent Match
25%

Inputs Spent

What did SR CHOICE
spend on services?

SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching
Funds Spent

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

Percent of Total
Funds Spent

$54,940

$13,737

$68,677

100%

100%

FTE Staff
0.5

Years
Experience
15.0

Years
Schooling
21.0

Male
100%

Female
0%

Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Male

Female

Level of Youth Developmental
Assets

83

86%

15%

Low

0-3 yrs
0%

4-11 yrs
0%

12-19 yrs
100%

20-59 yrs
0%

African
Americans
13%

Asian Pacific
Islander
Americans
4%

Caucasian
Americans
23%

Customers

Who were the staff
providing services?

Who are our youth
customers?

Strategies

What service
strategies did we
conduct?

Activities

How much services
did we provide?

Outputs

How much did the
services cost to
deliver?

Latino
Americans
51%

Customer
Satisfaction

Service
Productivity
Initial
Outcomes

Service Quality
and Reliability

Were our youth and
parent customers
satisfied with our
services?

Were our services
effective in producing
change for the better
for our customers?

Were our services
equally effective for
all our customers?

How many customers
did they survey?
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Other/MultiRacial
4%

Client HighRisk

Client-Gang
Supporter

Client-Gang
Member

Hard-Core
Gang Member

10%

20%

38%

30%

2%

High Risk Intervention for High Risk Youth

Actual Hours
Planned Hours of Service for
of Service for
Cycle 2 for
Cycle 2 for Year
Year
4,480
4,978

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Year
111%

Cost per
Actual Cost per Actual Cost per Customer SR
Hour SR
Hour Total
CHOICE
Funds
Funds
CHOICE Funds
$13.80

Hours of
Service per
Customer
60

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds

Average # of
New Caring
Adults
Connected to
Youth

$827

7.0

$662

Average Satisfaction of Parents
(0-100% on 4 items)

Customer Level
of Participation
in Services

76%

81%

Very High

Service Productivity
(% of targeted changes achieved
minus % missed )

Youth Report
of Changes

Asset development changes

65%

64%

97%

Grantee selected changes

75%

71%

99%

Service Quality Score
Asset Development
Fall 08
Spring 09

Youth Surveys
75

2.0
Parent
Surveys
39

Parent Report on Staff Report on
Changes
Customer

Change in
Service Quality Reliability Level
Increasing
Staff Surveys
76

Good
RPRA Surveys
32

Yes

Yes

Native American
are 6% of
customers

Yes

Average Satisfaction of Youth
(0-100% on 4 items)

1.0
Survey Sample

60+ yrs
0%

Client At-Risk

$11.04

E
F
F
E
C
T

Met Performance Goals

Inputs Grants

Staff

E
F
F
O
R
T

SR CHOICE
Evaluation
Questions

SPI Score
730
Total Surveys
222

Yes

Yes

Yes
Satisfaction
> 70%

Yes Service
Productivity
> 60%

Yes, Quality
Score >1
Yes
Average
SPI > 600
Good Sample
Size

Initial Outcomes and Results

Youth customers were asked questions for youth developmental assets and questions related to targeted skills, knowledge, attitudes and behaviors (determined by grantee). For
each of these variables a quantitative score was given. The score is the percent of targeted changes achieved minus the percent of targeted changes missed. The score could range
from -100% (worse) to 0% (same) to +100% (for better). Indicated below is the percentage of youth surveyed that indicated they changed for the better because of the services
provided by the grantee. Each question began with: “Because of this program…”
55% My success at school (job/training) is better:
63% My understanding of who I an and what I can do is better:
73% My ability to communicate is better:
73% My ability to lean new things is better:
58% My ability to connect with adults is better:
85% My ability to work with others is better:
63% My ability to stay safe is better:
63% My leadership skills are better:
73% My ability to be a responsible community member is:
67% My ability to make good choices (avoid drugs and violence) is better:
74 % I understand the dangers of joining a gang is better:
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Santa Rosa Recreation and Parks Boys Action Teams
Our vision is Creating Community through People, Parks and Programs! Our mission is to provide recreational experiences, foster human development, increase
cultural unity, protect environmental resources, facilitate community problem solving, strengthen safety and security, promote health and wellness, strengthen
community image and sense of place, and support economic development.
Our department takes pride in serving the entire community. From the staff at our community centers, pools, day camps and sports facilities, to the park maintenance
staff in our 58 parks, we strive to deliver exceptional customer service. We also strive to keep our customers well informed about our programs and activities through
our Activity Guide, the local media, and our website, www.santarosarec.com. We are committed to providing our customers with a multitude of recreational
opportunities for all ages and abilities, as well as safe and clean parks.

Neighborhood Services Overview
Through regular needs assessments, Neighborhood Services provides innovative youth development programming that serves at risk, low income, and homeless
youth and families throughout Santa Rosa. The programs provide “safe haven” sites where young people can enjoy recreational, social, and academic activities without
fear of gangs, drugs, and other negative influences that occur in their neighborhoods. By making an effort to hire directly from at-risk neighborhoods, Neighborhood
Services seeks to promote community involvement and foster youth employment opportunities. In partnership with other City services, Neighborhood Services also
assists families living in high needs neighborhoods to improve their quality of life. As a result, the program connects adults and children in neighborhoods through
recreational and social activities.
Neighborhood Services Objective
• Provide recreational, social, academic, and asset building activities
• Serve as intervention to negative attributes that occur in various neighborhoods
• Providing employment to young adults and individuals in the neighborhoods served
• Collects valuable needs assessment information from the neighborhoods and serves as a resource for other City departments and community
organizations
• Collaborate with non-profit agencies in Santa Rosa and Sonoma County
• Bring new life experiences to the youth and families in our community

Strengths:
The Boys Action Team (BAT) is commended for providing positive male role models to elementary and middle schoolboys in Santa Rosa. BAT is highly praised for
hiring mentors that are bi-lingual and grew up in similar neighborhoods. The staff members are young, energetic, and have a deep sense of wanting to give back to
the community. The BAT program provides a safe atmosphere for young boys to exercise their minds and bodies. Mentors work on helping their clients get in shape
physically while teaching basic social skills. BAT is an extremely new program, the curriculum is asset-based and there is a lot of energy around adding sites and
developing relationships. BAT has expanded over the last year due to a grant from the Santa Rosa Rotary club.

Needs of Improvement:
It is recommended that the Santa Rosa Rec. and Park Department, BAT program lower the mentor to client ratio, Currently one mentor often has to oversee upwards
of 30+ young people, which can be daunting. Santa Rosa Rec. and Park Department, may want to launch a volunteer program, to help with the student/mentor
ratio, talk of partnering with the Rotary Club is in the works. BAT staff members also reported that they would like to be able to do more with their clients, and have
suggested that the boys would benefit from more field trips outside the community.

Success Stories
This year we had our first BAT Awards Ceremony at the Steele Lane Community Center on May 13, 2009. Families were invited to the event and participants were
called up on stage to receive an award as well as a warming round of applause. Youth recited the BAT Pledge for their families, there was a slide show which highlighted the fun and educational activities the youth were able to participate in throughout the year, and staff were available to answer any questions the parents had
about the program. After the ceremony the participants and their families enjoyed a very successful potluck.
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At A Glance - Effort, Effect, and Performance
SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation System
Performance
Accountability
Model

Logic Model

Answers to SR CHOICE Evaluation Questions
Santa Rosa Rec. & Parks Boys Action Team

What did SR CHOICE
grant for services?

SR CHOICE
Funds
$24,281

Match
$11,398

Total
$35,679

Percent Match
47%

Inputs Spent

What did SR CHOICE
spend on services?

SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching
Funds Spent

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

$15,202

$8,577

$23,779

63%

67%

FTE Staff
1.5

Years
Experience
4.1

Years
Schooling
13.5

Male
100%

Female
0%

Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Male

Female

Level of Youth Developmental
Assets

91

100%

0%

Medium

0-3 yrs
0%

4-11 yrs
67%

12-19 yrs
33%

20-59 yrs
0%

Latino
Americans
76%

African
Americans
7%

Asian Pacific
Islander
Americans
4%

Caucasian
Americans
6%

Customers

Who were the staff
providing services?

Who are our youth
customers?

Strategies

What service
strategies did we
conduct?

Activities

How much services
did we provide?

Outputs

How much did the
services cost to
deliver?

Customer
Satisfaction

Were our youth and
parent customers
satisfied with our
services?

Service
Productivity
Initial
Outcomes

Service Quality
and Reliability

Were our services
effective in producing
change for the better
for our customers?

Were our services
equally effective for
all our customers?

Survey Sample

60+ yrs
0%

Client-Gang
Supporter

Client-Gang
Member

Hard-Core
Gang Member

80%

15%

5%

0%

0%

Early Intervention Services for At Risk Youth in High Risk Neighborhoods

Actual Hours
Planned Hours of Service for
of Service for
Cycle 2 for
Cycle 2 for Year
Year
3,722
2,969

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Year
80%

Cost per
Actual Cost per Actual Cost per Customer SR
Hour SR
Hour Total
CHOICE
CHOICE Funds
Funds
Funds
$8.01

Hours of
Service per
Customer
33

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds

Average # of
New Caring
Adults
Connected to
Youth

$261

3.0

$167

Average Satisfaction of Youth
(0-100% on 4 items)

Average Satisfaction of Parents
(0-100% on 4 items)

Customer Level
of Participation
in Services

89%

85%

High

Service Productivity
(% of targeted changes achieved
minus % missed )

Youth Report
of Changes

Asset development changes

67%

73%

86%

Grantee selected changes

70%

78%

82%

Service Quality Score
Asset Development
Fall 08
Spring 09

Youth Surveys
176

2.2
Parent
Surveys
63

Parent Report on Staff Report on
Changes
Customer

Change in
Service Quality Reliability Level
Decreasing
Staff Surveys
257

Good
RPRA Surveys
92

Yes

Yes

Other/MultiRacial
8%

Client HighRisk

2.6
How many customers
did they survey?

No, did not spent
Percent of Total all the allocated
Funds Spent
funds

Client At-Risk

$5.12

E
F
F
E
C
T

Met Performance Goals

Inputs Grants

Staff

E
F
F
O
R
T

SR CHOICE
Evaluation
Questions

SPI Score
633
Total Surveys
588

Yes

No, did 80% of
service with 67%
of funds

Yes

Yes
Satisfaction
> 70%

Yes Service
Productivity
> 60%

Yes, Quality
Score >1
Yes
Average
SPI > 600
Good Sample
Size
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Initial Outcomes and Results

Youth customers were asked questions for youth developmental assets and questions related to targeted skills, knowledge, attitudes and behaviors (determined by grantee). For
each of these variables a quantitative score was given. The score is the percent of targeted changes achieved minus the percent of targeted changes missed. The score could range
from -100% (worse) to 0% (same) to +100% (for better). Indicated below is the percentage of youth surveyed that indicated they changed for the better because of the services
provided by the grantee. Each question began with: “Because of this program…”
Santa Rosa Rec. & Parks – Boys Action Team
(Child Survey)
58% This program makes my schoolwork easier:
72% This program helps me get along with adults better:
79% This program helps me learn new things yes:
77% This program helps me stay safe yes:
58% This program helps me get along with other kids better:
76% This program makes me feel good about myself yes:
75% This program makes me care about my community more:
63% This program helps me make and keep friends better:
71% This program makes me cooperate as a team member better:
75% This program helps me respect others more:
74% This program makes me stay away from gangs more:
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Santa Rosa Recreation and Parks Neighborhood Programs
Agency Description:
Santa Rosa Recreational programs are provided in low-income neighborhoods around Santa Rosa. These programs help youth enhance their self-esteem and sense of purpose,
while helping to create a positive view of their personal futures by encouraging them to create high expectations of themselves and their community. The neighborhood
programs offer a multitude of activities including special events, holiday celebrations, arts and crafts, computer clubs, and homework assistance.

Strengths:

The Neighbor programs provided by Santa Rosa Recreation and Parks Department are located in a variety of housing complexes throughout the city. These sites provide a safe
place for children of all ages to go, particularly if adults are not present in their homes. Some sites provide access to computers and the Internet, which helps address the digital
divide. Homework help is available at each site.
Family nights are scheduled where parents and their children can play games and engage in organized activities. Staff members report that these events are very popular and
build a sense of community throughout the housing complex. Staff members have made efforts to partner with other resources in the community and provide a nutritious snack
to participants as well as access to a garden program for all residents.

Needs of Improvement:
Although each site has a thematic calendar of events for the month, Neighborhood Services could benefit from a more structured environment. More project-based activities
to actively engage youth may recruit more participants to the program and provide an environment where meaningful mentorship is happening. Neighborhood Services
should also replicate what is working in their program and focus on providing more family fun nights where the whole community is engaged. It is also recommended that
Neighborhood Services conduct a time study to evaluate how much time each participant spends at the program. Requiring sign in and sign out sheets could be used as a tool to
gather accurate data.
Each site has its own physical needs, Monte Vista needs an outdoor play space, Neighborhood Service staff are discussing how to address this lack of space with Burbank Housing,
and many of the sites need a fresh coat of paint and a good cleaning. Implementing a community clean up day might be a fabulous way to engage the community in taking
pride of the space and introducing the space and resources to others that may not know about it.

Success Stories
On May 15, 2009 Valley Oak had their 7th annual Multicultural Event.
This event attracted over 150 community members representing a variety of cultures. This year we expanded from an Eritrean community event to inviting other cultures to
participate. All experienced a wide variety of cultural staples from Venezuela to Thailand, Cambodia to Portugal, amongst many others.
On Thursday, July 18th we had a Community Health Fair at the Apple Valley trailer. This was collaboration between The City of Santa Rosa Recreation and Parks, Neighborhood
Revitalization Program, and Burbank Housing putting together a successful event. They brought together many providers who participated in the fair to bring health related
information to the community.
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At A Glance - Effort, Effect, and Performance
SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation System
Performance
Accountability
Model

Logic Model

Answers to SR CHOICE Evaluation Questions
Santa Rosa Rec. & Parks
Neighborhood Programs

What did SR CHOICE
grant for services?

SR CHOICE
Funds
$138,382

Match
$208,293

Total
$346,675

Percent Match
151%

Inputs Spent

What did SR CHOICE
spend on services?

SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching
Funds Spent

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

Percent of Total
Funds Spent

$122,479

$212,511

$334,990

89%

97%

FTE Staff
9.8

Years
Experience
4.2

Years
Schooling
12.6

Male
60%

Female
40%

Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Male

Female

Level of Youth Developmental
Assets

571

49%

51%

Medium

0-3 yrs
1%

4-11 yrs
68%

12-19 yrs
31%

20-59 yrs
0%

African
Americans
9%

Asian Pacific
Islander
Americans
1%

Caucasian
Americans
17%

Customers

Who were the staff
providing services?

Who are our youth
customers?

Strategies

What service
strategies did we
conduct?

Activities

How much services
did we provide?

Outputs

How much did the
services cost to
deliver?

Latino
Americans
68%

Customer
Satisfaction

Service
Productivity
Initial
Outcomes

Service Quality
and Reliability

Were our youth and
parent customers
satisfied with our
services?

Were our services
effective in producing
change for the better
for our customers?

Were our services
equally effective for
all our customers?

How many customers
did they survey?
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Other/MultiRacial
4%

Client HighRisk

Client-Gang
Supporter

Client-Gang
Member

Hard-Core
Gang Member

65%

20%

10%

5%

0%

Early Intervention Services for At Risk Youth in High Risk Neighborhoods

Actual Hours
Planned Hours of Service for
of Service for
Cycle 2 for
Year
Cycle 2 for Year
64,848
68,318

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Year
105%

Cost per
Actual Cost per Actual Cost per Customer SR
Hour SR
Hour Total
CHOICE
CHOICE Funds
Funds
Funds
$4.90

Hours of
Service per
Customer
120

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds

Average # of
New Caring
Adults
Connected to
Youth

$587

2.8

$214

Average Satisfaction of Youth
(0-100% on 4 items)

Average Satisfaction of Parents
(0-100% on 4 items)

Customer Level
of Participation
in Services

85%

86%

High

Service Productivity
(% of targeted changes achieved
minus % missed )

Youth Report
of Changes

Asset development changes

70%

80%

68%

Grantee selected changes

70%

77%

72%

Service Quality Score
Asset Development
Fall 08
Spring 09
1.8

Survey Sample

60+ yrs
0%

Client At-Risk

$1.79

E
F
F
E
C
T

Met Performance Goals

Inputs Grants

Staff

E
F
F
O
R
T

SR CHOICE
Evaluation
Questions

Youth Surveys
291

1.9
Parent
Surveys
108

Parent Report on Staff Report on
Changes
Customer

Change in
Service Quality Reliability Level
Increasing
Staff Surveys
246

Low
RPRA Surveys
152

SPI Score
784
Total Surveys
797

Yes

Yes

Native American
are 1% of
customers

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Satisfaction
> 70%

Yes Service
Productivity
> 60%

Yes, Quality
Score >1
Yes
Average
SPI > 600
Need to increase
sample size for
parents

Initial Outcomes and Results

Youth customers were asked questions for youth developmental assets and questions related to targeted skills, knowledge, attitudes and behaviors (determined by grantee). For
each of these variables a quantitative score was given. The score is the percent of targeted changes achieved minus the percent of targeted changes missed. The score could range
from -100% (worse) to 0% (same) to +100% (for better). Indicated below is the percentage of youth surveyed that indicated they changed for the better because of the services
provided by the grantee. Each question began with: “Because of this program…”
Santa Rosa Rec. & Park – Neighborhood Programs
(Child Survey)
66% This program makes my schoolwork easier:
81% This program helps me get along with adults better:
80% This program helps me learn new things yes:
85% This program helps me stay safe yes:
82% This program helps me get along with other kids better:
80% This program makes me feel good about myself yes:
88% This program makes me want to work with youth and give back to my community when I grow up more:
77% This program makes me understand adults care about me and want to help me better:
80% This program helps me make new friends more:
85% This program helps me listen better:
85% This program makes me say no to gang activities more:
(Youth Survey)
63% Because of this program, my success at school (job/training) is better:
61% Because of this program, my understanding of who I am and what I can do is better:
65% Because of this program, my ability to communicate is better:
54% Because of this program, my ability to learn new things is better:
62% Because of this program, my ability to connect with adults is better:
65% Because of this program, my ability to work with others is better:
57% Because of this program, my ability to stay safe is better:
58% Because of this program, I understand the dangers of joining a gang better:
61% I understand how adults are caring and helpful better:
65% Because of this program, my ability to make new friends is better:
59% Because of this program, my ability to listen is better:
51% Because of this program, I can ask for help better:
62% Because of this program, I want a future career that gives back to the community more:
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Santa Rosa Recreation and Parks Summer Playgrounds
Agency Description:

Santa Rosa Recreation and Parks Department offers a FREE program of organized activities for youth at parks and neighborhood sites in Santa Rosa over the summer months.
The Summer Playground Program provides training for staff to work with and mentor youth, providing a summer of fun and safe activities for youth ages 6 - 13.

SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation System
Performance
Accountability
Model

Logic Model

Answers to SR CHOICE Evaluation Questions
Santa Rosa Rec. & Parks and Santa Rosa City
Schools After School Programs

Inputs Grants

SR CHOICE
Funds
$188,496

Match
$289,305

Total
$477,801

Percent Match
153%

Inputs Spent

What did SR CHOICE
spend on services?

SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching
Funds Spent

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

$179,653

$201,545

$381,198

95%

FTE Staff
15.1

Years
Experience
7.2

Years
Schooling
11.9

Male
29%

Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Male

Female

Level of Youth Developmental
Assets

318

53%

47%

Medium

0-3 yrs
0%

4-11 yrs
91%

12-19 yrs
9%

20-59 yrs
0%

African
Americans
8%

Asian Pacific
Islander
Americans
4%

Caucasian
Americans
13%

Customers

Who were the staff
providing services?

Who are our youth
customers?

Strategies

What service
strategies did we
conduct?

Activities

How much services
did we provide?

Outputs

How much did the
services cost to
deliver?

Customer
Satisfaction

Were our youth and
parent customers
satisfied with our
services?

Latino
Americans
73%

Service
Productivity
Initial
Outcomes

Service Quality
and Reliability

Were our services
effective in producing
change for the better
for our customers?

Were our services
equally effective for
all our customers?

Survey Sample
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Female
71%

60+ yrs
0%
Other/MultiRacial
30%

Client HighRisk

Client-Gang
Supporter

Client-Gang
Member

Hard-Core
Gang Member

95%

5%

0%

0%

0%

Early Intervention Services for At Risk Youth in High Risk Neighborhoods

Actual Hours
Planned Hours of Service for
of Service for
Cycle 2 for
Year
Cycle 2 for Year
238,965
266,525

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Year
112%

Cost per
Actual Cost per Actual Cost per Customer SR
Hour SR
Hour Total
CHOICE
CHOICE Funds
Funds
Funds
$4.00

Hours of
Service per
Customer
838

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds

Average # of
New Caring
Adults
Connected to
Youth

$1,199

3.9

$565

Average Satisfaction of Youth
(0-100% on 4 items)

Average Satisfaction of Parents
(0-100% on 4 items)

Customer Level
of Participation
in Services

80%

90%

High

Service Productivity
(% of targeted changes achieved
minus % missed )

Youth Report
of Changes

Asset development changes

68%

82%

79%

Grantee selected changes

65%

75%

66%

Service Quality Score
Asset Development
Fall 08
Spring 09
1.6

How many customers
did they survey?

No, missed
Percent of Total spending all the
Funds Spent
matching funds
80%

Client At-Risk

$1.69

E
F
F
E
C
T

Met Performance Goals

What did SR CHOICE
grant for services?

Staff

E
F
F
O
R
T

SR CHOICE
Evaluation
Questions

Youth Surveys
551

1.6
Parent
Surveys
101

Parent Report on Staff Report on
Changes
Customer

Change in
Service Quality Reliability Level
Level
Staff Surveys
575

Good
RPRA Surveys
320

SPI Score
740
Total Surveys
1547

Yes

Native American
are 2% of
customers

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Satisfaction
> 70%

Yes Service
Productivity
> 60%

Yes, Quality
Score >1
Yes
Average
SPI > 600
Yes, Good
Sample Size

At A
Glance
- Effort,
Effect,
and Performance

Santa Rosa Recreation and Parks Teen Council
The Santa Rosa Teen Council is an advisory group of teenagers consisting of both Middle and High School members. The purpose of the Teen Council is to increase teen
involvement and awareness of the social issues facing Santa Rosa teens, and developing possible solutions, resources, and activities. The Teen Council has a diverse
representation from each of the middle and high schools, private, and public, within the City of Santa Rosa.

Strengths:
This diverse group has a representative from almost every middle and high schools in Santa Rosa. Teen Council is commended for being truly youth-run and having the young
people govern themselves with the assistance of solid mentors. Each month the group picks a project to help the community and thus far the projects have been successful.
They are proud of their E-Waste program and strive to pick projects that are equally important in the community, The staff that mentors the teen council is strong and believes
that youth should have a strong voice in the community, this mentorship is important to the youth and is the building block for a solid teen council in the future. Select teens are
paid for their roles and should be commended for using youth as staff members.

Needs of Improvement:
The Teen Council is a relatively new organization and they are still searching for techniques and protocols to make the group a strong voice in the community. Although one youth
is sent on a regular basis to City Council meetings, staff and youth need to establish themselves in the community as a strong voice that is actually listened to. As the Teen Council
grows, it is recommended that the scope of their work expand. Collaboration with City Representatives and departments may help strengthen the impact that Teen Council has
on the overall community. Staff also suggest that if all the seats on Teen Council were paid with a small stipend that it would eliminate a high turnover rate among members.

Success Stories
There are 25 Teen Council members and every week one teen council member starts a discussion about how the teen community needs to unite so that the teen and youth voice
is heard. They often say how important Teen Council is because “at least it is a start”.
Teen Council has members who are gifted in many different ways. Each of them brings their own perspective to the table, which allows personal growth that will positively
impact the larger community and the future.
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At A Glance - Effort, Effect, and Performance
SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation System
Performance
Accountability
Model

Logic Model

Answers to SR CHOICE Evaluation Questions
Santa Rosa Rec. and Parks
Teen Council

What did SR CHOICE
grant for services?

SR CHOICE
Funds
$20,000

Match
$1,000

Total
$21,000

Percent Match
5%

Inputs Spent

What did SR CHOICE
spend on services?

SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching
Funds Spent

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

$11,836

$750

$12,586

59%

60%

FTE Staff
0.5

Years
Experience
8.1

Years
Schooling
16.0

Male
0%

Female
100%

Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Male

Female

Level of Youth Developmental
Assets

25

29%

71%

Medium

0-3 yrs

4-11 yrs

12-19 yrs
100%

Latino
Americans
8%

African
Americans
4%

Customers

Who were the staff
providing services?

Who are our youth
customers?

Strategies

What service
strategies did we
conduct?

Activities

How much services
did we provide?

Outputs

How much did the
services cost to
deliver?

Customer
Satisfaction

Service
Productivity
Initial
Outcomes

Service Quality
and Reliability

Were our youth and
parent customers
satisfied with our
services?

Were our services
effective in producing
change for the better
for our customers?

Were our services
equally effective for
all our customers?

How many customers
did they survey?
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Yes

Asian Pacific
Islander
Americans
8%

Caucasian
Americans
76%

Other/MultiRacial
4%

Client-Gang
Supporter

Client-Gang
Member

Hard-Core
Gang Member

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Early Intervention Services for At Risk Youth in High Risk Neighborhoods

Actual Hours
Planned Hours of Service for
of Service for
Cycle 2 for
Cycle 2 for Year
Year
4,244
3,675

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Year
87%

Cost per
Actual Cost per Actual Cost per Customer SR
Hour SR
Hour Total
CHOICE
CHOICE Funds
Funds
Funds
$3.42

Hours of
Service per
Customer
147

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds

Average # of
New Caring
Adults
Connected to
Youth

$503

1.7

$473

Average Satisfaction of Youth
(0-100% on 4 items)

Average Satisfaction of Parents
(0-100% on 4 items)

Customer Level
of Participation
in Services

85%

81%

Very High

Service Productivity
(% of targeted changes achieved
minus % missed )

Youth Report
of Changes

Asset development changes

58%

61%

100%

Grantee selected changes

57%

63%

100%

Service Quality Score
Asset Development
Fall 08
Spring 09

Youth Surveys
23

1.6
Parent
Surveys
21

Parent Report on Staff Report on
Changes
Customer

Change in
Service Quality Reliability Level
Increasing
Staff Surveys
24

Yes

60+ yrs

Client HighRisk

1.5
Survey Sample

20-59 yrs

Percent of Total No, spent 60% of
funds
Funds Spent

Client At-Risk

$3.22

E
F
F
E
C
T

Met Performance Goals

Inputs Grants

Staff

E
F
F
O
R
T

SR CHOICE
Evaluation
Questions

Good
RPRA Surveys
23

SPI Score
698
Total Surveys
91

Yes

No

Yes

Yes
Satisfaction
> 70%

No, just missed
Youth Service
Productivity
< 60%

Yes, Quality
Score >1
Yes
Average
SPI > 600
Good Sample
Size

Initial Outcomes and Results

Youth customers were asked questions for youth developmental assets and questions related to targeted skills, knowledge, attitudes and behaviors (determined by grantee). For
each of these variables a quantitative score was given. The score is the percent of targeted changes achieved minus the percent of targeted changes missed. The score could range
from -100% (worse) to 0% (same) to +100% (for better). Indicated below is the percentage of youth surveyed that indicated they changed for the better because of the services
provided by the grantee. Each question began with: “Because of this program…”

Santa Rosa Rec. and Park – Teen Council
(Youth Survey)
58% My success at school (job/training) is better:
67% My understanding of who I an and what I can do is better:
75% My ability to communicate is better:
33% My ability to lean new things is better:
58% My ability to connect with adults is better:
83% My ability to work with others is better:
33% My ability to stay safe is better:
75% My commitment to an involvement with my community is better:
50% I respect and get along with people who are different than me better:
67% My confidence as a leader is better:
58% My ability to express myself and my feelings is better:
42% My ability to work cooperatively as a team member is better:
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After School Safety and Enrichment Program
Santa Rosa City School District
Santa Rosa Recreation and Parks
Agency Description
Neighborhood Services offers After School programs at elementary schools in conjunction with the Santa Rosa City School District. This is an excellent collaborative that is using
Measure O funds to leverage after school funding provided by the State of California to Santa Rosa City School District through Proposition 49 funds.
Serving hundreds of students after every school day, these programs provide organized homework assistance, recreational activities, arts and crafts, and various clubs focusing
on enhancing healthy youth development and positive environments for the students.
The Southwest Soccer Program is designed to give youth a fun and safe place to be when school is not in session; providing them an opportunity to develop skills, build character,
and partake in a challenging fun activity. Besides the program’s emphasis on the physical and health aspects of the sport, the soccer program provides students with vital
developmental assets , which help them make safe and healthy choices in their teen years.

Strengths:
The Santa Rosa Recreation and Park after-school program is serving upwards of 100 students at all their sites. These numbers reflect the great need for after-school care within
the school sites. Staff are highly engaged and set up organized activities on a daily basis. Each day, students are provided a healthy snack, giving some students a much needed
energy boost. Tutoring and physical activities are part of the curriculum. In addition to mandatory homework and reading time for all participants, youth are able to choose
activities that are suited to their needs. Students are separated by grade level during tutoring time, which allows staff to build rapport with the students. The after-school
program has an invested group of leaders that continuously seek to improve the program and evaluate what is working and what needs to improve.

Needs of Improvement:
Although the permanent staff members are attentive and caring, it is difficult to evaluate the level of engagement due to the large staff/student ratio. It is recommended that
staff are assigned a group or pod of students (as is the model with their tutoring program at one school) that they bond with and form a caring adult/child relationship. In the
past the after-school program has experienced a large turnover in staff, this issue has improved over the last year, however due to budgetary restraints there are still a large
group of temporary staff that work for the after-school program and are not as vested in the program. Overall, the after-school program has made tremendous strides in the last
year.

Success Stories and Quotes

“Meagan is wonderful. It is the best 6th grade after school group I have seen in my 20 years.” Don Feige – 6th Grade Teacher, Helen Lehman Elementary
This year we implemented intramural sports into the After School Programs.  4th through 6th grade students participated in a six week football and six week soccer league that
allowed them to travel and compete against other schools. The leagues were an incentive program encouraging education, responsibility, good sportsmanship, and commitment. Teachers, principals, and parents came out to show their support while the students and staff had a lot of fun.
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At A Glance - Effort, Effect, and Performance
SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation System
Performance
Accountability
Model

Logic Model

Answers to SR CHOICE Evaluation Questions
Santa Rosa Rec. & Parks and Santa Rosa City
Schools After School Programs

What did SR CHOICE
grant for services?

SR CHOICE
Funds
$188,496

Match
$289,305

Total
$477,801

Percent Match
153%

Inputs Spent

What did SR CHOICE
spend on services?

SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching
Funds Spent

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

$179,653

$201,545

$381,198

95%

FTE Staff
15.1

Years
Experience
7.2

Years
Schooling
11.9

Male
29%

Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Male

Female

Level of Youth Developmental
Assets

318

53%

47%

Medium

0-3 yrs
0%

4-11 yrs
91%

12-19 yrs
9%

20-59 yrs
0%

African
Americans
8%

Asian Pacific
Islander
Americans
4%

Caucasian
Americans
13%

Customers

Who were the staff
providing services?

Who are our youth
customers?

Strategies

What service
strategies did we
conduct?

Activities

How much services
did we provide?

Outputs

How much did the
services cost to
deliver?

Customer
Satisfaction

Were our youth and
parent customers
satisfied with our
services?

Latino
Americans
73%

Service
Productivity
Initial
Outcomes

Service Quality
and Reliability

Were our services
effective in producing
change for the better
for our customers?

Were our services
equally effective for
all our customers?

Survey Sample

Female
71%

60+ yrs
0%
Other/MultiRacial
30%

Client HighRisk

Client-Gang
Supporter

Client-Gang
Member

Hard-Core
Gang Member

95%

5%

0%

0%

0%

Early Intervention Services for At Risk Youth in High Risk Neighborhoods

Actual Hours
Planned Hours of Service for
of Service for
Cycle 2 for
Cycle 2 for Year
Year
238,965
266,525

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Year
112%

Cost per
Actual Cost per Actual Cost per Customer SR
Hour SR
Hour Total
CHOICE
CHOICE Funds
Funds
Funds
$4.00

Hours of
Service per
Customer
838

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds

Average # of
New Caring
Adults
Connected to
Youth

$1,199

3.9

$565

Average Satisfaction of Youth
(0-100% on 4 items)

Average Satisfaction of Parents
(0-100% on 4 items)

Customer Level
of Participation
in Services

80%

90%

High

Service Productivity
(% of targeted changes achieved
minus % missed )

Youth Report
of Changes

Asset development changes

68%

82%

79%

Grantee selected changes

65%

75%

66%

Service Quality Score
Asset Development
Fall 08
Spring 09
1.6

How many customers
did they survey?

No, missed
Percent of Total spending all the
Funds Spent
matching funds
80%

Client At-Risk

$1.69

E
F
F
E
C
T

Met Performance Goals

Inputs Grants

Staff

E
F
F
O
R
T

SR CHOICE
Evaluation
Questions

Youth Surveys
551

1.6
Parent
Surveys
101

Parent Report on Staff Report on
Changes
Customer

Change in
Service Quality Reliability Level
Level
Staff Surveys
575

Good
RPRA Surveys
320

SPI Score
740
Total Surveys
1547

Yes

Native American
are 2% of
customers

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Satisfaction
> 70%

Yes Service
Productivity
> 60%

Yes, Quality
Score >1
Yes
Average
SPI > 600
Yes, Good
Sample Size
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Initial Outcomes and Results

Youth customers were asked questions for youth developmental assets and questions related to targeted skills, knowledge, attitudes and behaviors (determined by
grantee). For each of these variables a quantitative score was given. The score is the percent of targeted changes achieved minus the percent of targeted changes missed.
The score could range from -100% (worse) to 0% (same) to +100% (for better). Indicated below is the percentage of youth surveyed that indicated they changed for the
better because of the services provided by the grantee. Each question began with: “Because of this program…”

After School Programs
(Child Survey)
73% This program makes my schoolwork easier:
76% This program helps me get along with adults better:
75% This program helps me learn new things:
85% This program helps me stay safe yes:
66% This program helps me get along with other kids better:
75% This program makes me feel good about myself yes:
75% This program makes me participate in school activities more:
73% This program gets me involved in my community more:
73% This program helps me enjoy reading more:
69% This program helps me avoid fights better:
83% This program helps me avoid gang activities better:
(Youth Survey)
68% Because of this program, my success at school (job/training) is better:
60% Because of this program, my understanding of who I am and what I can do is better:
65% Because of this program, my ability to communicate is better:
71% Because of this program, my ability to learn new things is better:
60% Because of this program, my ability to connect with adults is better:
65% Because of this program, my ability to work with others is better:
75% Because of this program, my ability to stay safe is better:
71% Because of this program, I understand the dangers of joining a gang better:
68% Because of this program, my personal relationships with others (friends, teachers, after-school staff) are better:
57% Because of this program, my ability to resolve conflicts without hitting, kicking, pushing, or fighting is better:
61% Because of this program, I attend school more:
53% Because of this program, I am involved with the community more:
72% Because of this program, I complete my homework more:
67% Because of this program, I am involved in school activities more:
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United Against Sexual Assault
Youth Empowerment Program
Agency Description
United Against Sexual Assault of Sonoma County (UASA) is the sole rape crisis, intervention, prevention, education and counseling center in Sonoma County. UASA offers
counseling and intervention services to survivors of sexual assault and their support systems, regardless of race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, age, or socioeconomic
status. UASA offers free prevention education services all across Sonoma County at school sites as well as at local businesses and community agencies. UASA prevention programs
include its Youth Empowerment Programs, gender-specific support groups geared at reducing the vulnerability of youth to sexual, physical, and emotional assault. UASA,
working in partnership with the community, strives to eliminate all forms of violence, with a special focus on sexual assault and abuse.

Strengths:
The staff members that run the Youth Empowerment Programs are dedicated and caring. They allow youth to ask candid questions and respond in an adult and non-judgmental
way. It is obvious that meaningful relationships are being built. UASA should be commended for providing a safe and confidential space for young girls and boys to express
themselves without the other gender present. UASA should also be applauded for collaborating with schools and changing and expanding their program when they saw
what was working and what was not. Staff members also earmarked part of their program budget for leadership courses including a ropes course, this provided youth with
opportunities that would otherwise not be available to them.

Needs of Improvement:
UASA had a difficult time starting their programs on time during this first cycle, it is recommended that in order to not lose momentum that they continue to working with
established programs and school sites. It is also recommended that UASA step up their recruitment efforts in order to serve more youth and meet projected numbers. Overall,
UASA’s Youth Empowerment program needs to continue to assess and evaluate themselves as they did this first year and adjust their program accordingly.

Success Stories
UASA has been running the Girls Circle curriculum at Roseland University Prep. In the group, girls have shared about their romantic relationships, parental relationships, school
status, and friendships. “Girl Talk,” as the girls call the group, has become a place for the girls to be themselves without fear of judgment or repercussions. At the start of the
group, the girls created the group guidelines and rules for how the group would run. The girls have come to make the group their own by taking ownership of the space and time.
During a session as each girl was “checking in” sharing their orchid and onion (one good and one bad thing that is occurring in their life), one of the girls started to break down
and cry. She had just broken up with her boyfriend. Some of the girls went to give her a hug and others said as a reminder that one should ask before giving a hug. Another girl
went to the white board where the group guidelines are posted and began to right “crying is okay” as an addendum to the guidelines. She asked the rest of the group if they
agreed with the new guideline and they all agreed.
Girls Circle group at Roseland University Prep 2008
At the beginning of the January 2009, a young girl joined the Healthy Relationships group at Lewis Opportunity. For several weeks she remained quiet and did not activity
participate in the group. Indicative of the supportive and safe environment created by the group, no one ever judged her or “called her out” for not talking. Then at one group
session, she participated in the check-in process, with a smile she shared,” I’m happy, ‘cause my mom’s nicer to me.” In the week prior to the session, she had been physically
abused by her mother. The young girl felt empowered enough to go to a teacher to seek help. A CPS report was made and subsequently her relationship with her mother
improved. Her willingness to share this incident with the group demonstrates that she felt safe with all of the participants in the group.
Healthy Relationship group at Lewis Opportunity 2009
“I like this group. You’re cool! I don’t feel judged or hated on when I speak, like I do with my teachers and other adults.” 15-year-old girl in a Healthy Relationship group,
2009.
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At A Glance - Effort, Effect, and Performance
SR CHOICE Performance Logic Model Evaluation System
Performance
Accountability
Model

Logic Model

Answers to SR CHOICE Evaluation Questions
United Against Sexual Assault

What did SR CHOICE
grant for services?

SR CHOICE
Funds
$19,988

Match
$4,747

Total
$24,735

Percent Match
24%

Inputs Spent

What did SR CHOICE
spend on services?

SR CHOICE
Funds Spent

Matching
Funds Spent

Total Funds
Spent

Percent of SR
CHOICE Funds
Spent

Percent of Total
Funds Spent

$19,988

$4,747

$24,735

100%

100%

FTE Staff
0.6

Years
Experience
9.8

Years
Schooling
16.0

Male
33%

Female
67%

Total
Unduplicated
Customers

Male

Female

Level of Youth Developmental
Assets

50

40%

60%

Low

0-3 yrs
0%

4-11 yrs
0%

12-19 yrs
100%

20-59 yrs
0%

African
Americans
2%

Asian Pacific
Islander
Americans
2%

Caucasian
Americans
26%

Customers

Who were the staff
providing services?

Who are our youth
customers?

Strategies

What service
strategies did we
conduct?

Activities

How much services
did we provide?

Outputs

How much did the
services cost to
deliver?

Latino
Americans
56%

Customer
Satisfaction

Service
Productivity
Initial
Outcomes

Service Quality
and Reliability

Were our youth and
parent customers
satisfied with our
services?

Were our services
effective in producing
change for the better
for our customers?

Were our services
equally effective for
all our customers?

How many customers
did they survey?
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Other/MultiRacial
10%

Client HighRisk

Client-Gang
Supporter

Client-Gang
Member

Hard-Core
Gang Member

25%

50%

25%

0%

0%

Early Intervention Services for At Risk Youth in High Risk Neighborhoods

Actual Hours
Planned Hours of Service for
of Service for
Cycle 2 for
Cycle 2 for Year
Year
1,403
1,449

Percent of Contracted Services
Delivered for Year
103%

Cost per
Actual Cost per Actual Cost per Customer SR
Hour SR
Hour Total
CHOICE
CHOICE Funds
Funds
Funds
$17.07

Hours of
Service per
Customer
29

Cost per
Customer Total
Funds

Average # of
New Caring
Adults
Connected to
Youth

$495

1.2

$400

Average Satisfaction of Youth
(0-100% on 4 items)

Average Satisfaction of Parents
(0-100% on 4 items)

73%

71%

Customer Level
of Participation
in Services

Service Productivity
(% of targeted changes achieved
minus % missed )

Youth Report
of Changes

Asset development changes

52%

59%

71%

Grantee selected changes

69%

82%

96%

Service Quality Score
Asset Development
Fall 08
Spring 09
2.9

Survey Sample

60+ yrs
0%

Client At-Risk

$13.79

E
F
F
E
C
T

Met Performance Goals

Inputs Grants

Staff

E
F
F
O
R
T

SR CHOICE
Evaluation
Questions

Youth Surveys
31

1.9
Parent
Surveys
23

Parent Report on Staff Report on
Changes
Customer

Change in
Service Quality Reliability Level
Decreasing
Staff Surveys
35

Good
RPRA Surveys
31

SPI Score
633
Total Surveys
120

Yes

Yes

Native American
are 4% of
customers

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Satisfaction
> 70%

No, just missed
Youth Asset
Service
Productivity
< 60%
Yes, Quality
Score >1
Yes
Average
SPI > 600
Adequate
Sample Size

Initial Outcomes and Results

Youth customers were asked questions for youth developmental assets and questions related to targeted skills, knowledge, attitudes and behaviors (determined by grantee). For
each of these variables a quantitative score was given. The score is the percent of targeted changes achieved minus the percent of targeted changes missed. The score could range
from -100% (worse) to 0% (same) to +100% (for better). Indicated below is the percentage of youth surveyed that indicated they changed for the better because of the services
provided by the grantee. Each question began with: “Because of this program…”

United Against Sexual Assault Youth Empowerment Programs
(Youth Survey)
57% My success at school (job/training) is better:
38% My understanding of who I an and what I can do is better:
57% My ability to communicate is better:
38% My ability to lean new things is better:
57% My ability to connect with adults is better:
57% My ability to work with others is better:
62% My ability to stay safe is better:
71% My ability to make responsible choices is better:
57% I understand the consequences of joining a gang better:
71% I know the difference between a healthy relationship and an abusive one better:
71% I understand how to deal with sexual assault in my personal relationships better:
71% My understanding of how our culture contributes to sexual violence is better:
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